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PREFACE
You are now the owner of a Philips Mechanical Engineer assembly kit - a kit

wíth over 600 components enabling you to make as many mechanical consttuctions as you like.

In this book you will fiad 41 descriptions of assemblies - docks, wiadmills,
caterpillar-trucks, cranes and pumps, to narae just a £ew. The number of con-

structions you can make depends on your skill and technical ingenuity. From
the hundreds of components in the kit you can make hundreds of other
assemblies.

In constxucting several models you will learn a great deai about the wonderful
powers used in techniques, such as elasticity, water-power, air pressure and
gravity, as many of the models made from this assembly kit can be put to
work with these sources of energy.

If you are already in the possessíon of a Philips Electronic Engineer kit, you
will be able to make numerous electrically controlled models also.
We wish you lots of fun with your Philips Mechanical Engineer kit!
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In this book, more than 40 models,
which can be made from the ME-kit,
are described and lots of others can be
invented by yourself.
We are convinced chat one of the
clocks will be in service in your room
for a long time. How beautiful the
clock is going to look and how good
it will work depends of course on the
way you use the components in this
assembly kit.
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Damage to the plástic parts can be
prevented by using the spedal tools
from your kit only and not forcing
anything, so never lose your temper.
That is why we want to advise you to
start with the simple models, which
are given at the beginning of the chapter "Comprehensive Assembly Instructions".

Loosen the collets and clamping
springs before moving a spindle and
never try to push a collet into a hole
from the wrong side.
When pushing the pins in or out
wheels always lay them on the sup-

porting tools. If the plástic compo
nents have become dirty, they can be
cleaned with just water and soap.
Bearings can be greased with sewing
machine oil if necessary.

However, be very careful and thrifty
with the oil as oil and dust form a
mud like layer which is not very nice

and prevents the models from working
correctly.

Be very careful never to spiil oil on the
rubber wheels as the rubber is affected
by the oil.
If any components are missing do not
try cutting spindles into smaller pieces.
This will give trouble later on.
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No.

Dcsígnation

Quantity

Transparent plástic plates with

Píate

tapered

holes to take collets and termináis.
Used

as

frarae

and

as

base

píate

for

models.
Collec 2 nun

Black plástic tapered plugs with holes of
2, 3 or 4 mm diameter.

Collet 3 mm

24

Collec 4 mm

16

tapered holes in wheels and plates.

Largc wheel

12

Transparent plástic wheel with holes for

Used for fixing spítidles and bushes in

pins and tapered holes in the centre to

take collets.
Used as gear wheel, ordinary wheeí and
structural unit.
Small wheel

Pin

10

280

Same as above,
fewer holes.

but smaller and with

Nickel-piated spring steel pins.
May

be

inserted

in

plástic

wheels

to

make these into gear wheels.
Long pin

30

Same as above, but longer.

Spindle, 2x96

2 mm stainless steel spindle, 96 mm long.

10

Spindle, 3x24

Hollow

1 I

Spindle, 3x48

brass, 3 mm dia.

12

Spindle, 3x90

13

Spindle. 3x120

14

Spindle, 3x324

Clamping
spnng

spindle

made

of

nickel-piated

Uses: standard spindle in all normal
cases; also as a rod, íever or conduit.

24

V-shaped spring of bright stainless steel.

Used for fixing 3 mm spindlcs and bushes
at righr angles to each other.
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16

Dush, 1,5x8

17

Bush,

3x12

16

18

Bush,

3x24

6

3

Thin-walled, silver-plated brass tube with

crimped edge at one end.
Available in six sizes.

19

Bush,

4x12

16

20-

Bush,

4x24

4

21

Bush,

5x4

3

22

Washer 2 mm

24

23

Washer 3 mm

16

24

Washec 4 mm

6

25

Sleeving 2 mm

1.50m

Black flexible plástic tube.

26

Sleeving 3 mm

0.50 m

27

Sleeving 4 mm

0.50 m

Pieces are cut off for use as adjusting
tubes on spindles.

Smooth nickeí-plated brass washer.
Holes o£ 2, 3 and 4 mm diameter. Used

mainly as inserts in rotating models.

No.

Designación

Quantícy

Plástic tube

0.50 m

Transparent plasric tubes. Used as valve
chamber and gauge glass.

29

Rubber hose

Ira

Thin-walled flexible rubber hose with an
outside diameter of about 3.5 mm.
Used for air and water.

30

Cord

6 m

Thin flexible cord, very strong and resist
an c to wear.

Used as hoisting cable and clock chain.
Flex (red)

lm

Flex (black)

1 m

Fiex (green)

1 m

Flex (grey)

1 m

35

Hairpin spring

36

Large coil
spring

37

Small coil
spring

38

Con tace spring

39

Lamp

12

Insulated electric flex in four colours.

Used for building electrical circuits.

These three types of steel wire springs
are used for making electrical connections.

16

They are abo used occassíonally in mechanical structures.

This chromiura nickel-steel wire spring
is used for the assembly of electric swicches and for spring mounting 3 mm stan
dard spindles.

Standard tungsten lamp with small current consumption.

Used for illuminacion of models or for
warning purposes.

Electric motor

D.C.-collector motor in transparent plás
tic housing for 6-12V.

Ceramic ferroxdur magnet.

Used for mechan ical electrón i c experi
ments.

Black rubber bands.

Used as fixing materia! and drive belt.

Round plástic box.

With the diaphragm stretched on, is used

as cylinder for pump or air motor.

The balioon is cut to pieces, the pieces
being used as diaphragms for modeis operating with water or air.

Nickel-plated steel bal!. Used as suction
and press valve in pump strucmres.
Soft rubber plug for conneaing to watei
tap.

Black nylon lever.

Used for balance and pendulum mecha

Black plástic wheel with V-slot.

Used as guide rollec for cord and elastic
Rubber tyre to fit Jarge wheel.

Rubbec tyre to fit small wheel.

Tool used for inserting and removing
pins.

Nickel-píated steel disc.

Used as supporting ring during the inserrion of pins.

Nickel-plated stee! pipe.
Used as a suppon during the removal of
pins from wheels.

Chrome nickel steel spanner.
Used for tightening and ioosening collets.
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ASSEMBLY OF THE VARIOUS PARTS

Collets (Nos. 2, 3, 4)

The collets are used to fix spindles and

Building models with your ME 1200 build-

bushes of various diameters into the conical

tng kit means putting various pares togeeher

holes in

Ín the correct way. Thatisall! In this chapter

These colíets can only be pushed into the

we will tell you briefly how this should be

holes from the top (i.e. the side on which the

done, and this will help you to understand

letters and figures can be read).

the drawings and building instructions of

Before being pushed into a hole they should

the mountjng-plates and

wheels.

the next chapter. You will find that building

be slipped over the spindle or bush which is

is quicker and easíer if you read ehe instruc

to be fixed (B). The collets must be firraly

tions carefully and start off with the models

fíxed into the holesf and to ensure this the

marked with an asterisk. These are the sim-

spanner (No. 54) must be used (C). This

plest models and they will teach you how

spanner fits the fíat sídes Ín the thick edge of

to read the drawings and avoid mistakes.

the collet. Press the collet down with the
spanner against the outer edges and at the

Mounting-PJate (No. 1)

same time move the Iatter to and fro a Httle,

The píate (No. 1) is used in most models. The

this enables the collet to be fixed firmly.

75 holes in it are tapered, which means that

The side of the spanner used depends upon

the collets (Nos. 2,3,4), can be pushed into

how much room is available.

it from one side only. This side, which we

To remove a collet, slip the spanner around

cali the top, is the side on which the letters

the inner fíat edges of the collet. Again move

J to X and figures 1 to 5 are embossed on

the spanner to and fro and pulí gently. In

the píate, along the edges. These letters and

the case of the thinnest spindle, (2mm), it

figures serve as a reference, like a chess-

is

board. XI refers to the hole on the right

and ín such a case push a short length of

sometimes

difficult

to

prevent slippíng

hand top córner, V4 is more to the left and

2 mm

lower down, etc. (A).

spindle and use a 3mm collet (D).

When fixing parts on the mounting píate
make sure that you check the top for the
reference letters and figures in order to pre-

vent mistakes!

B

W¿

X5

plástic

sleeving

(No. 25)

over

the

Wheels (Nos. S, 6)

Pins (Nos. 7, 8)

Wheels, which are used ín aJl models, come

The nickle-plated steel pins fit in the small
holes of the wheels. We have to use the spe-

in two sizes, the larger (No. 5), with a dia-

meter of 54 mm, and the smaller (No. 6)
with a diameter of 24 mm. The wheels are

cial

insertion

tool,

the

"pin-driver"

(No.

51) and the supporting ring (No. 52) when

provided with a large number of holes índicated by letters. The top side is the onc

ínserting these pins into the wheels. These

from which the letters can be read, the under
side has a small reinforcement rim at the

holes quickly and accurately, without either

tools enable you to place the pins in the
damage to pin or wheel or irritation be-

centre. Wheel No. 5 contains one large ta-

cause the wheel wobbles or a pin slips óut

pered hole in the centre in which a collet

of your fíngers. The wheel should always

can be pushed from the top and 126 smaller
holes ídentifíed by capital letters and distributed over seven circles.
A

6 holes,

B

9 holes,

C

12 holes,

D 18 holes,

E 24 holes,

F 27 holes,

G 30 holes.

be laid fíat on the supporting ring. Whenever
the top of the wheel is facing upwards, the
downward-facing reinforcing edge should be
made to fall inside the hole in the ring,
otherwise the wheel will wobble. To insert
a pin, place it on the pin-driver and retain

ít with the middle finger (B). Place it over

In the building descriptions the holes are

the appropriate hole and apply a light pres-

indicated by one of the above letters and a

sure to make the pin glide into the hole (C).

figure (A). Turning clockwise the first hole
past each Jetter is called

1, the next one

2, etc.

The small wheel (No. 6) contains the taper-

ed centre hole and 27 small holes in three

círcles with 6, 9 and 12 holes, indicated by
small letters a, b, c. Thus, if one of the des

Ensure that you hold your pin-driver perpendicularly to the wheel and immediately

above the hole. If not, and you use too
much fotce, you wiíl only succeed Ín damaging the hole, which will cause unreliable

operation of the model you are building.

criptions says to insert a pin in hole B3, we

automatically know that reference is made to
a large wheel while b3 refers to a smali
wheel.

ES

C£

A

c
AS

Unless otherwise stated, the pins must always be placed in the wheels with the slots

Double Wheels

Double wheels are made from two wheeis
joined together by a number of pins. The

facing towatds the spindle.

The same tooJ, No. 51, is used to remove
che pins from the holes. Place the wheel
on the supporting pipe No. 53 with the pins
to be removed pointing downwards. The
pin-dfiver in then inserted into the pin
and pushed down as far as it will go. The
pin will then drop out the wheel (A). Remember to keep the cool vettical on the
wheel and that only slight pressure is necessary.

To place a 2 mm washet on a. pin place
the 2 mm washer on a 3 or 4 mrn one. Then
press the pin into the 2 mm washer with the
pin-driver. If then the pin is pressed into a

wheel the washer will rest against this. If the
washer is to be away from the wheel, the
pin must be pressed further down into che
ring. Then lay the ring on a 3 or 4 mm bush.

wheels must be placed with their undersides
facing each other. This is necessary as the
coilets have to be inserted from the top sides.
All double wheels, whether used as drive
wheels or caterpillar wheeis, are common in
that the two wheels have an equal space in
between them.

In order to achieve this, we proceed as follows: Place a wheel on the supporting ring
No. 52 in such a way that it is halfway
under the wheel placed upside down into
which the pins are to be pushed (B). One by
one the pins are pressed through the holes
until they just touch the supporting ring No.
52. They then extend about 3 mm above the
top of this wheel.

When all the pins have been placed in posítion, press back one with the top of the

wheel. Then hold this wheel with its top
upwards above the second wheel which must

lie upside down (C).

Carefully use the pin-driver to press the pin
into one of the holes of the second wheel.
To obtain the required spacing between the

B

A
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two wheels, three 4 mm bushes No. 19 or 20

Gear Wheels

(with the ríveted edge ¡^rojecting from the

Gear -wheels are not difficult to make and

wheel) are placed on the bottom wheel. AIl

their construction has actually been described

the remaining pins are then pressed through

in the paragraph on pins. The construction

into the corresponding holes of the bottom

drawings show clearJy how many pins have

wheel.

to be ínserted and in which holes. Do not

Ic is, of coutse, necessaty to ensute that the

forget that the slots must be facing the shaft,

pins line up with the holes in the bottom

unless otherwise stated.

wheel. In the case of a double wheel where

When double gear wheels have to be made,

pieces of rubber hose are used on the pins,

the píns must be Ínserted in a certain se-

e.g. in the docks, the short length of hose

quence. As a rule there are more pins on

should, of course, be pushed actoss the pins

one side of a double gear wheel than on the

before they are pushed through into the se-

other. Start with placing the wheel on the

cond wheel (A).

supporting ring No. 52. Complete the cir-

Dismantling follows the same procedure as

cle with the most pins first. This must usu-

above, but in reverse. Firstly put three bush

ally be done from the top of the wheel (fol-

es No. 19 or 20 between the two wheels.

low the construction drawing) as here the

Next place the double wheel onto the sup-

head of the collet remains accessible for the

porting tube (B). Take care that you place

collet spanner. This migbt be ímpossible if

the double wheel onto the supporting tube in

the smaller circle was fitted on the top. Once

such a way that none of the pins can be

the largest circle of pins has been

pushed against this tube. Then push all the

pleted the wheel can be turned over, placed

pins out of

afcer

on the supporting tube and from the other

removing the top wheel, the píns are pushed

side, the small circle of pins can be made

out of the bottom wheel.

(Q.

the top

wheel.

Finally,

com-

If for double wheels the long pins (No. 8)
have to be used, then, instead of the bushes,
Ró (penlíte) batteries are used for spacing
the wheels apart.

A

B

C

li

Wheets on Shafts

Spindles (Nos. 9 to 14)

The solid stainless steel spindles of 2 mm
diameter can be pushed into the hollow

nickel plated spindles or bushes of 3 mm
diameter. Provided the shafts have not been
bent or dented the thin spindles will turn

srnoothly in the 3 mm shafts. The 3 mm
shaft in turn can be pushed into the 4 mm
bushes (Nos. 19,

20)

in which

they

can

turneasily (A).

In this way we can have up to three con-

centric spindles, which can all turn independently, and use is made of chis in some

clocks with a central second hand.
It is possible to make a very long spindle

In the building instmctions an arrow has
been drawn against each wheel. The same
arrows are repeated along the shafts where
the wheels are to be fitted. Each artow car

nes a number and each shaft can be divided into a number of positíons, 1 being the
position of the first collet that can be placed
on the shaft, 2 that of the second collet, etc.
Thus an arrow with a 5 signifies the
5th position. When a wheel has to be mounted in position 3 then proceed as follows
(Q.

First push three collets onto the spindle. Rest
it on the supporting ring with the lower-

move the pin when disassembling use one

most collet also resting on this ring and push
the wheel onto the uppermost collet and tighten rhis with the key. Remove the other two

or several 2mm shafts one after the other.

collets.

by joining two 3 mm spindles together by
means of a pin No. 7 or No. 8 (B). To re

Spindles of 2 mm can also be joíned together
by means of a pin.

When previously prepared spindles and
wheels are fitted in a frame, movement of
the spindles lengthways must be prevented.
They are locked by pushing a washer (Nos.
22, 23 or 24) along the spindle and then
a short length of plástic sleeving (Nos. 25,
26 or 27) (D). Tlie 2 mm piece of sleeving
can be stretched slightly by pushing them
onto one of the tapered ends of the spanner

and after a little while they shrink to their
original size.

)3-2Ü
m-u

C
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Spindles on Wheels

Clamping Springs (No. 15) for Fixing Spindles

A 3 mm spindle can also be fixed at a right

to Spindles

angle to a wheel at a hole other than the

Spindles and bushes of 3 mm diameter can

central one. A pin is first pressed into the

be fixed perpendicular to one another by

appropriate hole and then a spindle is pressed

means of the clamping springs. The clamp

over it (A). To remove the pin later on one

ing spring Ís compressed in two fingers of

or more 2 mm spindles must be used.

one hand while the spindle is pushed through

It ís also possíble to mount a spindle paral-

the two holes in the spring with the other

lel to a wheel when it can be used as a lever.

hand. Still compressing the clamping spring,

This is done by plaring it between two pairs

push the other spindle or a bush through the

of pins. If the pins are so inserted that the

round córner of this spring. When

slots point away from the spindle, this will

parts are in the desired posítion reléase the

be firmly held. (B) This is made use of for

spring (D). Never try to move a spindle

the assembly of a lever in a rotary switch.

without fuííy compressing the spring.

íf, however, the síots are facing one another

If several clamping springs are to be fitted

the spindle will have some play(C)e.g. when
required for the front axle of a steerable car
or the pendulum dríve of a clock.

borh

simultaneously they can be kept compressed

by pushíng 4 mm washers across the projecting lugs, until everything is in position,
when the washers can be removed.
The

clamping

springs are

also

used

for

crank assembües. A long pin is inserted ¡n
a wheel with 2 mm washers pushed onto
it. The spring is placed across the pin be
tween the washers and a 3 mm spindle is
inserted ín the holes (E).

(n.b.) The spindle in the round córner of
the spring will move more easily lengthwise than the one pushed through the holes.

The spindle most likely to shift should,
therefore, be inserted in the holes.

D

C
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Bushes (Nos. 16 to 21) as Bearings

Cuíting to Lengíh

The bushes (Nos. 16 to 21) are mainly used

The flex, rubber hose, plástic sleeving and

as bearings for spindles. They are fixed in
the píate by pushing tlie bush into rhe thick
end of a collet unless otherwise stated (A).
The 5 mm bushes, however, fit straight in
to che holes in the píate and are used e.g. as

are cut off carelessly you will waste too

bearings for 4mm bushes.

When a spindle needs two bearings, the short

cord are supplied in a greater length than
is needed for the various models. If pieces
much material. Use a spindle o£ the correa

length or take the spacings between the holes
in the assembly píate as a measure. These

are 15 mm apart so 4, 8 and 14 spacings

bushes (No. 17, 19) are used (B). When,
however, only one place is available for
seating the spindle this should by done by

correspond to 60, 120 and 210 mm respec-

means of a bush (No. 18, 20) (C).

A suitable series of standard lengths would

The bushes are also used where a wheel has
to rotate freely around a spindle. They are
inserted in the end of a collet which, in
turn, is inserted in the wheel from the top.
The 3x12 mm bushes can be used as bear
ings for 2mm spindles. They can also be

be 4 x 60 mm, 4 x 120 mm, 1 x 210 mm.

fixed on to stationary spindles by means of
clamping sptings (see page 11). When
mounted on two parallel, stationary spindles
they can be used to hold a rotating 2mm
spindle. It is of the utmost importance that

they are exactly in line with each other.
Bearings may be lubricated with a lítele
sewing machine oil if absolutely necessary.

tively.
Flex

Rubber Hose

Keep one piece of 420 mm for making the
tabíe clock; divide the rest into two pieces
of 60 mm, two of 90 mm and cwo of 120
mm. This will leave you some hose which can
be cut into short pieces for use on pulleys
and píns.

The hose often- has to be pushed onto a

3 mm spindle or a 4 mm bush. You will
find it easier to do this if you. moisten the
end of the bush slightly. Short pieces can be
fitted more easily if first pushed on to the

pin-driver and from there pushed onto the
spindle or bush.

A

It is important that oil or grease is not allowed to come into contact with the rubber
hose. It should also be stored in the dark
and occasionally rubbed with some talcum
powder - this will prevent it from perishing
prematurely.
Plástic Sleeving

Two 550 mm lengths of the 2mm sleeving
B

(No. 25) have to be kept for the caterpillar

truck, also reserve two pieces of 90 mm and
two of 150 mm of the 3 mm sleeving (No.

26).
Cord

A 2 m length should be kept.intact for use
C

14
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in the weight-driven clocks.

YOU HAVE NOW LEARNED ALL THE DETAILS

Diaphragm Housing (B). Push two 3x24

NECESSARY FOR BUILDING THE MODELS Al,

mm (No. 18) bushes through the two holes

A2, Bl, B2, B3, Cl, C2, C3 and El.

in the diaphragm housing (No. 43). Place

Ciocks E2, E3 and E4 can also be built bur:
FlRST ACQUIRE SOME EXPERIENCE BY BUILD
ING ONE OR MORE

OF THE MODELS

LISTED

AEOVE.

this onto the supporting tube (No. 53).
The Diaphragm. First lay a steel ball (No.

45) on the diaphragm housing (C). Fix the
diaphragm across the housing with a rubber

band which should not be too tight (D).
The diaphragm should not crinkle yet not

PUMPS

be taut. Then secure it by means of a second

Diaphragm Pump

rubber band which should be quite taut.

The diaphragm pump works using principies

Remove the first rubber band.

similar to the pistón pump. The petrol piimp

D'utpkragm Coupling (E). Take a 4x24mm

in your facher's car is a diaphragm pump.

bush (No. 20)

h lends itself more easily to small construc-

exactly in the centre of the diaphragm, Press

and place it, flange down,

tions, ít has less friction and there is little

down until the diaphragm with ball holds

risk of leakage. Its principal parts are the

firmly in the bush. If the baíl cannot be

drive rod and the diaphragm housing.

fixed properly, put an extra piece of balloon

The drive rod (A). This consists of two small

between bush and ball. If the ball stiü will

wheels (No. 6) with the under sides facíng

not fit remove the diaphragm and push the

each other and kept apart by two 20 mm

bush onto it outside the housing.

pins (No. 8), placed in the holes al and a7.

Mount'mg. Mount the diaphragm housing on

The 3 mm drive shaft, whose length depends

to the model with collets or clamping springs,

on the modei, is fixed by means of a colíet in

supporting the bushes (No. 18) through the

the central hole of one wheel.

diaphragm by hand, if necessary. Then fix

Diaphragm. Cut the neck off one of the balloons and cut the balloon along the fold to

collet No. 24 (F). Further consult the Build-

obtain two fairly fíat pieces of rubber.

íng Instructions.

C

IB

B

A

the 4x24 bush on the drive rod using a

D

Valves

A pump must contain valves in order to
ensure that the water pumped up cannot flow
back during the retum movement of the diaphragm. The inlet and outlet valves are, however, of the same construction.

They consist o£ a length of plástic tubing
(No. 28), a steel ball (No. 45) and two connectíng píeces made of bushes or spindles.
The length of plástic tubing is shown on the
construction drawings. The ball fits into
this tube and the valve is sealed by pushing
small pieces of rubber hose on to the 3 mm
bushes or spindles before these are pressed
into the plástic tube.

YOU

NOW

HAVE

THE

KNOWLEDGE

FOR

MAKING THE MODELS B4, B5, B6, DI, D2
¿ND D3.
In the kemaining models electrical cir-

CUITS ARE USED, THE KNO\íTlEDGE FOR THIS
IS FOUND IN THE NEXT CHAPTER.

PUTTING ELECTRICITY TO WORK

.

CONNECTING UP

THE CONTACT SPRINGS (No. 38)

The contact spring (No. 38) is used mainly

in switches. As a rule, it is pushed into a

The red. black, grey and green flex (Nos.

3 mm spindle, a 2 mm washer or the pín-

31-34) serve for electrical connections. For

hole of a wheel. The pushing as well as the

each connection the appropciate length of

removing should be done, turning counter

flex has to be cut off and about 5-10 mm

clockwíse (C).

of the insulation stripped from the ends. Cut
the insulation all round with a knife and then

LAMP FITTTNG

pulí it off the wire. Do not cut the insukition

To make a fítting for a lamp, take a small

ríght through or several strands of wire will

wheel (No. 6) and fix a 3 mm spindle or bush

be cut or break off in use.
consist of a haírpin

(as indicated in the construction drawing)
by means of a coüet No. 3 (D). This spindle

spring (No. 35) which is pushed through a

or bush should protrude about ómm below

hole in the mounting píate from one side

the wheel. Then insert two long pins (No.

and a large coil spring (No. 36) is firmly

S2i) into the holes el and c3 from below

pushed over this from the other side. Twist

as shown. The slots must face each other.

the bared end of the flex, push the coil

Connect one wire to one of the pins in the

spring down, insert the wire end and then let

manner described at the left of this page

go of the coil spring again.

and another wire to the spindle or bush in

To connect the flex to a pin, first straighten

che same way. Finally fít the lamp.

the stripped end, then push the flex right

Should this burn out, a replacement should

through (B). Next fold the bare strands back

be of the 6 Volt, 0.05 A type, such

along the insulation. Push the flex back in

used in the rear lights of bieyeles.

Wire termináis

(A)

as is

the pin so that the folded core is clamped

between the pin and the insulation. The bare
core should not be pushed to the side of the
slot in the pin bun opposite to it.
1—38
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the holes b2, b5 and b8 until they too pro

BATTERY HOLDERS

The type of dry cell we use is known internationally as the Ró (penlite), and is also

used in small transistor radios. It has a length
of 50mm and a diameter of l4mm. It supplies a voltage of 1.5 V, which is not enough
for our purpose and for this reason we always
use 6 or 3 plus 3. These are connected in
seríes giving 9 V in total.
Battery Holder for Three R6 Penlite Celis

This holder

is

used where there

is

not

enough space available for a 6 cell holder.
For each holder take two small wheels (No.
6) and insert pins (No. 7) from the underside of the wheels into the holes el, c5 and
c9 until they protrude 4mm (the thickness
of the ring No. 52) from the top (A)
Similariy insert rhree long pins (No. 8) into
7

trude 4 mm, with the slots facing outwards.
Slide a piece of 2 mm sleeving over the long
pins to avoid a short-circuit of the batteries
Interconnect the pins c5 and c9 with a short

length of wire. Bunch three cells together by
wrapping a rubber band (No. 42) cwice round
them. One of the cells must be upside
down. Place one wheel with contact el on
the positive pole of the right hand cell,

the other (bottom) wheel with contact c5
against the same cell (B). Then stretch
rubber bands around opposite ends of the
long pins. The leads of the battery holder
are fitted into the pins inserted in the holes
el.

This battery holder is fixed by inserting a
3 x 96 mm spindle in the centre holes of the
wheels, using a collet at one end only.

c9

Battery Holder for Six R6 Penlite Cells

First place pins in theundersidesof two large
wheels (No. 5) with the slots facing out

A

wards (C).

Large pins (No. 8) go in Cl, C3, C5, C7,
C9, CU, E2, E5, E10, E13, E18 and E21.
Short pins (No. 7) in El, E6, E9, E14, E17
and E22.

B

Then push 2mm washers (No. 21) on six
pins (No. 7) (see page 10). Insert these,
again in the underside of the wheels, in
holes D3, D9 and D15. Next place short
pins in the holes D6, DI2 and DI8 to pro
trude 4mm (thickness of supporting ring
(No. 52) above each wheel.
Take one wheel fitted in thisway and connect

a red wire to the pin in D3 from the top

(this will be the positive lead) and a black
wire to the pin in D6 (see page 19). Also
interconnect D9 with D12 and DI5 with
D18 using grey or green wire. The second
wheel

is

provided

with

interconnections

from D3 tó D18, D6 to D9 and D12 to
D15 (D).
18
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The two wheels are then fixed by means o£

then pushing the negative pole into place

collets to a 3 x 96 mm spindle, wítfa their

(F).

undersides facing each other, and about 60

As cells of various makes are not always of

mm apare The con tac t in D3 in the fírsr

quite the same length, it may be necessary

wheel (red wire) should be directly oppo-

to change the distance between the wheels to

site contact D18 in the other.

fit the cells.

Next cut 6 píeces of plástic tubing (No.

For some círcuits the full battery voltage

28) each 4mm long and these are pushed

of 9 V is not required, Then an interconnec-

halfway over the positive (-J-) pole of each

tion is replaced by two sepárate Ieads which

cell (E). Into the free end of the tubing screw

are joíntly connected to a terminal.

the end winding of a coil spring (No. 36).
The cells are then ready to be placed in the
batcery holder. Push the coil springs over

the pins with the washers. Place each cell in
position by inserting it ar an angle, compressíng the coil spring with the positive pole and

£10

Di

D

Battery Holder for Three R20 Flashlight CeUs

The R20 flashlight cell is often used in tor-

ches. Because of its greater size (33x60

D6
D!8

mm), it will last much longer than the K.6
ceíl and is more económica! to use. Unfor19

tunately though it is too large and too heavy
£or most oí our models, but is useful In some
stationary ones.

The design is similar to that of the battery
holder £or three B.6 cells (pagelS). Use
large wheels (No. 5). Pins (No. 7) are ¡nserted in the holes E2, E10 and E18 and protrude 4mm at the top (G). In one of the
wheels pins (No. 7) are also fitted, with the
slots outward, in GS, GIS and G28, pro-

truding 4mm at the top. The other wheel
is provided with pins (No. 8) in D5, Dll
and D17, again protruding 4 mm at the top

and with the slots oucward. This wheel is also

fitted with a 3 x 96 spindle which must pro-

trude 10 mm from the colíet. The pins El0
and E18 are interconnected to the two pins

in E2 The wheels should be positioned with
the pins in E2 and E10 exactly opposite

each other. The pin inE2 of the top wheel

should make contact with the right-hand one
of the two positive poles.
The On/Off Switch

This switch can be easily bullí on the top

wheel o£ the battery holder for six R6 cells.
Insert pins (No. 8) in the holes C4, CÍO,
F2 and F3; the latter two with the slots
facing each other (A). Push a washer (No.
22) about 3 mm onto a pin (No. 7) and fix

this washer, together with two washers (No.
23). in the slots in the pins inserted in F2
and F3, with the shortest end of the pin
pointing towards the centre o£ the wheel.
Now fix 3x12 bush (No. 17) to the end
of a 3x48mm spindle with the aid of a
clamping spring (No. 15). This bush rotates
in the centre of the wheel round the spindle

of the battery holder. If this is a 3 mm spind

E 18

le, the bush must be fixed to a long pin
which has been inserted in the spindle firsc.
The bush must be locked with a piece of
sleeving (No. 25).

When a coil spring (No. 36) is inserted between one leg of the clamping spring (the

one nearest to the free pait of the 3x48

EíQ

spindle) and the pin fixed with the washers,
the switch is ready to be connected in accordance with the buüding instructions. (For

A

E2

G28

20
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is

instance: the red lead from pin D3 on the

pins fotm the fixed contacts for the spring

battery holder is connected to the pin with

(A).

washers and a lead from the long pin in C4

The rotating wheel is fitted with contact

to the model.)

springs

(No. 38)

with

washers

(No. 22)

pushed on to them (see page 17 fig. c). These
Rotary Switch

washers form the movable contacts. They

Rotary switches can usually be set to more

ahvays rest against two pins at a time and

than two different positions. Dífferent ty-

thus interconnect them and, therefore, the

pes are used in the various models, but here

leads connected to them. The slots in these

we shall restrict ourselves to a general des-

pins should always face outward!

cription which should enable you toread the

Illustration

drawings of the building instructions. The

the lever.

(B)

shows the construction of

rotary switch consists of two wheels both
mounted on the same spindle, one of them is
stationary and the other is abíe to rotate.
The

stationary

wheel

may,

for

instance,

be fixed to the shaft with a collet, the
rotary wheel may have a bush inserted into

its collet and

is kept at the correct dis-

tance from the stationary wheel by a second

bush. Tlie stationary wheel contains the píns
to which the leads are connected and these

THE MOTOR (No. 40)

The normal operating voltage of the motor
is 9 V. It will still work at less than 6 V,

but will then develop lítele power. The vol
tage should never exceed 12 V and should

always

be

supplíed

by

batteties.

Connec-

ting ít to the mains circuit is very dangerous

and even by way of a transformer damage
can resuít.

The motor will rotate in either direction,
depending

on which way

che

battery

is

connected.

Important!

Never apply too much pressure to the motor

spindle. When pushing a pin or piece of
hose on to the spindle hold the motor up-

right and rest the back of the spindle on
somethíng solíd. Cords of cord transmissions

must not be run more tightly than is necessary and to protect the battery never brake
the motor by putting your hand on it. Also

switch off the current if a fault oceurs in a
working model.

Mounting.

The motor is usually suspended on two 3 mm
spindles inserted through two of the four
channels which are províded ín the cover
(A). In some cases the motor may be held
■/[

against two parallel spindles by means of a

rubber band (No. 42).
Connecting íhe Motor

To connect the flex to the motor, its connec-

ting leads are folded double over a distance
of about 8mm and short springs (No. 37)
pushed over them (B). The end of che flex
is then clamped between the folded strip and

the spring. It is advisable to fold the bare
core back against the insulation, ¡n the sa
me way as for the pins, otherwíse the flex
may slip out.
The Coupling of the Motor

The simplest way to couple the motor spindle to a model is to push a pin (No. 7 or
8)

with

two washers

(No. 2)

on

to

the

spindle and to use the pin as a pulley for
cord transmission (C). This gives the highest

possible transmission ratio that can be obtaíned, although the cord sometimes tends
to slip on the smooth pin.

To reduce slipping a piece of rubber hose
is pushed over the pins (D). This is secured

by two washers (No. 23). First push the hose
halfway onto the pin, then place the washers
on the protniding end of the hose and finally push the whole onto the spindle.
A Flexible Coupling

A flexible coupling with a 2 x 9ó mm spind
le placed roughly in line with

the motor

spindle may be obtained by pushing a pin

onto the ends of both spindles and connecting them with a piece of rubber hose (A).
The hose is fixed to the pins with two was

hers (No. 23).
Mounting a Wheel

It is diffícult to mount a wheel directly
on the short motor spindle. To do this push
a pin onto the spindle and a bush (No. 17)
29 " 7
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on top of it. The wheel can then be fixed
wíth a collet (No. 3).

Friction Transmission

To make a friction transmission a 12 mm

long piece of rubber hose is fitted wíth a
washer (No. 23)

on

to

a

pin

(No. 7)

so

that the hose projects about halfway from
the pin (F). The Iatter is then pushed on the

motor spindle. By letting the projecting end
of the hose run against the periphery of a

large wheel, the transmission ratio will be
greater than obtainable with a cord and
rubber pulley.
The Design oí the Motor

A great advantage of this motor is that ¡t

can also be used as a generator and ir is
used in this way in various models.

Furthermore, it can be dismantled and then
reassembled, but it is not advisable to do

If they repel, one of the magnets must be

this unnecessarily. If dismantling is, never-

turned round, otherwise the motor will draw

theless, necessary because of dirt in the mo

too much current and will pulí very badly.

tor or for other reasons, then first pay at-

The bearings of the motor are selflubrica-

tention to how everything fits together and

ting. No lubrication is required until the mo

note the position of the bearings and the

tor has been runníng for more than 200

springs. The position of the magnets is also

hours, say, or when it is very dirty and

very

the

has to be cleaned with a cloth or brush,

long, narrow faces of the magnets together,

then use a little sewing machine oil and en-

note whether they attract or repel each other.

sure that no oil penetrates the Ínside of the

If they attract, they are in the position in

motor and particularly not on the brushes

which they are to be fitted in the motor.

or commutator.

important

(A).

When

bringing
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We assume that you will not be satisfied

merely to reproduce the described models

but thar you will want to design your own.
And no doubt you will aiso want to know
how the more intricate machines that you
are making work exactly. This is where this
chapter will be of help to you, as here we
shall tell you, amongst other things, how

gear wheels are calculated and how to make

the switches for models in which the electric

motors are used and give you a great deal of

information which will be very useful to you.
Let your imagination run freeíy and use this

A

chapter as a guíde.

GEARWHEEL TRANSMISSION

Gearwheel transmissions are used to increase

or reduce speeds (revoiutions per minute)
and torques. They are extremely important in
equipement such as cars, for example (gears)

and in most of the models which you can

build with the ME-kit.

The normal, straight gearwheel transmission
shown m Vlg. A is used most. The wheels
turn on two parallel spindles and the pins on

one wheel mesh from the outside with those

on the other wheel.

The second method is known as the internal
gear transmission and is shown in Fig. B.

It is again based on two wheels which turn

on two parallel spindles, but here the pins
on one wheel mesh with pins on the other
wheel, but from the inside.

There is yet a third method, the transmission

with bevel gears (Fig. Q, in which two
wheels turn on spindles whose axes are at

right angles to each other. It is remarcable
in this respect that whereas all the three

transmissions can be obtained with the same
type of pin wheel, three different types of
24
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B

the much more modern gearwheel are required.

The iransmission ratio is determined by the

not touch each other; if they are too cióse

together, the pins wül seíze up (Fig. D).
As the problem is different for the various

number of pins «sed. The most important

methods of transmissions, tt must be discussed

property of two meshing gearwheels Ís the

separately for each of these transmissions.

transmhsion ratio. This can be calculated
very easüy by dividing the number of pins
on che driving wheel by that on the dtiven
wheel. For example, if the driving wheel has
6 pins and the driven wheel 30, the trans-

mission ratio will be 6 : 30 or 1:5. This
means that the driving wheel must rotate
five times to cause the driven wheel to rotate
once.

With several gearwheel transmissions wor-

kíng one after the other, the ratio of each
pair can be calculated. By multiplying the
transmission ratios, the overall trahsmission
ratio Ís obtained.

Pin wheels for intermittent drives

By omitting one or more pins from the dri
ving wheel it is possibe to change the trans

mission ratio. If, usíng the wheel with 30
pins of our last example, we take away five
of the six pins on the other wheel, the trans

mission ratio will be 1 ; 30.
A wheel from which a number of pins are
omitted Ís called an intermittant drive.

Intermittent-dríve pin wheel

Such a pin wheel may be used only if the
driven wheel remains stationary while the

place or places from which the pins have
been omitted pass by. This Ís done by makíng
the driven wheel run less smoothly by applying extra friction to it.
Position of the spindles

The spindles must be positioned correctly to
ensure that the pin wheels mesh properly. If
they ate spaced too far apart, the pins will
25

The spindle of one wheel runs parallel to

6 and 30, 9 and 27, 12 and 24 and 18 and
18 (Fig. F), giving transmission ratios of

that of the other wheel. The two spindles
will usually be fixed at both ends in a píate,

first wheel is the driving one, or

A. Normal transmission

the holes in which are spaced 15 mm apart.

The distance between the two spindles will

1 : 5, 1 : 3, 1 : 2 and 1 : 1 respectively if the

5 : 1, 3 : 1, 2 : 1 and 1 : 1 with the second
wheel functioning as dríve. At a spacing of

therefore be 15, 30 or 45 mm.
At a distance of 15 mm only two small

wheels can be used. The total number of

pins in both wheels is then 18. This may be
divided, so that each wheel contains 9 pins
in which case the transmission ratio is 1 : 1
{Fig. E) or 6 pins may be inserted in one
wheel and 12 in the other.

If the driving wheel carnes the 6 pins the
transmission ratio will be 1:2, if it carnes
the 12 pins: 2 : 1.

The large wheels can be and usually are used
if the spindles are spaced 30 mm apart. A

corabination of a large and a small wheel
may, of course, be used, if desired. The total

number of pins is now twice as great as be-

3x15 — 45 mm between the spindles, two

fore, that is 36.

large wheels must always be used. The total

This opens up many more possíbílities, na-

number of pins is then 3 x48 = 54 and the

mely:

number of variations two, nameíy 30 and 24,

26

available: 30 and 12, 27 and 9, 24 and 6,
giving transmission ratios of 1 : 2 - Vz, 1:3,

1 : 4 respectively and vice versa, dependíng
on which wheel is the driven one.
C. Bevel gear transmission

The spindles are arranged at tight angies to
each other, so that only one of tliem can be

extended. The other should then be arranged
in the same plañe, in other words, if this

were to be extended it should íntersect the
first one.
Unless this is done accurately, the transmission will noc function properly.

and 27 and 27 (see (Fig. G), giving trans-

mission ratios of 4 : 5, 5 : 4 and 1:1, depending on which wheel functions as drive.
With the spindles fixed by means of bushes

and clamping springs instead of in plates, the
spindles may be spaced any distance apart,
thereby providing- a great variety of transmissíon ratios.
B. Interna! gear transmission

This always involves a large wheel, whose
spindle may be fixed in bearings at both

ends, and a small wheel whose spindle can
be fixed at one end only, since, the larger
wheel ptevents it from being fixed at the
other end (Fig. H). The distance between the
spindles is then 15 mm. Since the differencc

in the number of pins must amount to 18 in
this case, the following transmissions are
27
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Position of the wheels on spindles

With a normal or jnternal gear transmission

the distance between the wheels must be
12 mm.The 10 mm long pins protrude 7 mm

from the wheels, which are 3 mm thick.
The píns in the one wheel should always be
kept at 2 mm from the other wheel, so that
the pins mesh with each other over a length
of 5 mm. The distance between the wheels is
then 7-{-2=9 mm and since a wheel is
3 mm thickf the next wheel is always 12 mm

away. This is exactly the length of a collet

(Fig. I). Henee, as indicated by the broken
lines in the figure, the collet of one wheel
starts at the place where the collet on the
spindle carrying the preceding wheel ends.

This means that the collet for each subsequent wheel must be moved one place futther
along the spindle. This agrees with what we
have said before about positioning compo-

Múltiple gearwheels

High transmission ratios can be obtained by
means of several stages of gearwheels which
can be linked in various ways. It is impor-

tant to use the least possible number of
stages however since the more wheels that
are used, the higher the friction and henee
the loss.

For the same reason we use thin spindles for
fast-running, as a thin spindle is less subject
to wear than a thick one.

The number of gearwheels can be limited by
using mtdtiple-iype gearwbeel in many of
which pins are insertad in both sides. As already mentioned earlier, the use of a small
pin circle at the side at which the collet is
inserted in the wheel should, of course, be
avoided, as we would be unable to reach it
with the specíal spanner.

In another type of múltiple gearwheel, both
the rings of pins protude from the same side.
One ring consists of long pins in this case.

With bevel gear transmissions the wheels
must be positioned on the spindíes in such a
way that only the tops of the pins come in

The advantage of this type is that it takes up
less room, as clearly shown in Fig. K. Furthermore, one wheel may then be used simultaneously as gearwheel and pulley or brake

contact with each other - see Fig. J.

drum.

nents on spindles with the aid of loóse collets.
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Although the pins no longer touch each
other, the wheels are still linked together - by
means of the rubber band. The transmission
ratio is unchanged at 1 : 5, for this is deter-

míned by the peripheries of the two pin circles and these are still the same. As shown
on Fig. A, the direction of rotation depends
on the manner in which the rubber band is
placed round the wheels.
ít is unnecessary to inserí: a pin in each hole
in a circle in large-diameter pulleys, ic is

sufficient to place a pin Ín every third hole
in the two largest cíteles and in every other
hole Ín the three smaller circles. In cíteles

T

containing ó or 9 holes, a pin must be inserted in each one, however. With pulley
transmissions it is obvioassly

necessary to

ensure that the cord does not run off the
Direction of rotation

The two wheels rotate in opposite directions

wheeís while these are rotating.
A

wíth normal gearwheel transmission, but in
the same direction with internal gearwheel
transmission (Fig. L). The figurs show fur-

ther that bevel gear transmissions enable two
gearwheels to rocate in either direction, hen
ee offering a choice.
PULLEY TRANSMISSIONS

Pulleys are wheels over which a piece of
string or rubber band is run. Various ways
are possible. The black pulleys Ín the kit
(No. 23) cannot be fixed to a spindle and
thus are suitable only as guide rollers for
cord or elastic. For transmissions, therefore,
we have to make up pulleys from the normal
wheels and spindles. There are exceptions,
however. Lee us consider a normal, straight
gearwheel transmission with 30 and 6 pins.

The two spindles thus rotate in opposite di
rections with a transmission ratio of 1:5.
The'apiñóles are now pushed further ápárt
and a rubber band is placed over both wheels.
29

In the arrangement shown in Fig. B this is

simply done by placing the wheels with the
pins facing in opposite directions, so that one
wheel prevents the cord from moving in one

directíon and the other does the same in the
other direction. In cases where this is inadequate, one of the puLleys must be made up
of two wheels.

For a bevel belt drive such as shown in
Fig.C, fixing bushes rotating on a spindle
C

can be used as guide rollers.
The great advantage of pulley transmissions

is that chey are virtually noiseless and require
no lubrication; in fact? rabber must on no

account come into contact with oil. Against

this is the disadvantage that the friction tends
to be higher, giving rise to gréater losses than
with gearwheel transmissions and that a cer-

tain amount of slip always takes places, depending on the load, so that the transmis-

sion ratio is not completely accurate. Pulley
transmissions are therefore, never used in

equipment which must run accurately at a
given speed, such as docks. In other cases a
certain amount of slip is welcomed. We men-

tion the back wheels of a car, for example,
where the outer wheel must rotare faster
than the inner one with the car going round
a bend. The pulley transmission with rubber
bands is ideal for this purpose.

B

Slip between the cord and the pulley may be
reduced by increasing tensión of the cord or
the friction between the cord and the pulley.

The tensión can be increased by using a smaller rubber band or pushing the spindles further apart. The best method consists in in
creasing the wheel diameters, however, as the
rubber band is then stretched more tautly
and the frictional torces functíon over a

larger diameter, so that slip occurs only at
higher loads.

Siip may further be counteracted by increa
sing the friction between the cord and the
pulley. If we used a piece of string as drive,

30

SPINDLES AND BEARINGS

As mentioned, the kit contains

thin steel

spindles and thicker, hollow brass spindles.
To fit them into bearings, a large number of
different bushes are provided while the thin
spindles can also be passed through the hol
D

low ones. Bearings are supports provided to
hold a revolving spindle in its correa posi

tion. As a certain amount of play should be
present,

however

this

"clearance"

should

not be too small or the spindle would jam,
yet not too large, or the spindle would move

about too much in the bearing and prevent
models from working satisfactoríly. In most
cases the spindle wíll exert a certain forcé on
the bearing, known as the bearing load and
this is what causes friction and wear when
the spindle revolves. The effect of bearing
this could for example, be replaced by a rub-

clearance

ber band, whereas an ordinary wheel could

making rhe load as light as possible.

and

wear

can

be

reduced

by

be replaced by a wheel wich pieces of rubber

With pulley transmissíon, for example, the

hose pushed round the pins. Although a rub

rubber band applies an extra load (tensión S)

ber band can be allowed to run direct round

Ín the lateral direction. Bearings can be used

a spindle, this spíndle however has a very

to support the spindles in various ways.

low friction. A higher fricción can be obtained simply by pushing a piece of rubber hose

In the figures A to D, the forces acting

on the spindle. It fíts tightly only round
3 mm spindles, however, whereas we are also
concerned with 2 mm spindles.

We are thinking here particulary of the

spindle of the electric motor. By pushing a
pin over the spindle first, we are íncreasing
the diameter straight away to 2.4 mm (Fíg.
D). To ensure that the piece of hose remains in positrón, wepush two 3 mm washers

A

on the hose which also has the advantage

that the string remains in its position. Take
a fairly long piece of 2 mm hose and make
an oblique cut at one end. Push two 3 mm
washers onto the hose. (The oblique cut will
make this easier). Then push die hose com
plete with washers onto the pin which is already attached to the motor spindle. Cut off
the excess hose.

B
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and the bearing are made. Because of the
material of which the thin, hardened spindlc
is made, this is very suitable for fitting into

c

the hollow spindle or in the bushes. If this
spindle were to be supported in a small hole
in one of the plástic wheels, it would wear

to a much greater extent, since the material
for the wheels was chosen in the first place

for its strength and transparency and not for
íts suitability to function as a bearing.

Some plastics have very good friction and
wear propertíes, one of the best known of
which is nylon. The escapement of a dock,

D

for example, against which a pin comes to

rest millions of times, is now often made of
- a special kind of nylon.

Friction and wear can be considerably reduced by lubricating the parts. Always use a

on the spindle are represented by arrows, indicating not only the direction, but also the
size of the forcé. The longer the arrow the
greater the forcé. In mechanics this arrow is
known as a vector.

For a spindle to be light-running, the total
bearing load has to be as small as possible.
Since the load on bearings has to be kept as
small as possible, it would be best to place
the two bearings on either side of the pulley

or to fit the bearing on the pulley itself and
fix the spindle. (Figs. A and B). In some
cases it may be necessary to fit two bearings
on one side of the pulley; these should then
be mounted as far apart as possible. (Fig.
C). With the bearings arranged as shown

in Fig.D, the overall bearing load will be

3 times the tensión S; this method is thus

hardly suitable where the spindle has to be
light-running.

The frictíon and the amount of wear also

depend on the material of which the spindle
32

thin, good quality oit such as used in sewing
machines and never apply too much, for this
will only result in the oil penetrating to pla
ces where it serves no useful purpose. Moreover, oil and dust combine into a substance

which causes more wear than without any oil

applied at all. Take particular care that the
oil remains clear of rubber components. An
electric motor is better not lubricated, for oil

instde electric motors can give rise to sparking and this will ultimately result in the
motor breaking down.

COUPLINGS

A coupling is generally used to íink two objects together. In our -case it refers to the
various means by which two spindles can be
connected together. A coupling is also used
for extending a spindle, if it is found to be
too short. If two spindles have to be connec

ted to each other as fitmly as possible, we use
a

fixed

coupling

(Fig. E),

cornprising

a

exactly in line with that of the other, in con-

trast to fixed couplings, where the whole
would then twist and revolve only with dif-

ficulty. Then we have the free-wheel coupl

ing as used in bicycles, by means of which
the spindle is engaged in one ditection only.
This can be made into a ratchet by allowing
a pawl to run over the pins of the pin wheel
(see Fig. I), h can be silenced by winding

a few turns of stríng round one of the pin

spring dowel in a hollow spindle, a spring
dowel round a thxn spindle, or wheels connected with spring dowels (Fig. F). If long
spindles revolve at high speed, they must be
supported in several places with bearings to
prevent wobble. In this case k is better to
support the two spindles separately and Iink

them by means of a flexible coupling (Fig.
G). The simplest example of a flexible
coupling is a piece of rubber hose between
two spindles, possibly two pieces of hose separated by a shorc unsupported spindle.
Couplings capable of withstanding greater
forces may consist of two pin wheels the pin
circles of which mesh with each other (Fie
H).

The great advantage of flexible couplings is
that the bearing of one spindle need not be-

cheles (Fig. J). If one end of the string is
fixed to the free-running wheel and the other

end is tted with the aid of a rubber band to
the same wheel, the spindle and wheel wíll
rotate together in one direction, but slip
with respect to each other in the other direc
tion.

With both ends of the string connected to

the wheel by way of a rubber band, we obtain a sliding coupling. With thís coupling,
the spindle is engaged on slight loading, but
lags on heavy loading. The loading limit can

be adjusted by altering the tensión of the
string.

lí two spindles are to be coupled through a
wall which Ís not to be drilled, we use a
magneik coupling. This enables a mechanism

immersed in water, for example, to be driven
through

the side

or

the bottom (Fig. K).

Finally we have the sliding ?nesb gearbox by
which two spindles may be engaged or disengaged as required. The simplest: example ot

such a coupling is the cltiich (Fig. L). One
wheel is provided with a complete circle of
pins; in the corresponding circle in the other
wheel only one pin is inserted, with the ope-

ning facing outwards. As the two wheels are
moved closer together, the pins mesh and

the clutch is said to be "engaged". If one of
the wheels is moved aside, tfie pins no longer
mesh and the clutch is said to be "disenga-

ged". A special type of clutch is that known
as the centrifugal clutch which is explained
with the aid of (Fig. M).

The left-hand wheel contains two springs
(No. 3S) with washers (No. 22) pushed on
to the ends. With increasing revolutions, the

washers will
untíl

be pushed furdier outwards

they engage wíth the pins on

the

right-hand wheel, with which contact will
then be maintained. The clutch has thus en

gaged itself automatically. The clutch will
disengage when the revolutions drop below
a certain number.
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MAKING SWITCHES

the diagrams.

When designing new models you may find

Mechanical pin: A pin to which a wire is
not attached. These are shown as red circles

that none of the switches described in the
Buiiding Instructions will meet your requiments. In this case you will have to design

one yourself following the basic construction
of a rotary switch as described on page 21

and the seven-step procedure outlined below.

in the diagrams.

Here are some examples of how you can use
the procedure given above to design and construct switches to meet your own requirements.

Step 1. Draw the circuit diagram

Example 1'. Reversing switch for a motor

Step2. Write down, one below the other,
what the switch must do in its various po-

Síepl. The circuit diagram is shown in
% B.

sitions.

Step 3. Write the required connections next
to the switch pósitions (see Example 1 be
low)..

Step 4. Calcúlate how many moving contacts are necessary

Step 5. Calcúlate how many electrical and
mechanical pins are necessary.

Step 6. Make a drawing of the switch

Step 7. Work out the connections to the-

electrical pins.

Note: On the basis of the number of elec
trical and mechanical pins which are neces
sary (Step 5) choose a circle of holes and re
produce it on a piece of paper by inserting
the sharp point of a pencil through each
hole. You will then have a circle of dots

Step 4. In the pósitions 1 and 3 two sets of
two pins each have to be interconnected.

As this can be done with two rings only, two
moving contacts are required.

Step 5. With two moving contacts and three
switch pósitions six spacings (2x3) between

©

on your piece of paper. You should now

circle the dots which correspond to the pó

A

sitions of the electrical pins.

©

The moving contacts should be shown by
rings 'resting' against the circles representing
the pin pósitions (Fig. A).

It is important that pins are placed in all
the holes of the circle otherwise the moving
contacts become disengaged. This means filling up with mechanical pins any holes not

-O
o

■9V

needed by electrical pins.

Electrical pin: A pin to which a wire is attached. These are shown as blue circles on

Oc

B

-T

b
o

d
o-
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©

Other orders are also possible, try and find
some!

©

The

c

complete

switch

with

connections

is

shown in fig. D.
Example II. Reversíng switch for a motor
where the motor works as a brake.
The dífference becween this and the switch
in Example I ¡s that in the off-position the
motor is shorc circuited and then acts as a

D

brake. The circuit diagram is the same as in
the previous example. Steps 2 and 3 give the

following table:
pins are required and thus eight pins (fig. C.
Henee ring a or b of a small wheel could
be used, were it not that the moving contacts will not have enough space to move

freely, therefore the smallest ring on which
we can

buüd

a

rotary

switch

is circle c

(or C) which has 12 boles and sufficient
room for the moving contaets.
For the purpose of this example the construction of the switch is based on círcle C.

Step 6. Reproduce circle C on a piece of
paper and mark the electrical and mechanical
pin positions. Then show the moving con
taets as in switch position 1, marking the

rings I and II (fig. C).
Step 7. Draw up a table like the one beiow
showing which electrical pins the termináis
have to be connected.

J) By connecting c and d tlic motor would be short cir
cuited.
-) The horizontal bars abo ve or beneath the lecters indicate the connections.
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Step 5. Is identical co that of the previous
example.

Step. 6. Is identical to that of the previous
example.

Step 7.

a

b

-o

o

e

O

In position 2 only one conneetion between

d

O-

the termináis c and d is required but there is

no objection to the use of a double connee
tion.

The

switch

and

íts

connections

are

shown in fig. E.

Examplelll. Design of a 5-position switch.

G

0

0

This switch has 5 settings.

1. off.
2. two lamps in seríes with the motor.

3. one lamp in series with the motor.

4. two lamps in parallel.
5. motor connected directiy to battery.

The speed of the motor is thus increased Ín
stages by reducíng the resistance of the circuit.

Step 1. The círcuit diagram is shown in fig. P.

Step 5. The

number

of spacings

between

pins that is necessary is 15 (switch position x
moving contaets.) The switch thus has to be

built on ring D of a large wheel, (18 holes).
See fíg. G.

Step 4- In switch position 4 three pins abe
have to be connected. This requires two
moving contaets. However, since it is also

necessary to include the conneetion de, a

third moving contact is required.
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Step 6.

0

V

J
cion between terminal c and e. This does not,
however, result in anything happening for
reasons that can be seen byreferring to fig. F.
x es mechanical pin.

The switch with its connections is shown Ín
% H.
Example IV. A switch similar to the one in
exíimple 3 can also be made on a small wheel
using the 12 holes of circle c.

To do thís you should disregard step 5 and
for Fig. G reproduce the 12 dots of circle c
(fíg- ])■ You then draw one ring representing
the moving contact which has to make the
most connections, this is contact I as can be

seen in step 6 of example 3- You should then
write in the order of connection shown under
Contact I of step 6 of example 3 (b, a, b, a,
e) against the first 5 pins to the right of
Contact I (see fig. J). The next moving con
tact that is drawn is the one which has to

make most of the remaining connections.
This is contact II which is placed 5 spacings
away from contact I. According to the table
shown in step 6, exxample 3 you should now
place letters against the next 4 pins (ex
ample 3, step ó, Contact II). You will now

notice that in position 1 there is a connec-

Finally a suitable position has to be found

for moving contact III. The only job it has
to do is to make contact between termináis
b and c in position 4. For the pin b, the one
next to contact I in position 1 can be used,

and you should therefore use the pin immediately to the Ieft for terminal c. Contact III
should thus be 3 spacings away from con
tact I. In some switch positions further contacts between electrical pins can be made.

The 'additiond' contacts however do not
affect the operation of the circuit. An exam
ple of this is the connection ab which is
made by contact III in switch position 5.
Important: Prior to using switches of your

own design you should check all connections
against your circuit diagram. It is possible

that you will find other connections between
electrical pins beyond those which you
planned. Such connections should have no effect on the circuit (for example connection
ab, made by contact II in switch position 5
of Example 4) or they could interfere with
the correct functioning of the circuit.
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Al - STEERABLE CAR

40

3

This is a very interesting modei. h is an
índependent construction, but k will also be
used as a base for many other models. Also
those who design vehicles of their own wili
find this car a most suitable starting point.

Ordcr of assembly

the spindle which passes through V2. The

1. Back-axle with wheels.

shaft of the front-axle assembly is pushed

2. Front axle assembly and wheels.

through the bush in V3-

3. Steering column with pinion.

4. The steering damper consists of a bush

4- Steering damper.

3x24(18) and two clamping springs (15).

5. Finishing off of the steering and moun-

The clamping spring which is nearest tb" the

ting of the back axíe.

flange of rhe bush is temporarily bloclced

by means of a 4 mm washer (Fig. 2) (page
1. Push on both ends of a 3 x 120 mm spindle

13, fig. D).

(13) a short length of sleeving (26) and a
3 mm washer (23). In two large wheels ín-

5. Part of the steering column extends above
the spindle, which is fixed in V2. On this

sert a 4x12 bush (19) with a 4mm collet

free end we push two bushes 3x12 (17), af-

(4) (pageS, fig. B and C). Push these wheels

ter which the steering wheel is secured on

on the shaft with the rear sides facing. They

the axle, by means of a collet (2). By fixing

are kept in position by means of two was-

this coller at the ríght spot it is achieved

hers (23) and two píeces of sleeving (26).

that the pins of the small gear wheel stay

The wheels must run lightly.

clear from the pivot by about 2 mm. Next

2. The only difference between back and

two 3x48 spindles(ll) are pushed from

front axle is that in the case of the front

underneath in the holes L2 and L4 ofthe

axle the innermost pieces of sleeving have

mounting píate, on these the rear axle is

been replaced by coil springs (36).

fixed, by means of collets (3) and clamping

The pivot consists of a large wheel with

springs. Finaliy, the front axle is placed in-

pins inserted as shown in fig. 1 a. The eleven

between the four long pins of the pivot (fig.

shorc pins (7) (page9 fig. B and C) are pla

3) and secured by means of a rubber band

ced in the lower side of the wheel with the

(42).

slits pointing outwards in the hoíes E20, 21,

22, 23, 24, 1, 2, 3, 4, D4 and D15. At the
four long pins (8) are inserted in
the holes G30, Gl, G15 and G16 with the
top

3X24

slits facing each other (page 11, fig. C). This
wheel has to be mounted on a 3 x 48 spindle

(11) by means of a collet (3) at position 1
(seepagel3,Bg.C).

6-0

3. In hole V2 of the mounting píate a

spindle 3 x 48 (11) has to be fixed by means
of a collet (3) in such a way that the spindle
protrudes 7 mm from underneath. In hole
V3 a bush 4 x 12 (19) is fixed bij means of
a collet (4). In the bottom side of a small
wheel síx pins are inserted in the circle a,
with the slits facing the centre of the wheel.
This wheel is mounted on a 2 x 96 spindle
(9) at position 1 by means of a collet (2).
This spindle is inserted from underneath in

E 20

A2-TRAILER

When we have built one or che other vehicule and have sufficient parís left, this trailer

can be hooked behind the truck or car con
cerned to increasse the load carrying capacity.
Order of assembly

1. Loading platform.
2. Thebackaxle.

3. Front wheels, with steering axle and
towing hook.

4X24

6+50
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1. In the holes Ll and L5 of the mounting

3. Push a 2 mm washer on a pin (seepage 10)

píate 3 x 24 spindies (10) are fixed by means

and push this pin into a spindle 3 x 48. This

of colíets (3). In this respect see page 8 fig.

spindle is then pushed into the bush in W3.

A, B and C By means of a collet(4) a bush

Underneath the mounting píate a coil spring

4 x 24 ís ínsened in hole 3.

and next a clamping spring are pushed on to

2. Take a 3x120 spíndle and push on both

this spindle. Through the clamping spring

ends a piece of sleeving (29) and a 3 muí

a spindle 3x120 is pushed. Through two

washer. Then on each síde a wheel with a

spindies 3 x 9ó a rubber band (42) Ís pulled

4x12 bush and a collet (4) (page 8, fig. B

by means of a piece of string. These are rhe

and C). The wheels are secured by means of

pulí rods. At one end the pulí rods are kept

a 3 mm washer and a piece of sleeving (29).

together by pushing a long pin (8) through

The wheels are slightly wider apart than in

the ends of the rubber band. At the other

the previous model. Fix the back axle by

side the ends of the rubber band are placed

means of clamping springs on the 3 x 24

around the front axle. Next the front wheels

spindies in Ll and L5.

are mounted on this axle, by means of two

The wheels must be able to revolve freeiy.

4x12 bushes, two rings (23) and two pieces

Rubber tyres are fitted.

of sleeving (26).

62
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A3 - CAR WITH BRAKE AND

HEADLIGHTS

This is the first extensión of the car with
steering wheel (page 40) to which a battery
holder, rotaty switch, brake mechanism and

4

two lamp holders have been added.
Order of assembly

1. The car.

2. The brake mechanism.
3. The battery holder.

4. The switch.
5. The lamp holders.
Hair pin sptings are fitted in the holes SI

2. This car is identical to model Al (page

and TI of the mounting píate (page 17, Fig.

40) with the exception of the right-hand
back wheel, which, in this case, consists of

A). In V4 a 3x48 spindle is inserted and
in U5 a 5,x 4 bush. The spindle extends
from the top of the mounting píate. The

a large wheel, to which a small wheel has

been fixed ac the rear by means of six pins
(7) in cirde A (page 10, fig. C).

bush, however, is inserted from underneath

the mounting píate.
3X24

?[C8J
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2. The brake lever consiste of a small wheel

brake lever. The end is tied to a rubber band,

with pins in the holes b8, b9, cll and el 2.

whích Ís pushed through hole R5 and secu

These pins extend from the top side; the slots

red by a long pin (8).

should not face each other. From underneath

in c8 a pin (7) ís inserted on whích two

3. The battery holder for síx R6 cells has

2 mm washers have been pushed with a dis-

been described on pages 18 and 19. Suspend

tance in between of about 2mm. In c7 a

the battery holder underneath the mounting

long pin is pushed from above,

píate by means of two rubber bands, which

Furthermore, a 4x12 bush is fixed by a

are fixed with hairping springs through the

collet (4)

holes OÍ, O5, Rl and R5. Connect the posi-

in

the central

hole.

The

lever,

which consits of a 3 x 24 bush over which a

tive battery lead to the terminal in Rl (60

píece of sleeving and a cone (4) have been

mm, red). The negative lead is connected to

pushed, Ís inserted in between the four pins

the terminal in TI (90 mm, black).

in b8, b9, Cll and Cl2. A 3x96 spindle is
fixed to the spindles in V2 and V4 by means

4- The construcción of the rotary switch has

of clamping springs. It must protnide about

been described on page 21, figs. A

15 mm at V4.

To the stator the following leads are connec

On to this end a

3 mm

and

B.

washer and the brake lever are pushed. This

ted: In pin cl 90 mm black, c2 l6mm black,

Jatter is secured by means of a short piece

c7 90 mm red, c8 90 mm green, c9 120 mm

of sleeving. Next a piece of stríng about

green. This switch is mounted in the usual

35 cm long is inserted from above through

manner on the spindle which also carries the

hole L5 and then passed through M5, after

brake lever. The pin in c2 of the stator

which a knot is laid. This string passes down-

must be right above the hole VI.

ward over the edge of the mounting píate,
twice round the brake drum, through che

5. The lamp fittíngs have been described on

bush in V5

page 17, fig. D. They are mounted in XI an

and next over pin cS of the

X5. Each one is fixed to the mounting píate

A4-ELECTRIC CAR

by means of a spindle 3 x 24 and two collets(3).

One of

the

collets goes

in

the

mounting píate, the other in the lamp fitting
with their heads touching. In the top ends

of each 3 x 24 mm spindle a short pin (7)
is inserted. Moke the followíng connections:

Sivitch
Pin

To

Plex Colour

This model is again derived from the car
Al. The importan t difference is that it con-

tains an electromotor to move it. The switch
The terminal

in TI

is

connected

to

the

serves as reverse gear and contact switch.

spindle in XI (90 mm, black) and the ter

By reversing the connections of the motor

minal Rl to the spindle X5 (90 mm, red).

we can make the car run forward or in re

The rotor of the swirch can now be pushed

verse.

on the spindle and secured by means of a
píece of plástic sleeving.

Order of assembly

1. The car.

2. Motor suspensión.

3. Back spindle.
4. Intermedíate spindle.
5- Battery holder.
6. Switch.
7. Wiring.

1. The front wheels with the steering are

identical to those in model Al. The assembly
is again fixed in holes V2 and V3 of the
mounting píate. In the holes S5, T4, U3 and
U5 termináis are fitted by inserting from
underneath a hairpin spring through each ol
these holes, and from above a large coi!
spring.

2. The motor spindle is fírst fitted with £
pulíey

as

described

on

page 22

(fig. D)

3X24

7-h29

This pulley consists of a pin (8), a piece of

towards the sides of the car. Then in a small

hose (29) and two 3 mm washers(23). Then

wheel push from above six pins in the odd-

push two spindles 3 x 48 through the motor

numbered holes of circle c.

as indicared in fig. 2. One' end diese spindles

Fix this idler wheel on

are fixed to the mounting píate by collets

posítion 7 (page 10, Fig. C) by means of a

in the holes L2 and 14. Next 3 mm washers

2 mm

(23) are pushed across the other ends of the

through the two bushes underneath J2 and

spindles, the washers are kept in place by

J4. A 2 mm washer agaínst the flange of

means of short lengths of 3 mm sleeving.

the bush in J4 and a piece of sleeving (25)

collet, and

then

a

2 x 9ó spindle

push

this

spindle

prevent this spindle from movíng sideways.
3- By means of two clamping springs a 3 x

At both ends of dais spindle a pulley is

120 spindle is fixed to the spindles in L2 and

fitted, each consisting of a piece of rubber

L4. In this way the mocor is properly secured.

hose (29) and two 3 mm washers. This is

Over both ends of this spindle a piece of

done in tlie same way as was the case with

sleeving (26) and a washer(23) are pushed.

the motor pulley

Next two double wheels have to be made

easier

(page 10, figs. B and C), which consist of two

brought into its position. Then fie three rub-

large wheels with ten pins divided regularly
over circle G. These double wheels are fixed

to the shaft by means of a collet and a

4 x 24 bush (20). They are secured by means
of a washer (23) and a piece of sleeving.

4. Spindles 3 x 24 have to be fixed in the
holes J2 and J4 by means of collets (3).
Next,

on

these

spindles, ,mount

bushes

3x12 by means of clamping springs in such
a way that the flanges of die bushes point

if assembied

(page 22)

and is made

before the spindle

is

ber bands around the wheels and spindles

AS - ELECTROCAR WITH FLASHING
DIRECTION INDICATORS

(Fíg. 2).
5. Battery holder (see page 19).
Thís is the normal battery holder for six R6
cells. The red positive Iead should be con-

nected to the terminal in S5 and the black
negative Iead to the terminal in T4.
ó. The switch is the one described on page

21. The stator carnes short pins in c4, c5, c9,
clO, cll and el 2 (slocs pointing outwards)

and long pins in c3 and c6. Leads 60 mm
long are connected to c3 (black), c4 (green),
c5 (grey), c6 (black), c9 (red), clO (grey),
cll

(green)

and c!2

(red). The stator is

fíxed in hole V4 by means of two collets

and a 3 x 48 spindle. The rotor is placed on
the spindle without any fixing, so that ít can
be removed and thus serves as the contact

key of the car.

7. To the motor termináis two pieces of flex,
210 mm in length, are connected (grey and
green). All green leads are inserted in U5,

all grey leads in U3, the black ones in T4
and the red ones in S5 (see fig. 3).

This is a furrher extensión of the previou

described model. We refer to that descriptj
and indicate below only the differences
construction.
Ordcr of assembly

1. The electrocar.

2. The lamp fittings.
3. The contaets.

4. Wiring.
1. First build the electríc car according

the description of model A4.
2. See fig. 1. Make two lamp fittings (p;
17, fíg. D) and mount these by means o
bush 3x24 and two collets (3) in the he
XI and X5 of the mounting píate. To m¡
lamps red pulí a piece of balloon over e.

lamp and fix it with a piece from the ball<
neck.

3. Place a contact spring in hole G23

the large wheel of the pivot for the fr

axle. Then, by means of collets(3), pl
3x24 spindles in Wl, W5 and X3. K
3x48 spindle on the spindles in Wl ;

W5 by means of clamping springs. Fit sr
lengths of sleeving to the ends of these spi

les so as to prevent electrical contact betw
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them. Then take a 3 x 24 spindle; at one end

axle assembly

insert a pin (7) and at the other end a con-

120 mm of grey flex to the terminal in U3,

tact spring. The end carrying the pin is in

pass this Iead through the spindle in V3-

Ís

connected

by means

of

serted, together with a collet(3), in hole L5

Connect W5 to X5 (óOmm green) and do

of the moimting píate. In hole Al of the

the same with Wl and XI. Interconnect the

righthand back wheel a pin (7) carrying a

pins in el of the íamp fittíngs by a grey Iead

washer (22) is inserted. The coatact spring

(120 mm).

in

rest

Connect pin c3 of the fitting in XI to a pin

against the back axle but the contact Ís in-

the

spindle

inserted in spíndleL2 (210 mm grey).FinaIly,

terrupted

connect the contact breaker in L5

every

in

L5

will

normally

time the pin in

hole

Al

to the

passes.

motor connection to whkh the green iead is

4- The contact spring in G23 of the front

connected (210 mm).
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A6 - SIX-WHEEL TRUCK

Order of assembly

1. Base píate.

2, Front axle assembly.

3- Back wheels with tándem set.
4. Driving wheel and spindle.
5. Motor.

ó. Two battery holders.

4

7. Switch.
8. The electrical wiring.

9. Finishing off.

1. On the mounting píate fix spindles a
clamping springs as indicated in the

ing. (The colleta in Ql, Q5, XI and X5j
which support the second mounting píate,

are kept till later). The 3 x96 spindle come¡
at position 5 in J4. All the other spindle!

are 3 x48. In L3 a collet with 4x 12 bush í¡
placed for the steering. The spindles in X,
and X4 each consist of two spindles 3x2'
connected together by means of a pin.
2. The assembly of the front wheels and tb
The particular thing about this truck are the

steering follow the directíon aiready giveí

back wheels. Their special suspensión per-

formodel A5.

mits all four to move up and down inde-

A

pendently. They are also dríven separately.

3. First make the two tándem sets which ar<

The electrical circuit is different to that o£

each other's images. Take two spindles 3 x9i

the previous vehicle. This oruck has two

on each put clamping springs at the centf

forward and one reverse speed wíth, in all

and both ends. The lugs of the centre spring

cases, the whole battery of six cells supplyíng

should point downwards, those of the spring

the current.

at the ends should point upwards. Throug'

The switch consists of one rotor with three

the clamping springs at the ends, spindle

rotor contacts at the top and three under-

3 x 48 are pushed and through those at th

neath and two stator wheels. One contact

centre 3 x 24 bushes. The bushes should es

spring always interconnects four contacts.

tent about 1 mm from the clamping spring

In the reverse and first forward posítons the

the spindles should extend from the clampin

two 4.5 V batteries are connected in parallel

spring at the sides opposed to the flanges c

and then the current to be supplied by each

the bushes. Of the second tándem set tb

cell is cut by half, which makes for. a long

fíange of the bush and the spindles point i

battery Ufe. In the second forward posítion

the opposite directions of the first.
On the spindles 3 x 48 a washer and a doub:

all the cells are connected in series. The voltage across the motor is dien 9 V and the
motor will run twice as fast.
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wheel have to be pushed. The double whei
must have nine pins in circle F and a spind,

4x 12 is fixed in it by means of a collet (4).
The collet must point to the outside. The
wheel is kept form shifting by a 3 mm washer

and a piece of sleeving(26). On the lower
ends of the spindles in X2 and X4 clamping
springs have to be pushed, bushes 3x12

have to be pushed through these springs
(flanges on the outside). In these bushes a
2 x 96 spindle is inserted and a tándem set is
placed at each end of tliis spindle. They are
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of sleeving (26). (See also fig. 2).

Mount the motor and secure it by means c
pieces of sleeving (26). Next adjust the pos

4, Mount the idler wheel. On the centre of

its pins properly engage those of the who

locked by means of 2 mm washers and pieces

the spindles in X2 and X4 bushes 3 x 12 are
to be fixed by means of clamping springs

(flanges pointing inwards). Before mounting
the bush on the spindle X2, push a spindle
2x96 through the latter. On this spindie
push a washer(22), the idler wheel, a collet,
a piece of sleeving (25) and a second washer
(22). This spindle also passes through the
bush on the spindle in X4. Adjust the spindle

in such a way that both ends extend the
same distance and then fix the collet in the
idler wheel. Over both ends of the spindle a
pin (7) is pushed. On these pins pulleys are
made by means of pieces of rubber hose and

tíon of the spindle with the idler wheel th¡

on the motor spindle (Fig. 1 and 2).
6. Connect 120 mm red flex to the positb

termináis of both battery holders and bla<
flex (150mm) to the negative termina
Through the battery holders push a spind

2x96 and suspend them underneath t
mounting píate by means of rubber bant

7. Both stator wheels consist of a small whí
with pins in circle c (slots pointing outwan

In the top stator wheel the following wi:
are inserted:

el grey 120 mm, c7 grey 120 mm, c9 i

two 3 mm washers (see page 22, fig. D).

120 mm,

clO

grey

120 mm,

cll

g

5. Fix a pin (7) on the motor spindle and
over this a bush 3x12 with the flange point
ing towards the motor. On this bush a small
wheel with six pins in a is fixed by means
of a collet (3). (slots pointing inwards).

The wiring of the lowermost stator wh

120 mm.
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is as follows:

c3 red 60 mm, c4 biack 60 mm, c5 black
mm, c6 black 60 mm, c7 black 120mm,
red 60 mm, clO red 120 mm, cll red 60 n

The lowermost stator wheel is fixed on the

A7 - CATERPILLAR TRUCK

spindle in ]4 with a collet (3), next a bush

4x12

is

pushed

over

this

spindle.

The

switch rotor consísts of a small wheel, with
pins at the eop side in the holes al, aó, el, c8

and el 2 and protruding 4mm underneath
the wheel. Next mount the lever in the or-

dinary way. A 2 mm washer on the pin in el
keeps the lever in position. In b3 a long pin
is inserted which again protrudes 4 mm from
the underside.

Contact springs are pushed

into the holes b2, b5

and bS, protruding

equally at both sides. On to each end of these
springs push a 2 mm washer.

The rotor is fixed on a bush 4x12 by means

of a collet (4) and then is placed on the
spindle in J4. Next the uppermost switch
stator ís fitted on the same spindle, by means

of a collet (3). It is important that the rotor
can rotate freely becween the two stators.
8. On the rearmóse batteryholderconnect the
positive lead to L2 and the negative lead to

MI. Of the foremost battery holder the posi
tive lead goes to J2 and the negative lead to
Kl. The red leads from c9 and cll of the

lower stator go to J2, and these from c3 and
clO to L2. The black leads from c4 and c6

The caterpiílar truck can be used to dríve

go to Kl and those from c5 and el to MI.

through

almost

any

field.

Its

caterpilíar

Connect the red lead from c9 of the top sta

tracks permít it to pass through the most

tor to L2, the grey leads from clO and cll

difficult terrain. This model differs in al

with OÍ and the green ones from el and c7

most every respect from those described pre-

to N2. The motor should be connected to 01

viously. Only the motor drive is identical to

and N2, with grey and green flex (210 mm

that of model A6.

each).

9. Mount rubber tyres on all wheels and fit

Order of assembly

rubber bands around the four back wheels

1. The mounting píate.

and the pulleys ón the driving spindle.

2. The gear transmissions.

In the second mounting píate puc bushes 4 x

3. Placing of the motor.

24 in the holes Jl, J5, Ql and Q5. These

4- The front wheels.

are fixed by means of collets (4) in the holes

5. The rear wheels.

Ql, Q5, XI and X5 of the base píate. When

6. The sets of idler wheels.

the switch is moved to the forward position,

7. The swícch.

the truck should move forward. If it goes in

8. The battery holder.

reserve, change over the motor leads.

9. The wiring.

l.Insen termináis in the holes N2, N4, T3,

4 x 24 (see fig. 2). Repeat this for J5, XI

U2, U4 and V3 (see pagel 7, fig. A). Next

X5. The flanges of the bushes come aga

push

the outside of the mounting píate. Next p

large

coil

spring

over

a

hairpin

spring and insert the whole in Jl. Thtough

spindles in the mouting place as indica^

the opening of the coil spring pass a bush

below:
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a

and K5 a piece of 3 mm sleeving is put. Next
the motor is placed on these spindles and
with the pieces of sleeving the position of the
motor is so adjusted that the gear wheels
cngage properly.

4- Make two double wheels with pins in Fl,
F4, F7, FIO, F13, F16, F19, F22 and F25In one of the wheels moreover pins in circle
G with the slots facing inwards. Thtough the
bushes underneath Jl and J5 goes a spindle
3 x 120. On the spindle at J5 a 3mm washer

?f 3

Then insert a bush 3x12 with collet(3)

is placed, after which the double wheels with-

inP3.

out pin is mounted on the spindle with a

2. Proceed by making the following geat

coílet (3). At the other side again comes a

wheels.

3 mm washer and a length of 3 mm sleeving.

Large wheels with 30 pins (7) in circle G

Next the other double wheel is fíxed on the

pointing upwards and 6 in circíe A pointing

spindle. The pins of this must engage the

downwards. Place this wheel on a spindle

pins of the gear wheels which are already in

2x96 (position7). Large wheel with 30 pins

position (Fig. 3).

at the top side in circle G and 1 8 pins under-

5.

neath in circle D. Wheel on a spindle 2 x 96

mount these in the same manner (asdescribed

Make

another two

double

wheels

and

(posítíon 8). Push clamping springs on the

sub 4) underneath XI and X5.

spindles in K2, K3 and K5. Insett spíndles

6. On each of two spindles 3 x 96 three clamp

3 x 48 in the topmost clamping springs in

ing springs are placed. Through the middle

K5

ones push a 3 x 48 spindle.

and K3. Through the other clamping

spring in K5 and that in K2 a push 3 x 12

In-between the two clamping springs at the

is pushed. On the spindles of the gear wheels

outside fix on a 3 x 24 spindle, a pulley (48)

push a short length of 2 mm sleeving and a

with at both sides a 3 mm washer. This we

2 mm washer. Next bring the spindles in po-

repeat once more. The puíleys must be able

sítion. The gear wheels come above the side

to run very smoothly. A rubber band is pull-

carrying the letters.

ed from underneath through the spindle in

Adjust the position of the clamping springs

Q2 by means of a piece of string.This band

until the gear wheels run smoothly and en-

goes across

gage each other properly.

through

the

the

mounting píate

spindle

in

Q4

and

down

then

again.

When the gear wheels are properly adjusted,

a washer and piece of sleeving have to be

Through both ends of the rubber band a

pushed over each of the protruding spindle

spindle 2 x 96 is pushed. At both ends of

ends to lock the gear wheels in the right

this spindle a tándem set is mounted. Next

position.

we make the cracks. Take 55 cm of 2mm

3. Push a pin (7) on the motor spindie. Over

sleeving and 3 cm flex. The insulation is

thís a bush 3x12 with the flange pointing

stripped off over 5 mm from both ends after

towards the motor. Next a small wheel with

which the bare wire is bent back. By pushing

6 pins in circle A is fixed on this bush by

this piece of flex in the ends of the sleeving,

means of a collet (3). On the spindles in K3

the cracks are closed.
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Put the tracks around the front and back
wheels and the tándem sets (see fig. 3).

7. The stator of the switch consísts of a large
wheel with thirty pins poindng upwards ¡n

círcleG (fig. 1 a). One downwards in D13
and two long pins upwards in D7 and DI 2.

Fix the stator on spindle Q3 of the mounring píate.
pin in D13, which points downwards, comes in the |
in P3.

The wiríng ís fíxed underneath the wheel,
according to the following table.

The switch rotor consists of a large wh
with three contact springs, mounted fr
underneath in G20, G20 and G30. On
ends of each spring a 2 mm washer Ís fi

On the top side of the wheel place pins
D12, DI 3, F18 and F19. The pins in D
and F18 carry a 2mm washer. Final!
long pin (8) with a 2 mm washer at the

is placed from underneath ín Dl4. Wit
a collet (3) a bush 3 x 24 Ís mounted ín thi
central hole. The switch lever is placed in

between the pins at che top side of the whee
Then put everything into position (Fig. 3)

8. We procede by making two battery holders from small wheels (see page 18.) Firsi
the battery holder that goes in Wl. In thi
upper wheel c5
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is connected with

c9 b]

means of 60 mm green flex. In el 120 mm
green flex ís Ínserted, which later on is con-

nected (60 mm grey). In el comes the lead
from el of the other battery holder. In the

nected to the other battery holder. In the

lower wheel el is connected with the ter

lower wheel we connect el with the termi

nal in U2 (60 mm red), c5 with V3 (60mm

minal in U4 (60 mm blacfc), c5 with T3
(60 mm grey) and c9 with T3 (60 mm grey)

grey), and c9 with V3 (60 mrn grey). The

Insert the cells in such a way that el and

batteries are so Ínserted in the holder that

c5 of the upper wheel are positive and c9

of the upper wheel el and c5 press against

negative. In the lower wheel el and c5 are

the negative pole of a cell and c9 against the

negative and c9 positive. The green leads of

positive pole. The lower wheel must be so

switch and

placed that el and c5 each contaet the po

leads to the terminal in N2. The black leads

sitive pole of a cell and c9 the negative pole.

go to U4 and che red one Ís Ínserted in U2.

Next construct the battery holder in W5.

Finally

battery go to N2,

connect

che

motor

bij

The grey

means

of

green and grey glex of 210 mm length to

In che upper wheel c5 and c9 are intercon-

N2 and N4.
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B - DRIVE SYSTEMS
Bl - WINDMILLS

A windmíll transforms wind-power into me
chanical energy. This'system is very cheap
since the wind coses nothing. It has, however, rhe disadvantage that when rherc is no
wind no mechanical energy can be supplied
either. Jn addition, die ínstalíation must be
very large lí k is ro provide a reasonable
output of energy.
Order of comtruction
1. The baseplate.

2. The cencre-piece.
3. Thesails.

1. Put a 3x48 spindle in holes X3, Jl and
J5. Next place upright spindles in J3 and
K3. A 3x48 spindle is fitted into the top
of these spindles with clamping springs as
indica ted.

Assemble a double wheel of a large wheel
and a small wheel with pins in circles C and
c respectiveíy. The reverse sides must face
each other. (Figs. C and D). The slots must

alternately be turned towards and away from
each other. The closed sides of the pins must

be turned towards each other at the place
where the sail spindle is later to be placed.
Next put pins in the underside of the large wheel at G3, 4, S, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 23,
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23, 28 and 29. These pins go in pairs ¡
the slots must be turned away from e¡
other. Finally using a collet (2) put a spin
2 x 96 into the small wheel.

3. Take a large wheel and insert pins in
holes Cl, C2, G3 and G4, The pins go on
the underside of the wheel and the slots are
turned away ftom each other. A 2 mm washer goes over Cl and G4. A 3 x 96 spindle

is inserted between the pins. Repeat chis ope-

tation 6 times. Then put the sails on the
centre-piece as indicated. The 2x96 spindle

of the centte-piece is put into position. To
ensure ease in spinning use two 2 mm was-

hers and fix evetything secutely in place
wíth a píece of 2 mm sieeving.

The sails must now be adjusted correctly.
Tilt them all slightly to one side. Then pla
ce the complete model ín the windstteam

of a fan and the windmill will turn. íf the
sails ate slanted towards the other side, the
windmill will spin in the opposite ditection.
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B2 - WATER TURBINE WITH DYNAMO

1, In the baseplate 3x 120 spindles go i
Q2 and Q4 (position 10), one 3x96 q
dle into N5 (position 1) and one 3X
spindíe into Q3 (position 1).
2. First place a pin (7) on the motor spin

and secure a piece of hose (approx. 2m
to it with a washer (3 mm). Another 3r.
ring goes over the hose by means of wh

a 3x96 spindíe will later be secured. F
ce the motor slantwise (Fig. 2) between
spindles and Q2 and Q4 and fix it to th

This model converts che energy produced by
water

pressure

into

a

rotary

movement

which creates clectric energy in the motor.
This electric energy makes a bulb light up
and, is thus transformed into light and heat
energy. Characteris tic of turbines is that the

number of revolutions per minute is very
high. That: fact will be clearly demonstrated by this model,
Ordcr of constructions

1. Baseplate.

2. The motor motínting.

3. The bulb holder.
4- The turbine wheel.
5. The hose with nozzle.
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spindles by means of two elastic bands. T
motor pulley must be directly opposite he

Q3-

2. Make a bulb holder (Page 17, fig.D) and
connect the termináis of the bulb hoJder co
chose of the motor.
3. Place 30 pins according to the diagram.

It is extremely imporCanc to posición these
correctly. Using the collet (2) place a 2x

96 spindle in this wheel. Push chis spindle
through the 3x48 spindle in Q3. Next put
a pin (7) on top of it. Push this complete
structure into the hose of che motor pulley

and then push the ring over it to secure
everything in place.

long goes over the other bush. A 1 Vi x 8

bush goes into the other side of this piece
of hose and che flanged end is fixed into the
hose.

Finally

push

a

3 mm

washer over

thís side to prevent the bush from being
ejecced from the hose. Secure the complete
structure toe the spindle in N5 with a clamping spring. A 3 x 24 bush is pushed inco

the other end of the long hose with the flan
ged edge inside the hose. The other side is
inserted in the thickend of cherubberscopper
and chen the remaining cwo apercures in che
scopper are closed off wich mecal balls.

4. Fix a 3x12 bush and a 3x24 bush to-

Adjust

gether using a long pin. (Flanges facing out-

nozzle sprays into che hollow side of the pins.

wards). Push the long hose over the flange

To make che model work stkk the rubber

of the 3 x 24 bush. A piece of hose 20 mm

scopper into the tap and turn it on.

the

whole apparacus so

tfaat the
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B3 - THE HAND-DRIVEN DYNAMO

This model demonsírates that the motor can
also function as a dynamo and can there-

fore really genérate elecrric power. Take the
bottom baseplate and place spindles in Jl,

J5, Wl and W5- Fix a bulb holder approximately in the centre of the spindle in
Wl. (seepageH, Fig.D).

A clamping spring goes on both sides of
this bulb holder and 3 x96 spindles are inserted rhrough these. The motor is pushed
over these spindles and a cogwhee] with 9

pins ís placed on ic in die usual way. TJiis
cogwheel points towards che baseplate. A
collet with a 3x 12 bush goes in T3. Now
on a 2 x 96 spindle put a large wheel with
30 pins in C at posición 7, and a small
wheel with 6 pins in A at posición 3. Both
wheels are turned with the pins facing each
other. The pins are placed in che underside

of both wheels. Fit this spindle into che bush
in T3. The pins of the large wheel must
rotate in the pins of the wheel on the motor.

Now using clamping springs íix the two
spindles which carry the motor securely on
the spindle in Wl. Now put a coliec with
a 4x12 bush in R3 of the baseplate. Push
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a 3x120 spindle through this. A small
wheel is placed on the part of the spindle
projecting on the underside, with 12 pins in
the underside in c. On the topside first push
a 3 mm washer and a piece of 3 mm sleeving
over the spindle. Next put a large wheel
on chis spindle with 30 pins in the copside
m G. These pins must engage in the cogs1
of the small wheel in the spindle in T3. Now
put a collet with a 3x12 bush in Rl. The

rotary shaft goes in this. This rotary shaft
consists of a 3 x 120 spindle on the end of
which a iarge wheel is placed with 24 pins
in E. Push a washer, then a piece of sleeving,
then another washer over a Iong pin and
insert it at Al. The cogs of this wheel must
engage with the cogs of the small wheel on

the spindle in R3. Now take the second
baseplate and place a collet with a 3x12
bush in T3. A collet with a 4x12 bash
goes in R3 and RI.

Push a piece of sleeving and chen a washer

over the spindles in T33 R3 and Ri. Next
put the second baseplate into position. Secure the spindles in Wl, W5, Jl and J5
with a 3 mm cone. Now adjusr the distance

between plates so that the cogwheels engage
firmly. If the bottom baseplate is now held
firmly and the wheel is turned the motor
will romee. Connect one of the motor contacts to one of the pins of the bulb hokler

and the other contact to one of the spindles
on which the motor is mounted. If the whole

apparatus has been properly assembled, the

bulb will light up when the rotary shafc is
turned. This dynamo can also feed two bulbs
without difficulty. The power delivered is

then approximately 1 watt. When operating
this modeí it is advisable to hold the píate
which is closest to the rotary shaft

9-b

3X96
3X96

3X96

3X9Í
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B4 - ADJUSTABLE COMPRESSED
AIR MOTOR

Order of consíruction

J. The baseplate.
2. The valve system.

3. The flywheel with crank p¡
4. Diaphragm housing with
connecting rod.

5. The hoses.

íix che feec of the whole assemb.

Jl, J5 and X3. (3x48 spindles). J,
a 3x24 bush at S2 and a 4x12 bus
c T2. The 3 x 24 spindles in 03 and Q
ject at an cqual distance both above an
collet.

disc consists of a large whei
G16, G17, G18 (slocs facin
outwards), Fl, F2, F3 (slots facing inwards
El and E2 (slots facing each other). Al
rhese pins go on the underside of che whee
Nexc make the regulating wheel. This is
small wheel with 9 pins in b on the undei

The source of power employed here is compressed air. In engineering thís is normally
obtained by means of a compresoor. With
our models the compressor consists of an in-

flated car tyre cube. To make a compres-

sor motor work the intake hose and dischar-

ge hose must be closed in turn. The calve
system is used which alternately closes the
intake hose and the discharge hose. Tn later
models we shall use other different types of
valve.

Compressor motors are used in places where
exhaust gases may prove dangerous, for example in coal mines. The altérnate opening
and closing of the air supply causes the

diaphragm to move up and down (by alter
nately opening and shutting off the air sup

ply the diaphragm is made to move up and
down) and this up-and-down movement is
taken over by the connecting rod which
transmits the power to a crank which trans-

forms the up-and-down movement into a rotary movement.
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side. A 3 x 48 spindle goes into this whee
at position i. The rocker wheel consists o

a 3 x 48 spindle with a large wheel at posi
tion 2 and a small wheel at position 3. Pu
a 5 mm long piece of 7 mm sleeving (28) ii
T4 of the mounting place.
The rotary disc goes on top of this. Push i
120mm hose over the spindle in Q2. I

420 mm hose goes on the spindle in 03
Lay these hoses between the pins G16, Gi;
and G18 of the rotary disc.

Put two elastic bands over the rocker ara
so that the elastic bands come berween botf
wheels. Next double the eíascic and push h
through the hole in the rotary disc, pulí ii
tightly under the mounting píate and draw ii
upwards round the edge of the píate. Fui

the ends round che collet in the large wheel
One end of the elastic band lies under the
top of-the collet in che small wheel of the
rocker arm, the other under the top of thf
collet in the large wheel of the rocker arm.
The bottom end of the spindle of the rocker
arm lies berween pins El, E2 and F2 of the

rotary disc. The rocker arm must be able to

3Xí2

move easily to and fro over the two hoses.

Now push the spindle of the regulating wheel
rhroügh the bush in T2. On the underside,
push two damping springs with a 3 x 24
spindle

through

them

over the bush in S3.

over

this

spindle

A clamping spring

with a 3 x 24 spindle goes on the upper side
of die spindle of the rocker arm.
3. A clamping spring goes at the top of the
spindie in Ll and L3 and a 3x48 spindle
is pushed through this. The spindle of the

flywheel goes through this. The flywheel
consists of a large wheel with pins in the
upper side in GI, Gil and G21. Pieces of

rubber hose (5 mm) go over these pins and
after that place the supporting washer between then and push a 2 mm washer over
the pins.

A long pin with two 2 mm washers over ít
goes in at Al on the other side of the wheel.
A clamping spring must fit between this.
Put a 2x96 spindle in the flywheel. First

push a 2 mm washer over this and put it in
position. Another 2 mm washer then goes

over this and finally a small wheel with a
collet (2). The whole assembly must be able
to rotare easily.

4. Build the diaphragm housing according
to page 15. A 3x24 bush goes

into

the

lower smalí wheel and a 3 x 48 spindle into

the upper one. Place the membrane housing
in L5 and M5. The 3x48 spindle is fixed

between the washers on the pin in the fly
wheel by means of a clamping spring. An
other clamping spring goes on this spindle
with a 3 x 24 bush. By means of a piece of

rubber hose (10mm) a 3x96 spindle is fitted between this bush and the 3 x 24 spindle
on the rocker arm (see Fig. 2).
5, Connect the bush in 15 to the spindle in

O3 with a 90 cm hose. The bush in L4 is
connected to the spindle in Q2 by a 120cm

hose. Adjust the position of the upper clam
ping spring on the connecting rod so that
when the crank has reached its iowest point

of travel the Iowest bush presses on the bottom of the diaphragm.
The rocker arm is ser to the correct position by means of the adjusting wheel and the rotary disc.

The motor is made to work by
pressing air into the long end
hoses.
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Order af construction

1. The air motor.

2. The merry-go-round.

í. The «r motor is once again completely
idmúcú to that of model A4. The position

ot the air motor is different. Pjace a small

wheel on the end of the motor spindle with

o pins ín the underside.

2. In the top side of a iarge wheel put 30

pins m G and ¿n the underside a ]Ong pin

jnH, FIO andPi9.On this place a second

large wheel with the underside facing the

orfier wheel. Jn the top side of this large

wheel put pins in El, E2, E7, ES, E13, E14
E 0. A 2mm washer goes over the pins in

El, E7, EI3andEl9. Putapieceof3mm

sleeving over the spindle in T5 and a 3 mm
washer on top of this. A combination of the
two wheeis which have just been made goes

on top of this. The cogs of rhis wheel mu

engage in the cogs of the small wheel ]
the motor spindle. Now make the two i

tatmg arms as illustrated and put this i

position.

ix te
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B6 - COMPRESSED AIR MOTOR

WITH PUMP

In this model the srarting poinc Ís model B4,

the normal compressed aír motor, but now
usíng a reducción gear we drive a pump with
it.
Order of construction

1. The compressed air motor.

2. Cog wheels with eccentríc.
3. Tliepump.

4. The valves.
over thís spindle, on the lettered side, fít
1. The compressed air motor Ís the same as

large wheel with 30 pins in G and a long

in model B4 but at a different posición.

pin with two 2mm washers in Al. These

2. Put a small wheel with pins in a on the

pins go on the underside. Using a coílet

underside on the spindle with che flywheel.

place a 4xl2mm bush in the centre hole.

This spindle must now be detached with íes

This wheel must revolve freely around the

clamping springs from the rvvo upríght spin-

3 x 48 mm spindle. The wheel is kept in po

dles topermic a clampingspring to bepushed

sición by a washer and a piece of sleeving.

over each of these spindles. A 3 x 48 spindle

The cop spindle of the compressed air motor

goes between these clamping springs. Then

can now be put back into position. The cogs
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fte small wheej milst run freely in those

*?;swhe!rh

Cl - BALANCE

P m Al of the large wheel.
3- Mafce a pump with connecting

struct,on in tlle usuaI

Pl«e assembly on ¿ ?L

/

.

ancient times this balance has b(
con
con-

ed nowadays ¡n iaborator

measunngsmallweights.

out che friction

bushinPlandP5

—n;ng dips (page I3

Smdieon «P °f Ais. Secure the lo
from

underneath

2 valves in the usual

d

5and

connecthosestothexnasillastrated

Order of consíruclion
I- The baseplate.
2. The beam,
3. Thepans.

f(3)W¡tha3xl2b-h

on the cotners of the baseplate ]

^ 3 x 120 spindles to each other bvmea

°fapm(7).SepeattWsoncernore.Puttl

se spmdles in Ql and Q5 (position 1). A ^

96 spindle

through Ae botrom

^

pnngs anda 3x,2 bush thtough each,

ene top nes.

ndG23.Insetta3x24spin.

between the pins situated beside Z

Putas,., Wheel on each end of^
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3. The pans consist of big wheels

with

pins in the outer circle except in holes Gl,

Gil and G21. Píeces of string, 25cm long,
go through these holes. Insert these pieces
of string through a piece of 2 mm sleeving
on the upper side, then through the bottom

hole in the small wheel and after this de
a knot in it. Put the beam in place and then

from one side push a 2 x 96 spindle first
through the 3x12 bush, then through the

beam, next through a colíet (2) and finally
through the other 3x12 bush. Secure the

beam to this spindle with the collet (2). Fi
nally on both sides of the 2 x % spindle we
place a washer (22) and a small piece of
sleeving (25).

3X12 J /
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8. Turntable with wheels.
9. Steering wheel.

W. Front wheels.
U. Cables.

1. In the front píate mount: in Jl, AíJ ¡
Si 2x96 spindles; in XI and X4 3,
spindles all at position 1. Also 4x 12 bud
in ]5, Ll, L4, P2 and V3. ín the back p

4x12 bushes ín J5, Ll, 14, P2 and V2,

2. Each cable drum is made of a do
wheel composed of a large and a smail w

(facmg each other), six pins (8) in the]

des A and a. Also IS pins (7) at the

in areles D. Fix each drum with two coll,
(3) in the centre of a 3 x 120 spindle.

3. Push a collet (3) on a 3x24 bush J
the collet head resting against the fJange

hold the collet in position with a piece

This model is the firsr of a series of lifting
machines and this hand-operated crane^ ser
ves to make the builder familiar with this
kind of equipment.
Ordcr of Assembly

1. The rnounting plates.

sieeving. Push the free end of this ba-

through a clamping spring which, in tun
is placed on the end of a 3x25 spindl

Put another clamping spring on a 3x4
spindle and put this spring on the free ei
of the 3 x 24 spindle. Repeat this for th

second one.

2. The cable drums.

3.
4.
5.
6.

The pawl mechanism.
Thejib.
Provisional assembly.
Crane hook.

7. Brake lever. 3 +
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4. Make the jib from two 3x324 spindles

this bush and tie the two ends together. Pulí

and

the knot into the bush. Push pins (7) ín

three

3 x 48

spindles.

One

3 x 48

spindle joins tlie two long spindles ac the

holes el, c5 and c9 of two small wheels

centre and is attached to those by means of

protrudíng from underneath and press the-

clamping springs. The second comes slight-

se wheels in the supporting pipe. Pass the

ly

loop of string through the spindle holes in
the small wheels and then hook a hair-pin

below

the

end.

On

the

third

3 x 48

spindle first two pulleys are pushed with at
the left and the right a 3 mm washer and a
piece of 3 mm sleeving. Then this spindle is

spring into the loop, after which the string
is pulled taut.

fixed by means of clamping springs at rhe

7. The brake lever consists of a small wheel

very end of the two 3x324 spindles. The

with pins from underneath in a4, a5, c8 and

jib is fixed with clamping spindles to the

c9- In-berween these push a 3 x 24 bush with

3 x 120 spindle in J5.

collet 4 and a piece of 3 mm sleeving. Press

5. Moutit both cable drums as shown in the

2 mm washers over the pins in a4 and c9.

front píate and at rhe ftont sicíe of this (fig.

Run from above two pins in bl and el 2. Fix

2) fix with a 3 mm collet a large wheel with

wheel

one pin (8) in circles G. .Push a pawl rae-

This spindle is pushed in Ll and behind the

chanism over the spindles in MI and SI. Re-

back píate a small wheel with pin in bl is

tain the pawls with pieces of 2 mm sleeving.

fitted

Take the spindle 3x 120 in the bush in J5.

3 x 24 bush through the bushes in \Á and

At the centre of this spindle place a pulley

at the outside and at the outside fix 3x96

whic his retained by a 3 mm washer and a

spindles with clamping springs.

piece of 3 mm sleeving at eíther side. Next

8. In a small wheel at the topside puc long

fix the back píate with collets in Jl, MI, SI.

pins in el, c2, c7 and c8 (síots facing each

XI and X4. Over the ends of the spindles

other). Fit 4x24 bush in spindle hole (po-

of the cable drums which protrude from the

sition 1) with the flange against the head of

rear through the collets in P2 and V2 90

the collet. Make a double wheel from two

pieces of 3 mm sleeving.

large wheels (backs facing each other) with

ó. Push a pulley between two pieces of slee

ten pins in G. Fix this also on the 4x24

ving onto a 3 x 12 bush; pass a piece of

bush of the small wheel. On a 3 x 48 spin

string approximately

dle push at both ends a 3 mm washer, a

l6cm

long

through

-3X21 i 26 +£

S(cl,c2lc7,cB,')

on

a

(fig. I).

3x120

From

spindle

the

(positionl).

inside

place

a

m l
ends

a

pin

with

the steering column. R

2

andaroundthewheelandaroun
2 x 96 spJndJeof the steering wheel.

10. Two large wheeJs

'<! » J5. la 4e ends of this spin

pins with 2 mmwMhets.

'■ X1 -i W IU »M, ,ho.M
Place

of the two

p
J

o

Pa'ce 3

spmdie,

pulleys.

--, jf the (

^e oüer pulley at rhe top o
thc s¡

of the front pIate bv
Th
P-by

!

a ^«r jiu aownwards, around the

on J5 and finajjy to the drum ia P2

pmofwhichtheotherendistied.
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C3 - SiX-WHEEL TRUCK VVITH CRANE

This model ís derived from the six-wheel
truck A6. The steering unit is agaín the sa
me, but now it is placed further forward.
The rear wheels in diis model are íikewise
mounted on the tándem assembly but the
wheels here ate single. The tackle which ta-

kes the strain and the tackle which raises and
lowers the jib are to be worked separately
by hand.

The jib mechanism ensures that neither the
jib ñor the load can fall down.

Order of construclion

1. The vehícle.
2. The tackles.

3- The ratchet mechanism.
4. The loading arm.
5. The cables.

1. Make a steering unit with forward axle
and wheels as described in model Al, and
place tliese in the holes W2 and W3 in the
baseplate. Next make two tándem assenblies and fix two single wheels on this in rhe

and 2 mm washers at the end of this axle,
2. Now take three small wheels and with
two of them make a double wheel with nine
pins in circle b. Next fie another small wheel

normal way. A 3x120 axle is clamped in

in ring a by means of six Jong pins. The
upper side of the two outer wheels muse face
outwards. Next fix this drum on a 2x

the holes Jl and J5 at position 6. A tándem
assembly is mounted underneath this. Fix it
by means of a clampíng spring on the 3 x
24 axle in the centre of the tándem assem

bly. A 2x96 axle is pushed through the 3
x 24 axles. Two 3x12 bushes go in the cen
tre of this on which the arms of the jib will
later be mounted. Push pieces of sleeving

to this which is attached to the double wheel

96 spindle with a collet on both sides. A
3x24 bush is placed over both ends with
the flange against the collet. Finally, by the
side of the wheel with thelong pins, we
place another large wheel with a long pin
in the upper side in urde G. Now by means
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3. From above press a hairpín

*e holes P2 and Q4 of ¿
P

assembJy

so

that

«d. other. Align the whoIe
he sandias and drums ca

Píate frOm underneath. Now ¿Jce a 3V

spmdle and push one end of this unde

spnng ,n Q4. The other

b!h

r pawl on th/

a 3 x 96 spindle. Over these 1

d

now

ke

a

otder to tutn the drums to the ¿
pawlsmastbeüfted

2

P¡eCe Of stón« «tal, to the
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an-

10

chor spring in Q3- Lay this string over the
central pulley wheel of che jib and tie the

C4 - ELECTRIC PILE DRIVER

other end to the top drum. Make sure that
this string is not too shorc. By rurning the

upper drum we can now raise and lower che
jíb. Now take a pulley wheel and push a
3x12 bush through it. The flange of the
bush is now on one side of the pulley wheel.
On the other side first put a 3 mm washer,

then a piece of 3 mm sleeving. Now push

a piece of string approximately l4cm long
through che bush. Tie chis firmly and pulí
the knot into che bush. Next put a nomber of
pins in two small wheels in circlec. Now

press a wheel libe this on each side of che
supporting washer wich the pins in the circle. Now push the loop of the string which
was

previously

fíxed

through

the

pulley

wheel through the holes of the whole assembly.
Finally draw another anchor through the

This machine is used to drive piles into the

loop and press the whole assembly firmly

ground. Jt is provided with a heavy weighc,

together. Now actach a piece of string to the

in upright guides. The hoisting winch was

centre of the rear axle. Scretch this string

first driven by steam, but later by diesel en-

over che top side of one of the outer pulley

gínes and electric mocors. In actual practice

wheels then through the combination you

the wínch ís operated by hand, because no

have just made, continué over the top of the

winch would be able to withstand the im-

other pulley wheel and finally attach the

pacts to which it would be subjected if dri

end to the bottom drum. Choose the length

ven automatically.

of the string so that the load can be pulled
up and down at a reasonable distance. Re-

Order of assembly

member that this jib is so rigged that one

1. The mounting plates.

metre of string on che drum can let the load

2. The gear wheel.

travel 5 0 cm up and down.

3. The cable pulley.

4. The motor.
5. The battery holder.
6. The guide and weight.
1. In the back píate insert 3x96 spindles
in M2, M3, Ul and X5 and 2x96 spindles
in Jl and Kl, all position 1. Also 3x12

bushes in Q3 and SI, a 4x12 bush in S3.
In the front píate 3x12 bushes in Jl, Kl,

Q3 and SI, a 4x12 bush in S3 and a 3x
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SpIn,d)e ln VI, extendió about t?

ve tte head of the coilef P í

°f 3mm sfaving over Z ,

spindle.

S

*e othef end of the

onto those Sp¡ndIes w
op. Secure
ees oí 3

oP

ey

eeving.

e-a battery hoJcfer for si
(

of

sleev

across the

te «««her large
in

ln

*e ends

El3

6 of a 2

pieces of

^

of cirdec of A»

a p¡n ¡n D,

L a
í Then L

also

e SÍ" °° **
dowrrd

car.

all

Pipe fe a spindie

H
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ie

ping springs. Mount a 3 x 96 spindle cross-

of tlie guide and tie ít in hole c2 in this

i.'-

wise, just below the lowest point taken up

wheel. The cord passes over the top of die

by the guide and fíx two 3 x 120 supporting

pulley; the length of it should be such that

spíndíes at an angle to the spindle and fix

with the weight on the ground tlie pin in DI

them in turn to the spindle in Ul. The sup-

in the cable pulley should just touch the

porting spindles must be so arranged that

spindle in VI. In this way it is ensured that

tlie

the

3x324

spindles

are

exactly

vertical.

Pass the cord already tied to the cable pulley

cord

always

remains

taut

when

the

weight falls.

through the hole in a4 in the centre wheel

22

8

-E13,EI4,E!5,EÍS, E17, EIB,Ei9, E20.

3Xt2($1¡
■El , E2, ES, E4, E5.E6, E7, ES.

11

This crane is ki essence an extensión of modeJ C2. The position of the jib Is stíll adjusted by hand5 but hoisting is done by

means of the electromotor.
Grder of assembly

1. The mounting plates.

2. The gear wheels.

3. The hoisting drum.
4- The motor.

5. The cable drum with pawl mechanism for
6. Theswitch.
7. The steering.

8. The battery holder.
9. The jib.

I. In the foremost mounting píate insert

bushes 3x12 inP4,R4 and T4, bushes 4

x 12 m Ql and VI. In the other mountin*

P ate spindles 3 x 96 are ioserted in the holes

II, J3 MI, M2,X1 and X5. AIso insert

3x12 bushes in the holes P4, R4 and T4
and 4 x 12 bushes fn VI and V4.

Put sleeving and washers on all the spindl
ends, and then mount them as shown in th

bushes R4, T4 and V4 of the mounting p[al

shown at the rear. Put a rubber band arou.
the double wheeí.

2 From two íarge wheels make a double
wheel with 15 pins in circleG. lo one of

3. The cable pulley consists of a large and;
small wheel, which, with the rearsides fao

Mount the wheel without pins in circle A on
a spmdle 2 96 with a coüet (2)., in Such

m the ardes B and b. In a large wheel at the
top 24 pms are inserted in circle E. Thq
cable drum is fixed on a spindie 3 x 96 with
collets in both wheels and so that the pins of
the large wheel engage with the pins of the

the wheels also put six pins in circle A

a way that the spindie prottudes 24 mm

through the collet.Put a piece of2mmsleev-

mg and a 2 mm washer over both ends of riie
spmdle and then place it, pins pointing
downward, in the back píate in the bush in
P4. Next make three wheeis, in each at the
top 30 pms in circieG and underneath six

pins in circle A. ín one of these fix 2x96

spmdle such that it extends 48 mm above
the head of the collet and in the other wheel
so that it extends 60mm. The third wheel
is fixed on a spindie 3x96, which should
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.

extend 72 mm above the head of the colí

mg are connected by means of nine long pini

other large wheel next to it.

On both ends of this spindie push a piece
of sleeving and a 3 mm washerf then insert
this spmdle in bush VI of the rearmost
moantmg píate. The pins should now point

downwards.

4- Fit a pin with a piece of rubber hose (29)

and two 3 mm washers on the motor spindie
(see page22, %. D). pass the motor over

the spindies in MI and M2 o£ the rearmost
mounting píate with the pulley poínting up-

ward. Lock the motor with two pieces of
3 mm sleeving.

5. The consttuction of the cable drum for

the jib with the pawl mechanism is shown.,
in fig. 2. The cable drum is made of two
small wheels with the reverse sides facing,
connected together with six pins in círcle a.

In one of tje wheels, place cwelve pins in
circle c.

Thís wheel ís

fixed at position 3

of a 3x120 spindle, which is kept in place
by means of 3 mm sleeving and 3 mm was-

over

hers. For the pawl mechanism take 3x8

spindle ¡s held in the clamping spring by

che

long

pin.

After

mounting

the

spindle with a short pin in one end and a

pushing a short lengch of 3 mm sleeving

long pin in the other. Push a 2 mm washer

over the other side of the spindle.

2X36-

3Q-C-

3 + 3X12 + 22 + 25-

6-A2X9S3 + 3X12+22 + 2530-6-

-3+3X12 + 22 + 25

E-A-
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6. For the stator of the switch take a small

wheel with at the underside long

c9, al, w¡th ^ sIots

Jl

th,s stator on the spindle fa T1. The

of the collet tests against that in the
¿R ,AU t*» - P-ided with
mm Iength as follows-

ted

,.,

c¿

grey

be able to mn smoothly. Over the lOni

Of*e3x96spindlea3mmwashet i"

ed and then this spindle is insetted thr

Jatge wheel isfíxed with a 3 mm collet.

, c4 and e5. In

df
At

of the large wheel. The small wheel"

Pmdles in Jl and J3. Finally, on the

clO red.

between those pins push

wtththtee3mmwashetSatbothsides

collet. By means of damping spnW
spindle ,s fkted on the two spindles

he c ampmg springs on the centres 0J

4

f Sfeen

wheel This is placed on a spindle

8. Make a battery holder for s,x K6 ce),

descnbed on page 19. Usea2x96spi"
Connect the red leads of the switch to

terminal in Kl and also the red (mM

?tops.de; ofrthisthewheel
pins insett
-a3 con-j

; '" Cl/«d =7, each fitted with a

washet and protmding about 5

eath the wheel. In the centre

,

S'eevln

lead of the battety holder. The black 1
of the switch and of the bartery holdet

connected to the terminal in Ll The ,
grey eads of the switch are connected
one of the motor termináis, two green o,

to the other motor terminal.

9- The jifa consists of two spindles 3x2
which are fixed with a damping spri™

7the washers
1er andon thethe totor'in
contact

*e spmdlein XI. The other ends atete,

tofietherbya3x4spmdleandtwoclam

»g spaags. This spindle carries at the cen,

apulley(48)withtwo3mwashers

and

f

Süghtly above the middle of the long spind

ieasPmdle3x48isf¡xedwithtwoclan]

ngsprmgs Qn the spindle in XI a sp,nd
3 x120 >s a so f.xed with a clampmg spnnS
Th,s spmdle carries a second damp.n

and then

P

the wheel on

sprmg at die orher end A d'

f

■

& íü Ljca around the cable drura

hL
°f *espring
jik This
runs
hronghlTati°n
the clamping
jnst«rmg
„/„,„„.

ed. to the 3x48 spindle half-way on the

wheei and as cióse as possible í 2
d. In a small wheel fe . 4 12°b*

a collet (4) and ft . tyte arold the
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thenturnedsofa/tht^^tTe;
-ght, the pawl on it prevents the iib froín
allingdown. Apieceofstringaboutlm

■■■** f«ed to the cable dtum at the fron,

This passes over the Iowermost pulley and
finalíy over the pulley at the top. The free
lis

end is knotted around the supporting ring.
Operation of the switch permite us to hoist
or lower a load.

C6 - CABLE CAR

As the ñame implies this is a vehicle which
moves along a cable suspended in rhe air.
The car also contains two hoisting mecha-

nisms, enabling it to transpon highly varying loads. Since the whole swings on a

cable, the condition of tlie ground ís imma

terial and it may even be used over water.

Order of asseinbly

1. The mounting piares.
2. Double wheels.

3. Cable drums.
4. The motor.
5. The switch.
6. Sub-assembly of varíous parts.
7. The switch levers.
8. The pulleys.
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1. In the front píate insert a 3x48 spindle

carrying the 30 pins. Make another two

ín U5 (position 3) and a 3 x 24 spindle in

these cable drums.

O5, SI

and S5, position 1. Termináis

in

J3 and K2. In the back píate 3 x 120 spind-

4- Provide the motor spindle with a pin a1Uu

les in Ql, Q5, position 10, 3x96 spindles

a piece of hose with two 3 mm washers (see!

in Jl, P2 and Q2 (position 8), 3x48 spind-

page22, fig. D).

les in 05, SI and S5, posición 3.
5. The rotor of the switch consists of a latí
2. In a small wheel insert at the topside six

ge wheel with contact springs in Gl and

pins Ín circle

GJ.6, protruding roughly 5 mm below the

and underneath six pins in

the odd-numbered holes in c. A second smalJ

wheei.

wheel is fixed with its reverse side on these

the contact springs above the wheel. Fit this

Fít 2 mm washers on the ends of

latter píns.

wheel onto a 3 x 48 spindle and push ap-

This wheel carnes a 4 x 24 bush (position

proximately

1) and acollet.

spindle against the collet.

Make a second double wheel exactly Like

The stator consists of a large wheel with

this one.

pins in the top side at Gl, G14, G15, G16,

ó mm

of

sleeving

onto

the

G17 and G30 (slots outwards) (fig. la). In
3. Put 30 pins in a large wheel at the top

sert long pins at the top in G2 and G29, also

in circle g and six pins underneath

in A.

with the slots outwards. These pins are wired

On these pins £ix a second large wheel, backs

as foUows (leads emerging from underside ol

facíng. Fix this wheel in position en of a 2

wheel).

x 96 spindle with the collet Ín the wheel

3X24

30-G
6- A
3 X 120
3X¿8

6-c
E-a

¿ + ÍX21
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3X95

G29 black

60 mm

the spindles in P2 and Q2 with the pulley

Gl4 red

120 mm

G30green 120 mm

G15grey

120 mm

end downwards and the connections at the

Gl

grey

Gl6green 120 mm

O-end. Pass the rubber band around the rwo

G2

black

Fix

a

120 mm
60 mm

4x24

bush

Gl 7 red

in

the

120 mm

spindle

hole

double wheels and at the end Q along the
motor pulley. Move the piece of sleeving on

(position 1). Mount the stator of the switch

the spindle Q2 until the rubber band runs

ín M2 of the front píate by using a 4mm

properly over the motor pulley. Push anot

collet. The letterG of this wheel must be
next to the terminal in K2. Push the rotor

to keep the motor in position. Insert a cable

with its spindle in bush M2 and secure it by
means of a 3 mm washer and a piece of

her piece of 3 mm sleeving onto the spindle
drurn with pins downwards in 05 and push a

3x 12 bush, a 2mm washer, a coiled spring

3 mm sleeving.

and another 2 mm washer onto the spindle

ó. Make a battery holder for six R6 cells (see

milar manner to SI and S5. Insert rwo 2

page 19).
On the centre of the spindle in ]l of the

x 96

and place these in J5 and K5 (without col

backplate push successively a piece of 3 mm

lets).

sleeving, a washer (23), a pulley, anocher

and

of the cable drum. Fit cable drums in a si

washer (23) and finaily a piece of 3 mm

sleeving. Repeat the same for the spindle

spindíes

through

Carefully
fix the

the

position

2 x 9ó

battery holder

the

spindles

front
with

píate
collecs.

The red positive lead of the battery hol
der goed to J3 and the black negative lead

in Ql, Q2 and Q5; this is the function as

to K2. The two red leads of the stator of the
switch go to J3 and the two black leads to

driving belt. Push a washer (23) over the

K2. The two green leads of the stator go to

in XI. Place a rubber band around collets

spindle inQl,lower one of thedoublewheels

one of the motor termináis, and the two grey

onto it and fit another 3 mm washer and a

[eads to the other.

piece of

3 mm

sleeving.

Repeat this for

spindle Q5- Push a piece of 3 mm sleeving
onto the spindle in Q2 up to roughly 20
mm above the collet. Lower the motor over

7. The three switch levers consists of small

wheels with pins underneath in al, a6, el
and cl2. Push an approximately 16 mm

long piece of 3 mm sleeving over a 3 x 24
bush

and

slide

a

4mm

collet

onto

the

bush, with the head of the collet resting
against the fiange.

Insert the bush between the fitted pins and
push 2

washers around the pins al

and

el 2. Insert two pins at the top side of the
small wheel in c3 and c4, and a long pin in
c5. Fix a 4x12 bush in the spindle hole.
Repeat this twice. Fit pieces of 3 mm sleev
ing onto one of the switch levers and posi
tion it at place 5 on a 3x120 spindle. Push

a clamping spring onto the spindle Ql and
another one to spindle XI. Block the íatter
temporarily with a 4 m washer and pass
83

the spindle with switch lever through the

be able to push up the small wheels Ín Si,

clamping spings ín XI

O5 and S5. Now on a 3x12 bush push

and Q5, with the

point of the springs facing the end with fi

first a piece of 3 mm sleeving, nexr a 3 mm

gure 5 of the píate. The long pin of the lever

washer, a pulíey, another 3 mm washer and

should pass at the S2sidealong rhe spíndle in

a piece of 3 m sleeving. Pass an approxi-

SI.

on the

mately lOcm long piece of string through

2x96 spi'ndle in SI. Remove the 4mmwas-

the bush and tíe the ends together. Pulí the

her from the clamping spring on the spindle

knot into the bush. Over the end of the loop

ín XI. Fít the other switch levers in a si

push a piece of 3 mm sleeving, hook a hair-

milar manner Ín places 2 and 7 of a 3 x 96

pin spring in the loop Ín the srring and push

spindle. These are kept in place with short

the sleeving parrly back onto the spring. Re-

pieces of 3 mm sleeving. This spindle is fix-

peat this for the second one. Tie one end of

ed with clamping springs on the spindles

an approximately 2

Q5 and U5. On the spindles in 05 and S5

one pin on the cable drum Ín O5. Pass the

place small

end through

Fix

a

small wheel

in place 1

wheels with 2 mm collets.

If

everything is correct, the swirch levers must

long piece of string ro

the string on

a

pulley and

tíe this to the spindle Q5. Repeat this for the
string on drum S5. The orher end first passes
through a pulley and is then ried to the spin

dle Ín Q5.
Find two strong supportíng points at rough-

ly the same level (50 to 100 cm above the
ground). Tie one end of a sufficicntly long

piece of string to one of these points and
threatl it through the car as follows: Srartíng from the left, pass it on the lettered side
of the píate along pulley Jl, wintl one com

plete turn around this pulley and pass to

drum SI. Pass it again along the lertered
side, give it one complete turn and then to
pulley XI, where the procedure is the same.

The string can now be tied to the second supporting point. Ask someone else to hold the
model while you are tightening the string.
to prevent it from falling.

Set the three switch levers vertically upwards
so that all gear wheels aredisengaged.Swircr.
on the motor; the direction Ín which it runí

depends upon the switch setting. With the
levers the three cable drums can now be ope-

A

rated índependently.
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C7 - LARGE ELECTRIC CRANE

1. Place a mounting píate in front of you

with the topside up. This will be the back
mounting píate. Insert ínto Ll and NI a
haírpín

spring

with

large

coil

spríng

at

the top. Furthermore a 4x 12 bush with col-

let (4) in P2, T2 and XI, a 3x24 bush in
TI.

The flange of the latter comes against the

head of the collet- Inserí: a bush 3 x 24 in
X5S such that it extends at the rear of the
mounting píate. Over this goes a large wheel
with tyre with a collet4 and a 4x12 bush.
At the end of the 3x24 bush a pin with

a 2 mm washer is to be inserted. In the front
mou nting píate we place a 3x12 bush Ín
J3, 4x12 bush in T2 and XI and in P2

a 4x 12 bush with a 4mm collet which is
not pushed tight. In X5 at the topside a large
wheel, just as in X5 of the back mounting
píate.

Thís model is, ín face, an extensión of mo-

2. In a smali wheel place nine pins in círcle

delC5. The hoisting moción and the posi-

b, slots facings outward and at both sides

tion of the jib is each controiled electrícíilly.

protruding by an equal amount. Fix this on

Thus the motor drives two transmissions to

a 3x96 spindle, position 5. Next put 30

the respective cable drums, which each can

pins in circleG at the topside of a large

be engaged separately.

wheel and mount this at position 2 on the 3 X

96 spindle. Put a rubber band around the
Order of assembly

30 píns. This will serve as the drive belt.

3. The coupling shaft.

At thesideof the small wheel push a piece of
3 mm sleeving 8 mm long on the spindle and
also a 3mm washer. Then place this shaft

4. The stengthening shaft.

in P2 of the back mounting píate.

1. The mounting plates.

2. The main shaft.

5. Drum shaft for jib with free-running
gear wheel.

3. In a large wheel insert 27 pins at the

7. The switch.

topside in circle F and six from underneath
in circle A, and fix this at position 1 of a

8. The steering mechanism.

3 x 96 spindle.

9. The motor suspensión.

On the other end of the spindle push suc-

20. Battery holder for 9 V.
12. Front coupling operating spindle.

cessively a small coil spring, a washer (23),
a 4x4 bush with flange pointing towards
the gear wheel and a piece of sleeving (23),

13. Rear coupling operating spindle.

which is removed again at the final assem

14. Aligment of the gear wheels.

bly. Make another one of these.

6. Cable drum shaft.

11. The jib.
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4- At che middle of a 2 x 96 spindle push

6. The cable drum shaft carries two small

a piece of 2 mm sleeving so chat the distance

wheels, one of which has nine pins ac che

becween the pins of the two wheels becomes

cop in circle

4mm. On boch ends of the strengthening

in circle b, but this time at the underside.

shaft we push one of the coupling shafts

The fírst small wheel is fixed on a 3 x 48

descríbed ín section 3. The topsides of che

spindle at posición2 and after this a 3x

and the ocher also nine pins

wheels are facing one another. The 4 x 24

12 bush is pushed on each pin. Fix the se-

bush of one of the coupling shafts is fixed at

cond wheel with the pins falling likewise

posición 2 in hole R2 of the mountmg píate.

in the bushes. Before clamping down the

The two gear wheels should then be at the

second collet press the two small wheels do

two sides of che small gear wheel on the

sel y together. See that the pins procrude by

main shaf c.

1 mm from che wheel at the end where the

collet is to be fitted. The bushes are now
5. A large wheel wich 30 pins at the top

Ín circle G is placed on a spindle 3 x 96
at posición 7. The free-running gear wheel

consists of a large wheel with 30 pins from
underneath in circle G and 12 pins at che
topside in circle C. Also a bush 4x12 wich

collet 4. Lock chis wheel between two washers (23) and two pieces of 3 mm sleeving,
each 10 mm long. The sides of the wheels

carrying 30 pins are facing. Fix this shaft
with the end carrying the fixed wheel in T2
of the mounting píate.

■23

locked at both ends. At the other end in position 1 fit a large wheel with 24 pins in E.
Pass a. 2x96 spíndle through the hole. At
the drum end fit a 2 mm washer and a
8 mm long piece of-sleeving. Fix this spindle
with a 2 mm collet in V2. The double wheel
then will be closest to the back mounting
píate.

7. The construction and mounting of the
switch is the same as in model C5.
8. The steering mechanism ís identical to
rhat of model C5 only a large wheel is used

instead of a small one. It is mounted as fol-

lows: Push a 3mm washer over a 3x96
spindle, foliowed by a clamping spring in
which a 3 x 12 bush.

Above this, at a distance of 3 cm comes a
second clamping spring with a 3 x 12 bush.
The two bushes are pushed on spindles 2

x 96 in ]1 and J3. Lock the bushes with
pieces of 2 mm sleevíng.
9- Fit a pulley on the motor spindle (page

22, fig.D). Pass a 3x120 spindle through
the holes furthest removed from the electrical terminal and fix a spindle in M2 of the
back mounting píate with the pulley facing
upwards. Lock the motor with two 8 mm

long pieces of 3 mm sleeving. Fit the front
mounting plate.-This píate is fixed in the

holes J1, M2, R2 and V2. This 3x48 spindle
in MI shouíd pass through the free hole of
the motor.
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10. Make a battery holder for six R6 cells,
as described on page 19- Fix it in the holes
M4, of the front and back mounting place.

The red (positive) flex goes to the terminal
NI of the mounting píate, the black one to
Ll. The black leads from the switch likewise go to Ll and the red ones to NI. The
grey leads on the switch go to one terminal
on the motor and the green leads to the
other.

11. The jib consiste of two 3x324 spindles each with three clamping springs wich
cross connections fitted. Thís is again identical to model C5.

12. On

a

3x20

spíndle fit at postition

3 mm washers a small wheel with four pins
underneath in al, a2, c2 and c3 and two
pins at the top in c6 and c7. The hub of the

wheel is formed by a 4x12 bush with a

¿ + ¿Xi2-

(xi)

3X96-

3X334

¿+ÍXI2

(XI)

of the spindle. The lever ís fixed in the
usual way. Mount the operating spindle as
shown in the illustrations.

13. The rear coupling operating spindle
is identical to the one described in section
12, but with the two pins inserted in clO
and cll at the top, instead of c6 and c7.
The piece of string that serves as the jib ca
ble is fixed to the drum in T2 and the
hoisting cable to the drum in V2.
14. Bis. 2 gives a top view of the assembled
crane. Thís shows clearly how the wheeis
have to be aligned. The two levers have to

7 between two pieces of 3 mm sleeving and

4

collet. Push a clamping spring to both ends

be in the highest position, in which the two
cable drums are disengaged. Ádjust the gear
wheeis exactly according to the drawing. By
operating the levers the hoisting cable and
the jib can be engaged either separately or
simultaneously.

D - PUMPS
DI - TWIN DIAPHRAGM PUMP

2. Make two diaphragm housings wich 3
x24 bushes (see page 15). Put one dia
phragm housing in V2 and W2 and the other
in V4 and W4.

3. The suction valves go in S2 and S4 and
the discharge valves in T2 and T4. Make
a suction valve with 24 mm plástic tube,
two 3x12 bushes and one metal ball. See

also page ló. 120 mm hose goes on the top
of the suction valve and 90 goes on the
underside. Make the discharge valves wich
48 m plascic tubing and chen continué as
for the suction valves. 90 mm of sleeving
(26) is fixed underneath this and 150 mm
of this sleeving to the upper side.

Pumps are used to carry liquids from onc
place to aoother, Many cypes of pump are
used for tibia purpose. Each of these has its
own applications. The type of liquid, the
temperatura, etc. determine which type of

pump must be used. The diaphragm pump

which we are making here is used, amoungst
other things, as a petrol pump in cars. The

diaphragm pump operates on the same prin
cipie as the suction pump, i.e. a space is alternately expanded and reduced in volume.

Inlet and outlet valves ensure that the li
quid can only flow ín one dirección.
Order of constmction

1. Baseplate.

2. The diaphragm housing.
3. The val ve system.

4- Other hoses.
5. Fixing piece.

1. Puc 3x48mm spindles on che corners
of the raounting píate. A 3x120 spindle
goes in at OÍ and O5 and it must project

form the collet by approximately 1 cm on
the underside.

4- Fig. 2 illustrates how the pipes of the valve system are fitted. \Vhere the hose goes
through the mounting píate at Ul and U5 a

cone(4) is first of aíl pushed onto the hose
and this whole assembly is pushed loosely
into the píate. Connect the undersides of the
valves in S2 and S4 with the spindles in Oí

and O5

respectively. For this purpose use

rubber hose. On the top sides of these spind-

D2 - PUMP TRAILER

2S [90 mm]

les push pieces of 60 mm rubber hose, and
3 x 120 spindles are again pushed onto this.
Use Vtfh Htre (Vi pint) mük bottles as supp-

íy tanks. These milk bottles are fixed in po-

sition on the píate in hoíes MI, M5 and Ql
and Q5 by means of elastic bands and an
chor springs.

Only one elastic band is stuck into the an

chor springs in Ql and Q5- These are later
hooked around the fíxing piece.

5, Fix four small wheels to each other by
means of pins in the holes Cl, C3, C4 and
C6 of each wheel. The underside of every

wheel must face downwards. In the rwo bottom wheels pins are placed verticaíly in C9
and C10¡ 3x48 spindles are likewise fixed
into these wheels (position2). Put the hoses
on these spindles.

This is a traíler without front wheels, the
front resting on the back of he tractor. When

this trailer is pulled along jets o£ water will
be sprayed alternately on the left and the
right from the nozzles.
Order of assembly

1. The mounting píate with wheels.

2. Diaphragm housíng with drive rod.
3. The hoses and valves.

1. 3x96 spindle (position4) in L2 and L4
of the mounting píate. Underneath fix 3*

12 brushes to the spindles by means of

clamping springs and pass a 2x96 spindle
through those bushes.

i A

This is centralized by means of 2 mm wa$hers and pieces of 2mm sleeving. On two

wheels fix at the topside a long pin in circle
A, each pin at the end carrying a 2nuí

washer. Fix these wheels on the 2 x 6 spind

le with the heads of the collets facing. On

the ends of the 3 x 96 spindles protruding

3. The pressure valves are on the diaphragm

above the mounting píate, place a clamp-

housíng (see also page 16). On the top of

ing spring carrying a spindle 3x120. In

both pressure valves a piece of hose 60 mm

J3 of the mounting plat pleace a spindle 3

long goes to the bushes fixed on the spindle

x 120 with at the top end a clamping spring

that Ís clamped to J3- Through the other bus

through which a 3 x 6 spindle passes.

hes of the diaphragm housing fít pieces of

At the end of this spindle place clamping

hose 120mm long. Join two small wheels

springs

flanges

together, by means of two pins in círclec.

should point upward. Push pieces of rubber

with

bushes

3 x 24.

The

The top sídes of the wheeís should point in

hose (29) across the flanges and into these

the same directíon, Insert in each wheel two

pieces of hose bushes 1.5x8 with the flan

more small pins in circlec and from under-

ges inside the hose.

neath, near the edge of the assembly. In the

spindle

holes

fix

3 x 24 mm

bushes

with

2, The díaphragm housings are made as des-

the flanges at the topside of the wheel and

cribed on page 15. They are mounted up-

protruding from the collet at by the same

síde down, in such a way that the bushes

amount.

are situated on either side of the 3x120

usual and underneath those valves fix pie

On the

flanges mount valves as

spindle. The crank shaft ís a 3x8 spindle

ces of hose 60 mm long. Put these in a bott

fixed with a clamping spring on a pin in

le of about the jüustrated size and fix the

the wheel. The proper adjustment of wheel

bottle with rubber rings and hairpin springs

and diaphragm housing and of the length of

in hose Ql

the crank shaft requires patience, becanse

fixed to the diaphragm

otherwise the small wheels may run against

placed on the bushes in the two small wheels.

and Q5. The hoses which are
housing are now

the types or the mounting píate.
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D3 - WINDMILL WITH PUMP

In chis model our startktg poinc is model Bl,
the normal windmill, now, however, by
means of a transmission mcchanism a pump

is set in motion by this windmill.
Order of consíructioii

1. WindmilL
2. The transmission mechanism.
3. The pump.

4. The hoses.

1. The only difference between this wind
mill and model BL is that six long pins ate

pushed into circle A on the rear of the large
wheel on the mili spíndle.

Before this spindle is put in position, how-

over, two clamping springs must firsc be

necting wheel to rotate. On me end of the
intermediate spindíe above the holes S place
a smali wheel with a long pin underneath

pushed over the spíndles in W3 and X3.

in circle a. Push two 2 mm washers over

2. Now put 30 pins in a large wheel in cir

apart from each other.

this pin; the width of a clamping spring

cle G of the upper side. Fix this wheel in
position I

with a 2x96 spindle. Now in

T3 put a spindle made up of two 3 x 48
spindles with a pin. A clamping spring with
a 3 x 24 bush goes on this spindle at the
same height as the two boctom dumping

springs on the spindles in W3 and X3. A
3x24

spindle

goes

through

these

latter

clamping springs. Now push the 2 x 96
spindíe of the large connecting wheei from
the side of the píate marked X through this
spindle and chrough the 3 x 24 bush on the
spindle in T3. To do this it will be necessary to remove che centre-piece with the
saíls from íts place.

When the

intermediare spindle has been

fitted this can be replaced. The long pins
in the centre-piece must now cause the con
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3. Next make a pump housing wíth con
necting rod (pagel5). The connecting rod
is a 3x48 spindle. Fix the connecting rod
with a clamping spring to the long pin in the

crank wheel. The pump housing is fixed
into the holes R3 and S3 by means of colíets
3.

4- Make two valve housings (page 16). Fix
these into the mounting píate at R5 and S5
with 3 x 24 bushes. In Q4 and U5 place a
3 x 24 spindle with a collet so that equal
lengths of the spindle project from either

side of the collet. Using 60 mm hose connect
the spindle in Q4 with the bush in R3 on
the underside. The valve in S5 is connec

ted with the bush of the pump housing in S3.

60 mm hose is also used for this putpose.
A 120 mm piece of hose goes on the under
side of the valve in R5. The top of the valve
in R5 is connected to the bush in Q4 by

means of a 120 mm piece of hose. The top

of the valve is S5 is connected to the spindle
in U5 by 60 cm of hose. A 210 mm piece of
hose goes undetneath this spindle.

3XÍ3 + 7+3XÍB
8 -h 22 + 22 -,
3X18

23 (t2C mm)

3X¿8

29[60 rnrr.)

X

2S f2l0 mmj
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D4 - ELÉCTRICA!. DOSAGE PUMP

The system employed in this pump is one
which is frequently used in industry. Whenever a great quantity of small Ítems such as

washers or bolts have to be counted, one of

the ítems is weighed, the weight is multiplied by the numer of ítems and in this way
the weighc of the whole quantity is obtained. It would be nearly impossible to count

a thousand tiny washers by hand for exam-

ple. This method is also used for liquíds
as in this model. It obviously saves a great

deal of time and labour. In this model the
weight can be adjusted by sliding the pulley
wheels which act as counterweights along
a spindle.
Order of constuction

les in V3 and X3, then fix a small piece of

1. The baseplate.

3 mm sleeving on these spindles.

2. The motor.

3. The transmission.

3. Now make a double wheel with two iarge
wheels with their reverse sides turned in-

4. The pump.

5. The balance.

1. Put all

wards to face each other. For this purpose

spindles

in

che

baseplate

at

the places indicated. Begin with the spindles
at the four corners. A collet4 with 4x12
bush goes in holeN3. This bush performs
the same function as the guide shoes which
are used in large suction machines. Two
clamping springs go on the spindles in J3
and L3- A clamping spring goes on the top
and the bottom of the spindle in P3- Clamp

ing springs also go on the spindles in 83,
S5 and X5, all three of which are situated
at the same distance írom the baseplate as

the clamping spring on the spindle in P3- A
3x12

bush

goes

through

the

clamping

springs on the spindles in S3, S5 and X5; a
3 x 24 bush goes through those in P32 Fit a pulley to the motor spindle (page

22 Fig. D) and put the motor on the spind
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put fifteen pins in circle G. In one of the
two wheels put 6 pins in circle a. Now
place an elastic band round the double wheel
and mount the whole assembly in bushes on

the spindles in S5 and X5. The pins in circle
A of one of the wheels must point in the
same direction as the spindle of the motor.
Put 2 mm washers and pieces of 2 m sleev
ing on the ends co fix the spindle in posi-

tion. Next put the elastic band round the
motor pulley. If necessary push the wheel
so that the motor pulley and the double
wheel are exactly level. This prevents the
eiastic band from running off the double

wheel. Now put 30 pins in the undersíde oí
a large wheel in circle G. Put a 2x9¿

spindle through the bushes on the spindle;
in P3 and S3 and on this spindle moun'
this wheel under the holesT. The pins o.

this wheel must engage in the pins on the

of this spindle. Anocher 3 x 48 spindle goes

double wheel. On the other side of the spind-

into this and it ís sccured to the large pin

Ie last mentioned

(2x96) place a small

of the crank wheel with a clamping spríng.

wheeí with a long pin and two 2 m was-

A pump valve is now mounted in NI with

hers on the underside in circle. This small

a 210 mm piece of hose on the bottom side

wheel is the crank.

and a 120 mm piece of hose on the top (see
page 16). The other side of this last piece of

4- Make a pump housing in the normal way

hose is fixed to a bush of the pump housing.

(see pagel5). Then push a 3x96 spindle

A pump

through the boctom clamping springs on the

bush of the pump housing and a 120 mm

spíndles in J3 and L3 and through the clamp-

piece of hose from the balance will later be

íng

fixed to the top of this.

springs

on

the

spindle

P3.

Usíng

valve Ís mounted on

the other

clamping springs fíx the piunp housing upside down on this spindle. Push a piece of

5. Now fit the balance together. On the 3

rubber hose over the bush on the diaphragm

x 96 spindle first put a piece of 3 mm sleev-

and then put a 3 x 48 spindle in this hose

ing, then the three pulley wheels, next an-

from underneath through the bush in N3-

other piece of 3 mm slecving and finally the

Push this spindle through un til it engages

large wheel.

in the bush on the diaphragm. A piece of

píece of hose on the 3x120 spindle it will

hose is íikewise pushed over the bottom end

be necessary to slacken the double wheels
slightly.

3X2 i

A

In order to fit the

60 m piece

120 mm

of hose goes on

the end of this spindle.

19[t2Q mm)

The other end of this hose is pushed over the
29 (60 mm)

bush facing downwards in the pump hous
ing. The other bush of the pump housing

faces upwards. Finaily fix the 120 mm hose,
one side of which is attached to the 3 x 120
spindle, ro the valve situated on the bush of
the pump housing. Finally connect the batteries to the motor using cylinder springs

Fírst of all test it by using a voltage lower
than 9 V. You will see that the assembly
works better then. At 9 V the pumping is
too fast.

JíXSS
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D5 - nOUBLE-ACTING WATER PUMP

This pump contains two diaphragm chambers which altérnate, Le. if one sucks, the

other pushes and vice versa. Compared with

the single-acting pump, the interruptions m

che water flow become smaller and the yield
is twke as great. To make the water flow

even more reguiarly and to combine the yield
of the two chambers into one outgoing pipe,

a bottle sealed with a perforated rubber stop

(46) is used. This gadget is known as the
air-vessel. An ordinary glass bottle of a
volume of

10

to

20 ce is

suitable.

It

shouid not be higher than abouc 55 mm.
Order of assembly

1. The two mounting plates.

of 3 mm sleeving and a 3 mm washer on ti
spindle and then inserc this end in the bu
in K2. Put a rubber band around the pi

2. The íntermediary spindle.
3. Thedrive wheel.
4. The rockers.
5

of the large wheel.

The motor.

6. Two pumping chambers with couphng
piece.

7. Provisional assembly.
8. The connecting hoses.

I. ín the top mounting píate fix 4x12 bush
in K2 In the base píate insert 3 x 48 spindles

from underneath in Jl, J5, XI and X5 and

also a 4x 12 bush in K2, at the topside 3 x

96 spindles in M5, N5 and Q5 and 3x120
spindles in Ql and 33- These latter shouid

protrude about 12 mm underneath the collet.
Lay the base píate down

in the position

shown on the drawing and then continué
as foílows:

2. In a large wheel insert 15 pins from
¿ove in circleG and fix this at position 2

of a 3x96 spindle. From underneath insert

six pins in circle a of a small wheel. Place
this wheel at position 6 of the 3 x 96 spindle.
At the side of the small wheel push a piece
96

3 In another large wheel at the top ins
30 pins in circleG, a 4x12 bush in I
spindle hole and a long pin (8) with t
2mm washers in Bl. The distance betw
the two washers shouid be about 7 n

(width of a clamping spring). In the 4x
bush insert a 3 x 24 bush and mount

combination by means of a 3 mm collet
hole K4. See that the wheel runs smoot

Underneath in a large wheel put pins

G22 and G23. On each pin put 5 mm of i
ber hose and a 2 mm washer. At the te

de in Gl insert a long pin with two wasl
the same way as done for the driving wl
In the spindle hole place a 4x24 busr

which the end without flange extends al

the head of the collet. Fix this whee
a 3 x 96 spindle with at the topside a 3
washer and a piece of 3 mm sleeving,
underneath a 3 mm washer. This v
shouid be situated above the lowet sic

the diird row of holes of the base píate. The

6. Make two diaphragm chambers as des-

spindle of the rocker passes about halfway

cribed on page 15, fíg. B, C, D and E. In

between the two mounting plates. Now con-

the diaphragm house place two 3 x 24 bus-

nect the pin on the drivíng wheel with that

hes and on the diaphragm a bush 4 x 24.

on the rocker by means of clamping springs

The couplíng piece consists of two small

and a 3 x 120 spindle.

wheels with the

reverse sides

facing and

linked by long píns (8) in el, c2, el and
5. Put a pulley on the motor spindle (see

c8. Fix the bushes on the diaphragm hous-

page 22,

ings with a 4 mm collet in the spindle holes

fig. D).

On

the

spindle

in

N5

first push a piece of 3 mm sleeving and next

of the coupling piece, allowing a distance

the motor

of

with

the

pulley

poínting up-

3

to 4 mm between the bushes.

This

wards, and then another piece of 3 ffim sleev

gap should be equally far removed from

ing. The pulley must be at the same height

both wheels.

as the idler wheel on the incermediary shaft.

29 [210 mm)

3X¿8

3X¿3

7. Fix one of the pump chambers in the

the cork by means of a 3 x 24 spi

mounting píate In the holes T3 and U3 and

The rubber band which is around the

place a clamping spting at the centre of the

wheel, should also be put atound the f

spíndle in X3. Continué by fixíng the top

of the motor. Take a 2x96 spindle

píate. The top píate ¡s fixed with collets in

push over ít two 10 mm pieces of n

M5, N5, Ql, Q5 and X3- The upper dia-

hose, one at the centte and one at one c

phragm housing is fixed

ends.

co the top píate

with collets in T3 and U3.

Insert this spindle between the pins o
coupling piece, grouped in pairs, in si

8. Take two pieces of 3 mm sleeving each

way that the piece of hose at the cení

120 mm Iong,

two pieces of rubber hose

the spindle comes in-between the two b

10 mm Iong, four pieces of hose 60 mm Iong

and the end of the spindle without ho:

and four pieces of 120mm length. For the

bctween the two paited pins on the re

outlet pipe use 210 mm of hose.

The other end, carrying a short piece of

Fírst make fouc valves (see page 16) with

comes in the clamping spring on the s

undetneath a 3 x 24 bush and at the top

le in X3. Now it is time to connect the

3x12 bushes. Fix these in the holes Rl,

cor to the battery. Don't use 9 V to

SI, VI and Wl. Next fix all pieces of hose

with, but first tty Ít on ó V and you

and sleeving as shown in the dtawing. Please

see that the motot wiü take up suff:

note that fot the sake of clarity the bottle

speed to opérate the pump properly.

has been made too large here; see to it that
you use a bottle in which the cork fits exact-

two pieces of hose connected to a 3

ly. The two ends of hose have been fixed to

in a dish of water.
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spindle, are the ínlet and should be p

■s

et

Dó - TRUCK

VVITH

REVERSIBLE PUMP

6. The diaphragm housíng with connectíng
rod.
7. The rotary dísc with valves.

■)'

id

8. The switch disc with stop Iever.
9. The battery holder.

per

10. The finishing touches.

ie

1. Fit into the baseplate bush 4x12 in V3-

3 x 48 spindles in LI, L5 and R4.

of

3x48 spindles in M5 and V2 at position 3.
3 x 120 spindles Ín L4, P4.

3 x9ó spindles Ín Kl, and at the top of this
spindle place a 3 x 24 spindle which must
project from the clamping spring at an equal
distance on either siete. See Fig. 1

for the

correct placing of these spindles.
iart

¡ill

Trucks on which a pump is mounted are

2. The rear wheels are fitted in the normal

often used for jobs, whích have to be carried

way as described in model Al.

out in different places. They are often found
ted

for example ín building concerns and pu-

3- The fronr wheels with steering assembly

blic services. The pump on this truck can

are likewise identical to those of model Al.

opérate Ín two directions. The tank on the

truck (a boctle) can thus be filled or emptíed

4- On the motor spindle place a small wheel

by the pump. The valves of this pump are

with 6 pins in A. Do this using a pin and

mounted on

3x12 bush. Push the motor onto the 2 spind

a

rotary

disc

by

means

of

which the working of the pump can be re-

les in P4 and R4. Screw a contacc spring

versed. As long as the rotary disc with the

into the spindle in R4.

valves is not in one of the two working po-

skions the

motor

is

disconnected. In

the

5. Make a cogwheel with 30 pins on the

working position the motor drives the pump

topside ¡n G, and 12 pins underneath in C.

by means of a reduction gear. The special

A 3 x 24 spindle goes Ín the central hole

feature of this pump is that rhe diaphragm

and projects approximately 3 mm above the

housíng moves whilst the centre of the dia-

cone.

phragm remains statíonary. In this respect

The second cogwheel is a large wheel with

it díffers from rhe previous pumps.

24 pins on the upper side in E and 6 un
derneath in A. A 4x24 bush goes in the

Order of constructíon

central hole and projects on the underside.

1. The baseplate.

The third cogwheel ¡s a large wheel with

2. The rear wheels.

30 pins on the upper síde in G. Ustng a

3- The front wheels with steering assembly.

clamping spring fix a 3x12 bush on the

4- The motor.

spindíe in 14, and a 3 x 24 spindle on the
spindle in P4 with another clamping spring.

5. The reduction gear.

A 2 x 96 spindle is pushed through the bush
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at L4 on the underside under the holes mar-

ked J. This spindle next goes through a
piece of 2 mm sleeving and a 2 mm washer.
Then push the first cogwheel onto it, next

another 2 mm washer and fínally this spind
le goes through the spindle in T4.
The 30 pins of this cogwheel must engage

one long pin on the underside in a. Fir

place two 2 mm washers on this pin. TI

connecting rod will later be secured to th
with a clamping spring.

6. Two 3 x 24 mm bushes go into the di
phragm housing. Fix a 4xl2mm bush

in the pins of the wheel on the motor. This

the diaphragm using the metal ball. Fit tr

can be adjusted by regulating the height of
the two clamping springs. Next put another
clamping spring on L4 and P4. The second

the diaphragm and put the complete asses

cogwheel goes through this. The cogs must

engage in the cogs on the rear side of the
first cogwheel. Finally a clamping spring is
fitted to the two top spindles and on one

side of it plave a 3x12 bush and on the
other a 3 x 24 spindle. Between this again

comes the third cogwheel with a 2 mm collet
a piece of 2 mm sleeving and a 2 mm washer.

bush into a 4 mm collet with the head agair

bly into J4 of the baseplate. Put clampii
springs on the two bushes which projf
upwards and a 3 x 24 mm bush betwe
them. Fix a 3x96 spindle to the spinc
in the centre using the clamping spring. T
other end of this spindle is secured to t
crank wheel with a clamping spring.

7. On the underside of a large wheel pl(

assembly.

pins in A2, A5, C3, C9, Ell, F14, fl

Place the crank wheel on the spindle of the
top cogwheel. This is a small wheel with

bottom cogwheel. Now make two valves

Figure 3
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shows

the

completed

G30. Put the wheel on the spindle of 1

described on page 16. Two 3x12 bushes

switch píate.

go on each valve. On one side of each valve
place a piece of 90 mm hose and on the

9. Suspend the battery holder with elastic

other a piece of 120 mm hose. Now clip

bands and pins under the baseplate. Connect

the valves between the pins on the rotary

120 mm red flex to the -\- pole and 120 mm

dísc so that the pieces of 120mm hose lie

black flex

closest to the rim of the wheei. The 120mm

connected with a pin to the underside of the

hose of the top valve goes on the spindle

spindle in A4, the —flex is connected to

in N5, the other hose on this valve goes

the motor. The other motor lead is connec

to

the —pole.

The

-{-flex

is

on the bush of the diaphragm housing. The

ted to the contact spring at the top of the

90 mm hose of the bottom valve goes on

spindle in R4.

the other bush of the diaphragm housing.
The 120 mm hose of the bottom valve is

10. Before the completed model is set in

pushed over

is

motion all cogwheels must first be in per-

the

3 x 24 spindle

whích

fixed above the spindle in Kl. On the other

fect alígnment (Fig. 3). The position of the

side of this spindle place a piece of 60 mm

switch píate and the turntable must be aecu-

hose into which a 3 x 48 spindle is pushed.

rately fixed.

Hang this spindle in the bottle. A 420 mm

Place a small wheel on a 3x24 bush and

piece of hose goes on the underside of M5.

then fit another collet onto this bush and
place the whole assembly in X5 of the base

8. In the underside of the small wheel put

plate. A similar combination goes in U5.

pins in el, c2, c3, c4, có, el, clO and aó.

The 420 mm hose is laid between this. When

A long pin goes in c5 and must project the

the switch píate is in the lowest or topmost

same distance as the short pins on the under

position it maíces contact with the contact

side. It therefore projeets ] 0 mm on the up-

spring in R4 and the motor works. If the

per side. Similarly on the underside place

model does not functíon properly the po

a pin in cll with a 2 mm washer, and in

sition of the rotary disc in relation to the

a5 a pin with two 2 mm washer. A 3 x 24

switch píate must be altered.

bush goes on the long pin on the top side'.
On the underside fit a switch lever consisting of a 3 x 24 bush with a piece of 3 mm

sleeving and 4mm collet on it. These are
secured between pins a5, a6, clO and cll.
Using a 2 mm collet wc place the small

wheel on the spindle of the bottom cog
wheel.

(Fig. 1).

Fit a 3xl2m bush with

a clamping spring to a 2 x 96 mm spindle
(approximately

position3).

Another

loóse

clamping spring goes over the end of the

spindle. Push the bush over the spindle of
the top cogwheel. Finally fix the lever to
the spindle of the central cogwheel by means

of an elastic band. The bottom clamping
spring must now fall between the pins of the
101

underside in A. Put the wheel on the 4 x 24
bush (position 1). Next make a cogwheel
with 30 pins on the upper side in G and sis
pins on the underside in A. The wheel goe;
on a 4 x 24 bush (position 2). Push thi;
wheel over the spindle in S3- Next make ¿
cogwheel with 30 pins on the upper side ir

E-CLOCKS
El - SOS TRANSMITTER

G and 18 pins on the underside in E. Pu
the wheel on a 4 x 24 bush (position 1)

Push this cogwheel over spindle Q3- Put th<
swicch rotor consisting of a large wheel witl

18 pins on the upper síde in D and contac
springs in the undetside in G6, Gl4 am
G28. A 2 mm washer goes over the contac

springs. Connect these springs in G6 am
G28 with a small piece of flex. Put th
wheel on a 4 x 24 bush (position 2).

Pur.h the whole assembly over spindle S:
This transmitter automatically sends out a
fixed morse signa!. This ís basically what
often happens in the case of beacons for air

and sea nagivation. A signal like this can be
transmitted as a radio signal or a light sig

nal. The equipment consists of a switch
section and a ttansmitting section. Here we

shall confine ourselves to describing the
switch section which gives an SOS signal.
This is represented by three dots, three
dashes and another three dots.
Order of construction

1. The baseplace
2. Cogwheels
3- The motor

4. The wiring.

1. Place the various contact springs in the
mounting píate at X2, X4 etc. The 3x48
spindles go in X3, Ll and L5 at position 2.
2. First place

a

3 mm

washer

over

the

spindle in Q3. Then place a cogwheel consisting of a large wheel with ó pins on the
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30-6-

side in G. (slots facing outwards). On the
upper side of the wheel push a piece of

"120 mm fiex hito holes Gl (red), G4 (grey),

G5 (grey), G6 (green), G7 green), G8 (grey),
G9 (grey), G22 (black), G23 (black), G26
(red), G27 (red) and G30 (red).
Place

the

stator

on spindle S3 with the

wiríng upwards. The hole G14 goes beside

the spindle in Q3. The contact springs of the
rotor run along the inner side of the stator

Finally adjust the wheels, if necessary, by

pins. Now see Fig. 2. Connect the grey wires

moving the spindies so that the teeth inter-

kith S5, the green wires with U5, the black

lock firmly and thee wheels turn freely with

wires with SI and the red wires with Ul.

each other.

Connect U5 with X2 (120 mm green flex).

Connect SI with X4 (120 mm black flex),
3- Push a pin onto the motor spindle with

and S5 with X4 (120 mm grey).

a 3 x 12 bush over ít. (flange turned towards

Connect Ul with X2 (60 mm red flex). Next

the motor). Push a piece of 3 mm sleeving

connect J3 and X4. J3 is similarly connec-

over

ted to the top terminal of the motor. The

this

bush.

Insert

a 3 x 4S

spindle

through the motor with a pieces of 3 mm

bottom terminal goes to Jl. Finally make a

sleeving on both sides. Put the entire assem-

lamp holder (see page 17, Fig. D). Put this

bly in position as indicated.

in the 3 x 48 spindle in X3- A pin goes into
this spindle. Connect this pin with X2. Con

4. First make the switch stator consisting

nect the other contact of the lamp holder

of a large wheel with 30 pins on the under-

with Ul. Fít a battery at Jl and J3.
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2

Inthetoat píate placee 3 x24spindl

¡nL3(pos¡t¡onl),a4xl2bushmR3a!jd

T3 a 3 x 12 bush in N3, P3, P5 and R5. In

the>backplatea3x24spindleinL3,posmon

2 , 4 x 12 buSh in R3 and T3. a 3 x 12 bush
iñ N3, P3, P5 and R5. Furthermore 3 x 96
pindUsinJl.IS.Xland
UXldXSTheseshou

fully extend above the píate. Put the back
píate down and continué by mounting thí
parts on it.

2 Put the escapement (47) on a 2 X 9<
¡pindle (position 4). At both ends push
^fZdí^

and then place the spindle in L3, sucn th.

he partofrhe spindle underneath the coll

extendsaboutl2mmbehind the bush.

3 In a large wheel ar the top place 30 pi
in circle G and place this w-heel on a 2 x

spindle (position 6). On the same spmdle

p'ositton 2 fix a small wheel w-th s,x p
Tbfe fe *e simplest of the dock which we

¡nderneath in circle a. Push 2 mm wash
on both ends of this spindle and inser,

LU, I, has omyonelWUkeaU dock

with the large wheel down in N3. Next

madc befóte 1700, posábly thanks O the

30 pins in circle G and six pins undern<

les being less hurricd then Fot da«y

sake the pendulum has beca drawn longer

han ¡n reality. This dock b achatad by

*:L of a Uta but caá -erthdessj.

Maced on a table, a mantleptece °r chest.

tber that the making of docks „ very

g work and that the gear whee ls have

X ahgned most carefuily, while also the

adÍ cnJt of the escapement will take some
time.

the top side of a large wheel once ir
in córele A. Put it at position 4 ot a

spindle. At both ends place a p.ece of

>

- 2 mm washer. This

Í^the.ongen

bush in P3. In another large wheel pía
the topside 27 pins in arde F and ro

thewheeUt position 9of a 3x 120sP;
At the wheel endof the spindle push a:

washer and this side to be inserted m .

the mounting píate. On the othee end
of 3 mm sleeving and a 3 mm washer.

7. The mounting píate.

put 30 pins at the topside of a atge
in circle G and at the reverse srde nm

2. The escapement.

in arele B. Fix this wheel at posmon

Order of assembly

3. The gear wheels.
4. The petidulum.
5. Thehand.
ó. The pendulum fork.
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3 x 96 spindle and fit both ends i
spindle witb a piece of 3 mm sleem
/ 3 mm washer. Fix this spindle W1th

pins pointing upwards in R3.

small wheels with the undersides facing to

Place a 2 x 96 spindle wich a geac wheel

an 8-shaped object by means of píns in c7

with 30 pins at che topside in circle G and

and c8. In one of the wheels insert two more

six pins underneath in circle A on posición

pins from above in el and c2 with the slots

5. At position 2 comes a cable drum, which

so facing one another thac a 3 x 120 spindie

ís a double wheel made of two small wheels

can pass through [t without two much play.

with che reverse sides facing, with nine pins

The other wheel is fixed to the spindle car-

in circle b, each pin wich a short length of

rying the escapement with a 2 mm collet.

rubber hose. At the side of the gear wheel

The pins in the other wheel are now pointing

push a piece of 2 mm sleeving and a 2 mm

away from the backplate. In J3 insert a 3 x

washer over the spindle. The other side only

48 spindle protruding from underneach the

carries a 2 mm washer.

píate.

The end with the sleeving is inserted in R5.
Finally in a large wheel we insert 30 pins at

4. Nex we starc with making the pendulum.

the topside in circle G and six pins under

Join a 3 x 96 and a 3 x 120 spindle writh a

neath in circle A. This wheel is fixed on a

pin. Take 6 cm string and put a few knots in

2 x 9ó spindle ac position 4. Ac both ends

one end, such that these knots stick in the

of the spindle push a piece of sleeving and

end of the 3 x 120 spindle.

a washer and then place che spindle in P5

The ocher end of che string we push through

with the 30 pins pointing upward. Next on

a 3 x 24 spindle and fold ic back along che

the spindíe in X5 push a push a piece of

oucside of the spindle and push a piece of

3 mm sleeving, a 3 mm washer, two pulleys

sleeving over it, so that the string is kept ¡n

and another 3 mm

now

place. Put a clamping spring over the 3 x 24

ready to fix the front píate with collets on

spindle. The pendulum weight is made of

the spindles passing through Jl, J5, XI and

two small wheels with each three pins un

X5. Check whether all che gear wheels en-

derneath in el, c5 and c9, inserted in the

gage properly. If noc, shift the pieces of

supporting pipe. Cíamp this weight in the

sleeving on the various spindles. Join two

middle of die long spindle of the pendulum

washer.

We are

3 + 3X2Í-* j j
2X3B-/

3X120+ 3X25
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by means of a coLlct. The clamping spring

we push on the 3 x 48 spindle in J3-

Next fix ovo 3 x 324 spindles on the ends
of the spindle ¡n X5 with clamping spnngs

against the inside of the mounting piares.
The two pulleys are placed as cióse as possible to the front píate. See that they can tura
freely.

,

The ends of the 3 X 324 spindles are Iinked
by a 3 x 48 spindle, carryíng two pulleys

with pieces of 3 mm sleeving and 3 mm
washers in-between and 3 mm washers at the
outside
The latter touch the clampmg

springs. Here also the pulleys must be able
to run smoothly.

Tie a hairspring to both ends of a piece or

-3-1-3X21

3X21
3 + 3X2Í
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string roughly 2 metres long which shoul,
be fitted as follows: Seen from the front
right turn over the cable drum. Next bot1
ends go each over a pulley on the spindle i
X5 and finally over a pulley at the end c
th earm. A bottle filled with some sand, i
bring the total weight up to about :
grnms, is attached to one of the hairp
springs and the supporting spring Éunctio
as a counte rweight.

The weights have to be so attached that t
bottle tries to move the cable drum m t

same direction as the hands of a dock. Wh
the clock is placed on a chimney ptece

cupboard, the arm must be so placed ti
the weight hangs free.

n

Ordcr of assembly

E3 - SPRING-WOUND CLOCK

1. The mounting piafes.
2. The escapement.

3. The gear wheels.
4- The small hand.
5. The large hand.

6. The pendulum fork.
7. The pendulum.
8. The spring.

1. In the front píate mount 4 x 12 bushes

in N3, Q3 and Q5> a 3 x 24 spindle in U3,
position 1, and a 3 x 12 bush in Ql, SI and
S3.
Jn the backplate on which we continu to

work, place 4 x 24 bush in Q3, position 2,

4 x 12 bush in N3, ]2 and Q5, 3 x 96 spínd-

les in Jl, ]5, XI and X5 (position 8), 3 x 48
spindle in V3, position 1,3x12 bush in Ql,

Sl,S3andU3.
2. Place the escapement on a 2 x 96 spindle
(position 2). On both ends of this spindle a
piece of 2 mm sleeving and a 2 mm washer.
After this, ínsert the spíndie with the short

end in U3 of the back píate. The lug on the
escapement should come roughly above the
hole U4.
On the spindle in Jl'push a 3mm washer,

The power to opérate this clock is provided

a pulley, 3 mm washer,

not by weíghcs, but by a motor wíth a

washer and a piece of 3 mm sleeving.

spring. The great advantage of this is that

Repeat this for the spindle in XI. Make the

the motor takes up much less space than a

winding drum from two small wheels, the

weight, which, also,

co drop.

rearsides facing, on a 4 x 24 bush. Put a tyre

The drawback ís, however, that the tensión

on each wheel and push the spindle of the

of an ordinary spring becomes less as it is

drum in J5. Secure k by a 3 mm washer, a

restored to íts ordinary length.

coil spring, a 3 mm washer and a piece of

As a constant driving forcé Ís a basic essen-

3 mm sleeving.

needs room

pulley,

a

3 mm

tíal for clocks, all winding-clocks are fitted
with a £lat spiral spring. As is not pro

3. In a large wheel Ínsert 30 pins at the

vided in the kit, we use a piece of rubber

topsíde in circle G and moünt it on a 3 x

hose or a number

of

together for this purpose.

rubber

bands,

tied

120 spindle, position S. Place 3 mm sleeving

and 3 mm washers

at

eíther

end of this
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Next insert 18 pins in a large wheel from
spindle. Place this spindle with the p.ns m

the wheel pointing upward in Q5 and push

another coil spring on the free cnd. In another large wheel insert 30 pins at the top ffi
circle G and £ive pins underneath in circle A
(thus one hole is without pin). Mount chis at

position 9 o£a 3 x 120 spindle Fit: thu
spindle

with 3mm sleeving

and

nim

washers at both onds and insert it with the
pins pointing upward in Q3 of the backplate.

The five pins of this wheel should engage

the pins of ch ewheel previously mounted.
The cable drum is made of two small wheels

with backs facing each other and pins m a,
a long pin in a6, protruding about 10 mm
above one wheel.

Insert three pins (7) in bó, bS and di at
the topside of the wheel, from which a long

pin protrudes. Fit a clamping spring and
lock with a 2 mm washer at the end of the

longpininaó(Page33)fig.I). Fixa3x96
spindle with a collet in the wheel other than

that which a clamping spring is fixed to (position 2).

IOS

underneath in circle D and 24 pins also un
derneath in circle E. In the spindle hole msert a 4 x 12 bush and then push this whee
on the spindle of the cable drum. The pin:

in this wheel should point towards the cabi.
drum. The ratchet wheel is kept in place b

means of a 3 mm washer and 3 mm sleevin¿

Furthermore at both ends of the spindl

place a piece of 3 mm sleeving and a 3 mi

washer. The assembly with the cable druj
down is inserted in N3. The ratchet whe
meshes with the wheel previously mounte

Make another gear wheel from a large whe
with 30 pins at the topside in circle G ai
six pins underneath in circle A. Mount ti
wheel on a 2 x 96 spindle in position 5. Be
ends of this spindle carry a piece of 2 ir
sleeving and a 2 mm washer. Insert t
wheel with the 30 pins pointing upward

Ql The wheel should mesh with the wh
in Q3 Make another wheel like the previ.

one, fix this on a 2 x 96 spindle at posit

4 and put pieces of 2 mm sleeving and 2 r
washers on it as usual. Place this with

30 pins pointing upward in SI. Mesr.

with the wheel just mounted. Make another

the spindle hole remaining clear and insert

gear wheel like this, fix thís at position 3

a 4 x 24 bush in this hole (position 1).

of a 2 x 96 spindle. Put sleevíng and washers

Push the small hand on the spindle in Q3>

on this and insert k in S3, such that the

such

wheel meshes with the one mounted ¡n SI.

mesh with the píns of the wheel en Q5.

that

the pins underneath

the wheel

The escapemenc must mesh with the pins at

the topsíde of the last mounted wheel. Next

5. In a small wheel insert four pins from

fix the front píate wit collets on the spindles

underneath in al, 2.6, d and cl2. Pass a

in Jl, J5, XI and X5. On the end of the

3 x 96 spindle between those four pins with

spindle passing through Q5, place a small

the spíndíe hole remaining clear. Then place

wheel with 12 pins in c, topsíde.

the large hand on the spindle ín Q3.

4. Bor the small hand .insert 24 pins under-

6. The pendulum fork is described in model

neath in a large wheel, circle E and 4 pins

E2 sub 4 and ís fixed to the spindle protru-

at the top in D2, D3, G3 and G4. Pass a

ding from U3-

3 x 48 spindle berween those four pins with

■4+4X12

47

3X120
4+4X12
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7 With the aid of a piece of string pulí a
mbber band through a 3 x 120 spindle with
the rubber halfway m and halfway out OÍ

the spindle. Pulí this end through a 3 x 24

spindle, thus connecting the spindles by
means of the rubber band, leaving a space

of about 2mm beLween them. With the
3 x 24 spindle held in the hand, allow the

3 x 120 spindle to swing; observe the direc
ción in which this pcndulum tends to slow

down most quickly and bear this in mmd

when Htting the next components, othecwise the pendulum may well develop a
wobble when completed. Place one clampmg

spring in the centre oE the 3 x 1 20 spindle
and another one at the end without rubber

band. Pass 3 x 96 spindles through these
clamping springs and fit each end of those
with other clamping springs, through which
we pass spindles 3 x 324 (blocking them

momentarily with a 4 mm washer). In V3 of

the back píate insert a 3 X 48 spindle pro-

truding from behind. Fix, by means of a

clamping spring a 3 x 24 spindle co ic The
3 x 120 spindle comes in-between the two
pins of the pendulum fork.

S. Tic seven rubber bands together (the
nexc one looped in the previous), tie one end

of an approximately 80 cm long piece of
string to the lase rubber band and tie the
other end to one of the holes in the cable

drum, which is mounted in the spindle in
J5. Tara the string 2.5 times around the
cable drum (counter-clockwise). Place the
rubber bands onto the four pulleys the following manner. Over front pulley Jl, front

puliey XI, back pulley Jl and over the back
pulley on XI. The end is fixed with a collet

which, with a 3x12 bush is pushed into
hole J2 of the back píate. When now we

wind the dock by turning the winding drum
and giving a small push to the pendulum,
the clock must start to tick. If ñor, then pro110

bably the escapement or one of the geac
wheels is out of alignment. If the clock does

ñor keep time properly, the 3 X 324 spindle.
should be re-adjusted. The clock should Eicli
at a rate of 125 per minute. If ir is too fast
drop the 3 x 324 spindles sligthly and vía
versa. If the pendulum wobbles, re-read wha
we said about it sub 7.

E4 - WALL CLOCK WITII SECOND HAND

Order of assembly

1. The mountmg píate,
2. The escapement.

3. The driving drum with minute hand.

4. The second hand.
5. The hour hand.

6. The pendulum mechanism.
1. In the front píate insert 3 x 12 bushes

in P3, R3, T3 and V3, 4 x 12 bushes in K3,
M3 and O3. Then continué with the backplate, in which 3 x 120 spindles are placed
ín JI, J5

and X3, which should protrude

24 mm underneath the collets. Furthermore,
3 x 12 bushes in P3, R3, T3 and V3 and

4x12 bushes in K3 and M3.
2. Put the escapement on a 2 x 9ó spindle,

position 4. Push sleeving and washers on
the ends of spindle and insert the spindle in
V3 of the back píate, according to fig.

1.

3- In a large wheel fíx 24 pins at the topside in circle A.

Fix this on a

3

x

120

spindle such that the latter extends by 24 mm
underneath the collet. Put 3 mm sleeving an
a 3 mm washer at both ends of the spindle
and place this in bush K3 of the backplate.
In a large wheel place 30 pins at the top-

side in circle G and 12 pins in C under
neath. Fíx this wheel at position 4 on a 3 x

9ó spindle at the underside, put a piece of
3 mm sleeving and a 3 mm washer at the
underside of the spindle. At the topsíde of
the spindle a piece of 3 mm sleeving, a 3 mm
This clock has a fairly simple mechanism,

■washer, a

whích will not cause inany tlifficulties, but

Insert this spindle in M3. The pins under

coil

spring an another washer.

the pendulum is of an entirely different con-

neath the wheel should mesh with those of

struction to that of the previous models. This

the wheel mounted previously. In another

clock ticks at a rate of 1 per second, which

large wheel place 44 pins at the top in circle

would requíre a vety long pendulum. By

E and fit it on a 2 x 96 spindle, position 7.

using a pendulum with a counterweight it is

On the iong end of the shaft push a piece

possible, however, to reduce the length of

of 2 mm sleeving and a 2 mm washer. Next

the pendulum.

insert the spindle with the short end in P3
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carefully fit the front píate and fix it wit
collets on the spindles in Jl, J5 and X;

Push the sleeving on che spindle in M3 foi
ward over a small distance, so that the co
spring comes under tensión. On the free en
of the spindle in P3, place a smaíl whe<
with underneach six pins in circle a. Next i

a large wheel put 24 pins at the topside i
circle E and at the othec side pins in Gl( G.
C12 and Cl. Place this wheel on the end (
the spindle in 03, in such a way that tt
pins engage those of the wheel mounced c
the spindie ín P3- In-becween the four pií
at the bottomside place the minute han

which we make from three pieces of sti
wíre turned together.

5. At the underside of a small wheel inse

of the back píate. Make another wheel wich
30 pins ac the copside in G and nine pins
in B underneach, which is placed at position
6 of a 2 x 96 spindle. Push 2 mm sleeving

and a 2 mm washer on both ends and ínsert

pins Ín el, c2, b5 und b6 and fie this whe
on the end of the spindle in T3. Betwe<

the four pins put the second-hand.
ó. In the underside of a small wheel p

this spindle in R3 of the backplate. The

pins in cl2, el, a6 and al. Fix this on ti

nine teeth should mesh with the 24 teeth
of the wheel in P3. Continué with a wheel

between the pins.

with 30 pins at the topside in G and six
underneath in A. Fit this at position 5 of a

end of the spindle in K3. Put the hour-hai

7. On chac pare of che escapement spinc

2 x 96 spindle and put sleeving and washers

which extends from behind the backpk

at the ends of the spindle. This spindle is

put a pendulum fork (see description of t

inserted in T3.

previous two models). Make a diaphra¿
housing with

4. Out of two small wheels, with the backs
facing, make a double wheel with five long

Ín

the

housing rwo 3 x .

bushes and connect to the diaphragm a 4
24 bush (see page 15). Mount a coupli

pins (8) and one short pin (7) in circle a.

on the top of the 4 x 24 bush. Above t!

The five long pins should protrude by 10

■comes a 3 x 96 spindle to which a 3 x

mm at one side. On the pares of the pins in-

spindle has been connected wíth a clampi

betwecn che wheels rubber hose should be

spring. Mount this assembly on the end

placed. Fix the wheel en a 3 x 48 spindle

the spindle in X3

posición 4. Spindle pointing in the dirección

opposice to that the pins. From underneath

3 x 48 spindie two spindíes 3 x 96, lint
at the underside by another 3 x 48 spinc

place this spindle in the bush in 03 of the

At the centre of che latter we fix a 3 x 3

front píate. At the topside place a 3 fiim

spindle. Ac che lower end of this fix 1

washer and a piece of 3 mm sleeving. Now

pendulum weight, which is made from r
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(see fig. 2). Fix to 1

large wheels with the ropsides facing, and

pins in Gl, G2, G1.6 and G17. On the 3 x
96 spindle at the top of the coupling we fix
a 3 x 324 spindle by means of a pin. A small

wheel is fixed to the spindle by means of a
collet. This wheel serves to adjust the speed
of the pendulum. By pushing it higher up,

the pendulum is made to move slower. Fi-

nally, take a píece of string of about L mecre
long. Turn this string in the dírection of the
hands of the clock once around the cable
drum and tíe a hairspring pin to each end.

To the ríght-hand end (seen. from the front)
attach a small bottle, if necessary fílled with
some sand and to the other end the supporting ring as countetweight.

3 + 3XI2 + 22 + 2S

3 + 3X12+22+25
2X96

E5 - SWITCHING CLOCK

1. In the front píate insert in K3 a 3 x 48
spindle, extending by about 3 mm above the
head of the collet, bushes 3 x 12 in M3 and
03, a bush 4 x 12 in S3, a spindle 3 x 24
with collet at posición 2 in N4, a spindle

3 x 48 with collet as position 2 in O4. Furthermore, hairpin and coil springs with the
latter at the topside in NI, M5, Pl and Q5.
In Q3 a 3 x 48 spindle, extending by 5 mm
underneath the collet. In P4 a 3 x 24 spindle
with a pin in one end. The other end is fixed
in P4 with a 3 mm collet. Next in the backplate 3 x 96 spindles with collets at position
S in Jl, J5, X land X5. Put a 3 x 1.2 bush
in M3, 03 and Q3 and a 4 x 12 bush in S3,
2. Of two large wheels with the rearsídes
facing make a double wheel with nine long
pins, equally divided ovet cítele F. These
pins should protrude by 5 mm out of one of
the wheels. In the other wheel insert 30 pins
in circle G, with the slots pointíng outwards.
With collets in both wheels the double wheel

is fixed on a 3 x 120 spindle. The collets of
The switching dock has contacts which, after a certain time, can put electrical equip-

ment into or out of operation. The contacta
are mounted ac the front of the dock. So
they may never, repeat never be used in
conneccion with equipment working from

the mains. They can, however, be used in
connecion wirh models made by means of

the Electronic Engíneer building kíts, which
ate absolutely safe.
Order of assembly

1. The mounting piares.
2. The driving mechanism.

3- The gear wheel transmission.
4. The escapement.
5. The winding mechanism, swítch lever and
switch.
6. The spring.
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the wheel from which the íong pins extend
should be at position 2. Over this end of the
spindle push a 3 mm washer and then fix
this in S3 of the backplate. On another large
wheel put 30 pins with slots pointing towards the spindle hole, in circle G (topside).
Furthermore pins in D2, D3, D4, which
extend from underneath. Place a clamping
spring across these three pins, such that the

hooked patt of the spring goes around the
pin in D3 and the two ends push against
the sides of the other pins.

Place this wheel on a 4x24 bush, such that
between the flange and the head of the
collet a space of 12 mm remains. Then
mount this with the 30 pins pointing upwards over che 3 x 120 spindle in S3 of the
backplate. The cíamping spring should then
be between the pins of this wheel and as
such forms a pawl mechanism. The 4 x 24

bush is kept in its place by pushing a 3 mm
washer and a piece of 3 mm sleeving over
che 3 x 120 spindle. Next push anorher
piece of 3 mm sleeving and a 3 mm washer
onto this spindle.

3. In a iarge whecl insert 30 pins at the
topside in circie G and six pins underneath
in circie A. Fit chis at posición 3 of a 2 x 96
spindle, over which at both ends pieces of

2S

03

6¿

C! C2

2 mm sleeving and 2 mm washers are
pushed. Place this spindle in Q3 of the backplate in such a way that the six pins of circie

A mesh with the 30 pins of the wheel in S3.
On a 2 x 96 spindle at posición 6 we fix a
Iarge wheel with 30 pins in circie G at the
topside and in-between positions 2 and 3 a
small wheel with six pins at che underside in
circle a. The pins of the two wheels should
be pointing towards each other. Over both
ends of the spindle push a piece of 2 mm
sleeving and a 2 mm washer and fix the
spindle with the side carrying the Iarge wheel
m 03 o fthe mounting píate. If everything is
right, the pins of the small wheel will mesh
with those of the wheel in Q3. Make a si
milar combination but with the Iarge wheel
at position 7 and the small one at posición 5.

At the side of the Iarge wheel push a 2 mm
washer over the spindle, at the other end a
piece of 2 mm sleeving and a 2 mm washer.

Insert this spindle with the end nearest to
the Iarge wheel in M3 of the mounting píate.
The pins of the small wheel should again
mesh with those of the Iarge wheel fitted
ín 03. Over the spindle in Jl and J5 we
push 3 mm washer, a pulley, another 3 mm
washer and finally a piece of 3 mm sleeving.

In K3 a 2 x 96 spindle is inserted with the

colleta position 8.

4. On a 3x24 spindle the escapement is
fixed at position 2. Against the collet a 3 x

120 spindle is fixed with a ciamping spring.
This spindle should at both ends extend by
equal amounts from the ciamping spring.
On the short free end of the little spindle
push a short length of 3 mm sleeving, over
which are pushed a few windings of a coil

spring. On both ends of the 3 x I 20 spindle
a Iarge wheel is fitted with a 3 mm collet.

This assembly in its entirery we push over
the 2 x 96 spindle in K3 with the escape

ment pointing downard.
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wheel. [n-betwcen the pins in G3, G4, Cl
and C2 a 3 x 48 spindle is inserted with at

the free end a píece of 3 mm sleeving about
1 cm long. From undernearh a piece of red

flex

120 mm

long is pushed through the

double wheel, which

at

che

underside

is

pushed in the pin in C2. Over tbe spindle

end that extends from the bush in S3 a 3 mm
washer is pushed and next a collet with the

head against this washer. Next the double
wheel, which is clamped on the collet, and

finally, on the same spindle we fix a collec
in the top wheel. The other end of the red

flex is connected to the terminal in 05. Seen
from the front the lever should now be on
the lefe-hand side of the spindie ¡n Q3.
Before fixing the mounting píate, we have

to fix a few other components which later
on are difficult to get into posición.
In the spindíe which passes through P4 of
the front píate a piece of black flex 60 mm
long is pushed in the end carrying the pin.
This flex we pulí through hoie P2 and connect the free end with the terminal in Pl.
A pin is to be pushed in that part of the

On chis spindle we mount a 3 x 24 spindle
writh a pin in one end fíxed with a clamping
spring. The pin must poinr to che lefe and in

it we fix 60 mm long red flex. The othec

end of rhis flex is connected to che terminal
N5. Nexc a concacc spring is screwed into

the spindle in P4 and over this another 3 x

24 spindle. With two clamping springs a
3 x 24 spindle ís fixed to the spindles in N4
and 04.

spindle that goes through N4, that is in the
collet, and in this we also push one end of a

60 mm long pieces of black flex. The other
end is Ied trough hole N2 to the terminal in
NI. Push a short iength of 3 mm sleeving

on the long end of the 3 x 4S spindle in K3Later on we push a few windings of the coil
spring of rhe balance across this.
Fix the front mounting píate with collets in
Jl, J5, XI and X5. The pieces of sleeving
which are on the various spindles, are now

so adjusted that all spindles are in the cor-

6. Tic six rubber bands together and fix the
lasr one to the pin at the far right of the
winding drum (seen from the fronr). Puc
this rubber band half a turn around chis
wheel, chen over the pulley in J5, next over

the pulley m ]l and finally the end is fíxed
with a hairpin spring to the spindle in XI.
When everything is right, the clock, after the
lever has been moved over half a turn against
the hands of a clock, muse turn for about
tweney minutes before is switches. íf, for in-

rect posición and stay there.

stance, we wish a lamp to burn for some

5. Of two large wheels with the undersides
facing we make a double wheel with long
pins in G3f G4, G13, G24, Cl and C2. The

time, one of the termináis of the lamp is
directly connected to one of the battery ter
mináis, The other bactery cerminai is connecced to Pl, the second terminal of the
lamp to NI. When now we wind the clock

pins should extend about 5 mm above the
116

the lamp wiíl burn until che dock needs

want to light the lamp after a certain time,

rewinding. Then the contact is automatically

the terminalsin M5 and O5 are used. Other-

interrupted. If, on the other hand, \ve only

wise the connections are exactly the same.

3X48

3X12

35

2X96-

42 (7 X)

30-G-*
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E6 - SELF-WINDING CLOCK

Order of assembly

1. The mountíng plates.

2. The drive spindle with drive wheel and
small gear wheel.

3. The gear transmíssion.

4. The weight raising wheels.
-5. The escapement.

6. The motor.
7. Provisional assembly.
8. The hands.

9. The battery holders.
10. Switch levers.
11. The wiring.
12. The pendulum.

1. In the front píate fix a 3x24 spindle in
L3 (position2) and a 3 x 48 spindle in U5
(posición 1), 4x12 bushes in R3, Ti, T3 and
X5, 3 x 12 bushes in N3 and P3, and 3 x 48
spindles which are only temporarily used
during assembly in Kl, K5, \V1 and W5
(position 4), and 3x120 spindles in J3,
V5 and XI (position 1),

Tn the back píate fix a 4x24 bush in X3
(position 2, flange against back of píate), 4 x
12 bushes in R3, Ti, T3 and X5, 3x12

bushes in L3, N3 and P3. Now lay rhe front
píate in front of you with the topside down
and continué as follows:

2. In the topside of a large wheel insert 30
pins in G and underneath six pins in a. Fix
che wheel on a 2 x % spindle at posición 3
and put pieces of 2 mm sleeving and 2 mm
washers at both spindle ends. Insert chis with
the 30 pins pointing towards che mounting
píate in N3. Make another wheel like the

Clocks whích hang on the wall and are driven by a weight suspended below it, have

been xn existence for several hundred years.
In chis model, when the weight reaches its
Iowest posición, it is raised automatically,
so that the clock won't stop.

previous one, but fix it at position 4 of a
2 x 96 spindle.

After putting sleeving and washers on it, in
sert it with the 30 pins again pointing to
wards the mounting píate in P3. The pins
on the three wheels so far mounted should
mesh properly.

3. In a large wheel insert 30 pins at the topside in G and nine pins with pieces of rub-

In a large wheel insert 30 pins at the top
Ín G and fix it on a 3 x 96 spindle at posi

ber hose (29) underneath in B. On these nine

tion 5. At the spindle end at the rearside of

pins fix a small wheel (rearsides facing). Fix

the wheel put a piece of 3 mm sleeving and

a 3 x 96 spindle with a collet at position 5 in

a 3 mm washer. At the other end a ó mm

the large wheel. At position 2 a small wheel

piece of 3 mm sleeving, a 3 mm washer, a

with nine pins underneath in b. At the side

coil spring and another 3 mm washer. Insert

of the small wheel push a 3 mm washer over

this end in TI. The 30 pins should mesh

the spindle and insert this side of the spindle

with the sí xpins of the wheel fixed preví-

in R3 of the front píate. At the other end of

ously.

the spindle push a piece of 3 mm sleeving
and a 3 mm washer.
Continué by putting 27 pins at the topside in

F and 5 (five) underneath ín A of a large
wheel. Mount this at position 6 of a 3 x 120

4. For the weight raising wheels make two
double wheels with nine pins in Fl, F4, F7,
FIO

etc.

The

distance

between

the

two

wheels shouid be 2 mm and thus at one

spindle. Push pieces of 3 mm sleeving and

side the pins wül protrude by 2 mm from

3 mm washers on both ends and insert it in

the double wheel.

T3 with the 30 pins pointing downward. To
spindle in R3 slightly. The 30 pins should

On a 4 x 24 bush push 8 mm of 4 mm sleev
ing, a 4 mm washer and a piece of rubber
hose (29), also 4mm long. Finally, a bush

mesh with the nine pins of the small wheel

with the flange against the rubber hose. On

this purpose it will be necessary to lift the

on the drive spindle.

this place a double wheel with the collet in

2X21

C I

the wheel from which no pins protrude. Repeat the same for the other weight raising
wheel. Put a rubber band around the spindles in V5 and XI, over the spindle ín XI
push a piece of 3 mm sleeving and a 3 mm
washer and then push a weight raising wheel
on chis spindle.

5. Fix the escapement at position 2 of a 2 x

% spindle. Over both ends of the spindle

push a piece of 2 mm sleeving and a 2 mm
washer and fix the spindle in L3. The lug
on the escapement shouid come roughly
above the hole L2.

6. Push a pin (7) on rhe motor spindle and

on thís a piece of rubber hose and two 3 mm
washers. See page22. The motor is now pla
ced on the spindles in U5 and V5 with the
pulley pointing upward. The termináis will

be at the T-side. Keep the motor in position
by a piece of sleeving on the spindle in V5.
7. In the bush in X5 insert a 3x96 spindle
wíth a piece of 3 mm sieeving. Put round
this the rubber band which is already around

the spindles in XI and V5. On this spindle
place the second weight-raising wheel. Now
the backplate can also be fxed by means of
collets in J3, V5 and XI. The spindles in
Kl, K5, Wl and W5 of the front píate can
now be removed. Adjust all the gear wheels
in such a way that they engage one another

properly. The piece of sleeving on the front

part of the spindle in Ti must be so adjusted
that the coil spring comes under tensión.
Put a rubber band around the motor pulley
and two weight-raising wheels.

8. On the part of the spindle in Ti that protrudes from the mounting píate, place a
small wheel with twelve pins at the topside
inc.

Small hand: In a large wheel insert 24 pins
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at the topside in E and two pins underneath
in D5 and D6. Fix the wheel at position 2

of a 4 x 24 bush and push a 3 x 48 spindle inbetween the pins in D5 and D6. Push this
wheel over the spindle at the front in T3. At
the very end of
small wheel with
have pins in d
tween which a

this spindle we mount a
collet 3- This wheel shouid
and c2 at the top, in-be3x96 spindle is inserted

(large hand).

9. Make two battery holders, each for three
&6 cells, as described on page 18. Place these
on 2 x 96 spindles which iater on are ¡nserted
with a single collet in Jl and ]5 of the front
piate. Connect the negative terminal of one
battery holder with the positive terminal of
the other. To the rcmaining positive terminal
connect 210 mm of red flex and to the free
negative terminal 210 mm of black flex.

10. Fix a 3x48 spindle with a clamping
spring on the spindle in X5, in front of the

weight-raising wheel. On the end of this
spindle extending beyond the rear píate, fix

a 3 x 24 spindle with a contact spring screwed into it. When turning the spindle in X5,

hairpin springs (compare model C6).

At the end of the string we temporarüy fix
some heavy object. The other end fitst goes
over a pulley, then, turning right, over the

the contact spring must couch the spindle in
V5. On this 3x48 spindle also fix a 3x24
bush with a clamping spring. The clamping

pins covered with rubber hose of the driving

spring with which the 3 x 48 spindle is fixed

weight-raising wheels

to the spindle in X5, and locks the weightraising wheel

in

position.

Push

a

3 x 48

spindle through the bush in X3. At the front
and rear parts fix 3 x 48 spindles with clamp
ing springs and a pulley

These

spindles

should point in opposite directions.

On the foremost 3 x 48 spindle fix a 3 x 24
bush with a clamping spring, Fig. 2 shows
how the various parts of the switch should
be adjusted.

11. The positive terminal of the battery holder combination is connected to the front end
of the spindle in V5. The negative lead goes
to the motor. The spindle in X5 is connected

to the other motor terminal. When now we

wheel, next across the second puiley, then
over che rubber on the bushes of the two
and

finally

connect

the ends of the string together. On the lefthand pulley hang a bottle or another object

weighing about 250 grams. To the righthand pulley we hang a supporting ring.
The clock has to make 75 ticks each minute.
The exact speed can be adjusted by moving
the double wheel of the pendulum up or
down. Should the pendulum move irregularly, then try and adjust this by turning the 3 x

48 spindle to which the pendulum is suspen
ded.

The position of the escapement is very important for the correct functioníng of the
clock.

press the contact spring on X5 against the

spindle in V5, the motor should run and
the pulley, and with it the two weight-lifting
wheels. should turn with the hands of the

dock when seen from the front. Should this
not be the case, then reverse the motor con-

3X2

(I

■3X95 Í2X]

+3X32í(2X]

nections.

12. Malee a pendulum fork as in the previous
models. Fix this on the spindíe in L3 behind

the backplate. Now take two 3 x 324 spindles
and two 3 x 96 spindles and join these with
pins. At the end push a double wheel made

out of two large wheels with pins in Gl, G2,
G16 and G17, the wheels with the topsides
facing. With a 3 x 48 spindle make a hinge
as in model E2. Fix the 3 x 48 spindle on the

one in J3. Hang the clock on the wall
piece of string tied to the spindle in
should be about 20 cm below the
point. To conclude take a piece of

with a
J3. J3
fixing
string

about one metre long and two pulleys with
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ELECTRONIC-MECHANICAL MODELS

bushes or spindles by means of two short pins

and two 2 mm washers and the bushes or

If you are lucky enough to have an EE-kit as

spindles are spaced 30 mm apart on

well as an ME-kit, you will be able to make

assembly píate. The íeads are best fixed to

even more interesting modcls. As in full-scale

the tags before the switch is placed in po-

the

engineeríng, the combination of the mecha-

sition. For the wiring we use the assembly

nical,

wíre from the EE-kit, except for the leads to

eléctrica!

and

electronic

principies

opens up a vast range of possíbslities.

be connected to pins for which ir is obviously

A small section of this range will be discus-

better

sed he re.

ME-kít. The potentiometer from the EE-kit

The models described are made of compo-

can be clamped with the associated washer

nents

and

contained

Ín

both

the

ME-

and

to

nut

use

on

the

leads

two

3 mm

provided

in

spindles

inserted

the EE-kits. On dismantling these models,

15 mm apart in the mounting píate.

make

The

certain

returned to

that

the

components

are

their appropriate kíts, thcreby

avoiding making more work for

yourself

when making further models.

reasons

for

ñor

providing

the

assembly

sheets of the kind included in the EE-kit Ín
order to show how to wire the circuits in

the combined models are two-fold.

As a number of design detaüs keep recur-

Firstly, we

ring, it ís useful to describe these first. In

such models wül have gained suffident ex-

many circuits the battery has to be tapped to

perience not to need them and secondly,

supply 1.5 V negative with

assembly sheets would be rather difficult to

respect to the

posidve pole.

compile, since

and
For

the

9V

assume that anybody

battery

holder

described

on

the

cackling

the mechanícaí construcción

electronic

wiring

are

mixed

up

together.

page 19 this means that the connection D3-

D18 is replaced by two leads which come

Moreover, electronic circuits are not neces-

together on a tetminal in the círcuit. This

sarüy designed for one model only and may

tappíng is taken from the wheel with the

very well be suitable for several models, for

three interconnections and Ís thus situated

which the wiring may have to be arranged

between the first and the second cells, coun-

quite differently. The rea! object of giving

ted from the posítive terminal or between

descriptions of models is that

the fifth and the sixth cell, counting from

courage you to use your talents and work

the negative terminal.

out your own design. With this in view, we

Because the battery now has three connec-

have given a few circuits at the end of this

tions, we must use a double switch and for

section, which are not associated wíth any

this the small slíding switch from the EE-kit

particular model. It is up to you to find some

will do admirably. It is fixed to two 3 mm

uses for them.

it may en-

MAGNETIC SIREN

the coil will be less, because the field will be

WITH EARPHONE

attracted by the steel pin. While the shutter
wheel rotates the field through the coil varies
continuously.

The voltage induced in the coil is at most
0.1 V. As this ís insufficient to trigger a
loudspeaker, we use an earphone.

The base píate contains: hairpins from below
ín L2 and L4 wíth coil spring on then
3x96 spindles in OÍ and O5, with the collet in place 5, 3 x 48 spindles up. in Q3 and
U3, 4x24 bush up in S3, 3x48 spindles
downXl and X5The shutter contains 30 long pins in circle
G and a 2 x % spindie, with at the other
end a small wheel with six pins.
The intermedíate shaft consists of a 3 x 48
spindie containing a small wheel with 12
pins and a large wheel with 30 pins.
The driving wheel contains 24 pins and

The operation of this model is based on the
induction principie, i.e. that a voltage is induced in a coil when the magnetic field
through this coil varies in strength. Here,
part of the fieJd of a permanent magnet
passes through a choke from the EE-kít. Pins

inserted in a revolving wheel pass between
the magnet and the coil.

When a pin arrives between the magnet and
the coil, the part of the field passing through

moves with a
spindie in U3.

4x24 bush

on

the fixed

ímmediately below the pins of the shutter a
large wheel is fixed. The collet is in place 2
on the spindie in Q3. This wheel carries the
magnet which is fixed to it, with its narrow

side facing outwards, and with two rubber
bands passed double through the holes D2,
D3, E2 and E3.

The coil and the magnet should be as cióse
as possible to the pins in the shutter wheel.

MODEL F 2 — MAGNETIC SIREN

The back píate contains two 4x12 bushes

WITH DYNAMO, AMPUFIER AND

in Rl and R3? a. 3 x 12 bush in T3 a 3 x 48

LOUDSPEAKER

spíndle up in X3 and four spring termináis
inMlJM3)U5andX4.

A pin is placed at both ends of the spindle
in Wl and on the two spindles in X3The

motor

is

supported

on

two

3 x 96

spindles fixed with clamping springs to the
frame spindles in Wl and W5. It is preven-

ted from shifting by two 4x12 bushes on

the back cross spindle. The motor should be
placed as far as possible to the back.

In the bearings in Rl Ís a 3x120 spindle
wíth at the front end a 4x 12 dístance bush
and a wheel with 24 pins from beiow in
círcle E and a long pin on the top-side in Fl.

The long pin is provided with a 3 x 12 bush
wíth a piece of síeeving pushed over ic and a
2 mm washer.

The electronk part of this raodel is very

In the bearings in R3 is a 3x120 spindle

simple. One AC 126 transistor serves as an

with a large wheel with 30 pins from the

amplifier and ís followed by a loudspeaker.

top-side in circle G and at the front a small

The transistor is driven by a choke which

wheel with 12 pins ftom the top-side in cir

produces the sound.

cle c.

The fields of the magnets pass through the

In the bearings ¡n T3 is a 2 x 96 spindle with

core of the choke and are varíed in strength
by

the

passing

pins,

indudng

vokages

in the choke which produce an audible tone.
The pítch depends on the speed at which the
wheeí rotates. This wheel is fixed on the
spindle of an electric motor which operates
here

as a

dynamo.

The

electrical

energy

delívered by the dynamo is supplied to the
amplifier.

The síren Ís made on a frame consisting of
two plates fixed

together

by four 3 x 96

spindles in Jl, J5, Wl and W5. This frame
should be very strong, because it is subject
to fairly high forces when being used.
The front píate (the píate at the crank end)

contains two 4x12 bushes in Rl and R3, a
3x12 bush in T3 and two 3x24 spindles

down in W3 and X3124

a small wheel with six pins from below in
circle a and a large wheel with 30 pins from
below in cúrele G.
The shutter wheel on the dynamo spindle
contains nine pins on the top-side in circle B
and fifceen pins in circle G, the last ones pro-

truding 4 mm at the bottom from che wheel
which is fíxed to che dynamo spindle by
means of a pin and a 3 x 12 bush.

One magnec is placed with a rubber band on
the dynamo cover. The second magnet must
be placed the other way round,
with
the north pole facing the south pole of the
first one. h is clamped between the spindlcs

in W3 and X3, for which purpose the firsc

one is provided wich a piece of rubber hose
and the second one with a 3 mm collet. To
ensure tbat the magnet is fixed fírmly a fíat
piece of rubber hose is inserted between this
collet and the magnet.

The ends of the two spindles in X3 each con^
tatn

a

pin

in

which

the

wires of

the

choke are inserted (folded double, if necessary). These are bent so as to be as near as

possible to the shutter wheel. The transistor
(with heatsink) is fixed with a rubber band
in the holes K2 and L2 of che back píate.
Since the dynamo in this model is to feed the
transistor, we muse know where the positive
and the negative termináis are. As noted on
page 21 the polarity applies co one dirección
of rotation only and this must therefore noc

be changed while the model is operating.

The polarity is determined by connecting a
íamp and diode in series to the dynamo and
rotacing this. If the lamp Iights, the negative
pole of the dynamo will be at the end of the
diode marked with a dash. If not, the situa
ción will be the reverse. Do not allow the

lamp to burn for ionger than a few seconds,
because the diode is overloaded during this
test.

When operacing the model, hold it by the
front píate and start it up gradually.
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MODEL F 3 — STEERABLE CAR
WITH ELECTRONIC FLASHING
INDICATORS

The car is constructed in the same way as
model Al (page40).

The potentiometer is mounted on a 3 x 48
spindle up in L3 and a 3 x96 spindle in L4
protruding 48 mm above the fixíng collet
which is also used to fix the back axle. The
electronic swicch is mounted on termináis
in N2, N4, OÍ, 03, P2, P4, S2, Ti, T3, T5
(see circuit and wíring diagram).

The lamp hoiders are fixed with 3x24
spindles in XI and X5.

The electronic circuit switches a lamp on
and off periodically at a rate which is adjustable with a potentiometer.
The steering mechanism includes a switch
by means of which the left hand light is
connected into circuit when the steering
wheel is turned to the left; simiiarly the
right hand light is connected when the wheel
is turned to the right.

The flasher switch comprises two 3 x 48
spindles and one contact spring. The spindíes
are fixed with clamping springs to 3 x 24
spindles down in Wl and W5. The contact
spring is inserted in hole G23 of the turntable and connected with a lead which passes
upwards through the rotary spindle to the
terminal in T3.

The lamps are connected by means of pins

and 60 mm leads to the spindles in Wl
and W5.

The 3x48 spindles are provided at their
ends with a piece of sleeving which rests
against a 3 x 24 bush down in X3.

The following Icads are used: 7x60, 2x90,
2x120, lx210mm.

WO-ft.

o

o/o

MODEL F 4 — ELECTRIC CAR
WHICH STOPS WHEN MOVING ON
TO A DARK FLOOR ÁREA

face becomes darker, the current to the motor
is interrupted. The level at which this hap-

pens can be adjusted with the potentiometer.
The dríve and steering mechanism is made
in the same way as for the electric car A4.
The 9 V battery holder must be tapped at a
point where 1.5 V ncgative is obtained with
respect to the posítive terminal. To this cnd
the

connection

between D3

and

D1S

is

replaced by two 120 mm long leads which
come together on a terminal in the hole T4
of the mounting píate.

The light-sensitive cell from the EE-kít is

mounted in a diaphragm housing and cove-

This mechanical-electronic model, the electronic part of which can be made from components in the EE20 is a very cntertaining
piece of equipment. At the front under the
mounting píate is a screened light-sensitive
cell which absorbs only the light reflected by
the surface on which the car travels. If the
reflected light is sufficíently strong, a current
will pass through the motor via the AC 126
transistor and the car wiU move. Jf the sur-

red with a piece of cardboard with a hole
the size of the cell cut in it. The cell and the
cardboard are heíd by means of a small rubber band. The diaphragm housing is moun
ted in hole X3 with a 3x24 bush. The
potentiometer is fixed to two 3 x 48 spindles
up in the holes TI and Ul.

The on-off switch (sliding switch from the
EE-kít) is mounted on two 3 x 24 bushes up
in L5 and N5.

The connections to the battery holder consist
of 120mm long leads.

'

O

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

MODEL F 5 — ELECTRIC CAR

The electronic drcuit is again mounted on

W1TH AUTOMATICALLY LIGHTTNG

the electric car A4. The light-sensitive cell
which is fixed on top of che mounting píate
absorbs the light in the surroundings. When
this drops below a certain level, as adjusrable
with the potentiometer, the headlamps come

HEADLAMPS

on.

If the light becomes stronger again, they will
be switched off. The circuic is very similar to
that used in the last model; some modifícations had to be made, however, to suit ir
to the specíal function it has to perform.

The control switch for the driving motor has
been left in its original place; the on-off
switch and the potentiometer are therefore
128
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mounted differently chan in the previous
model.

It may happen that the Iights flicker when
the car passes from a dusky into a darker

The switch is fixed on two 3 x 24 bushes up
in N3 and N5-

área. This is caused by light of the head-

The potentiometer is clamped on two 3 x 4S

direct or reflected by an object in the vicinity.

spindles up in NI and N2.

The Iamp holders are fixed
spindies up in XI and X5.

with

3 x 24

lamps being absorbed by

the cell, eíther

This may be overeóme by

screening

the

lamps and light-sensítive cell with respect
to each other by raeans of cardboard.
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MODEL F 6 - L1GHT ACTUATED
S1REN VVITH TWO LOUDSPEAKERS

3. Mount the amplifier as far as possible.
4. Place all the other spindles in the bottom
mounting píate.
5. Mount

and

connecc

the

potentiometer,

motor with wheel, lamp, battery holders,
speakers.

6. Prepare the top mounting píate.
7. Fix thís on the model.
The 120mm spindles in the holes Jl, J5, XI

and X5 also serve as legs on which the model
stands.

3x96 spindles in the holes NI, N5, V3
and X32 x 96

spindles

in

the

holes

J3,

N3,

S3

and S4.
One 3 x 48 spindle up in hole X4 in the bot
tom píate.

The amplifier is mounted on the bottom
píate; termináis are inserted from below in
The light of a lamp falls on a íight-sensitive

the holes 01, 05, P2, P4, Q3, Q3, R2, R.4,

cell, causing íts resistance to vary. Between

Sl,S5,U5,Y2and V4.

the lamp and the cell we pass a number of

The loudspeakers are fixed to the spindles Ín

pieces of cardboard fixed to a wheel on the

Jl, NI

spindle of the electric motor. The resístante

(2x4.5 V) to the spindles in J3 and N3, the

and J5, N5, the battery holders

of the cell will now rise and drop so quickly

lamp with a rubber grommec between the

that sound is produced. This is amplified and

spindles in S3 and S4, the motor to spindles

transmitted through loudspeakers,

in V3 and X3 and the potentiometer with

The pitch of the sound is determined by the

a washer and nut to the spindies in X4

speed at which the motor revolves. The am-

and X5.

plifier circuit is similar to that numbered A3
of the EE-20' kit, wíth some minor modi-

The

push-buteon

by means of

which

the

ficatíons.

motor is switched on is fitted on the top

mounting píate and is fixed with termináis
The siren is mounted between two mounting

in T2 and T3 from the top, whereas the bare

plates spaced apart so as to enable 96 mm

lead secvíng as a fixed contact is inserted

long spindles co be just ficted between them.

with termináis En R5 and V5 from the top.

This model should be built in the following

The cardboard screens for interrupting the

order:

light are held in place by short or long pins
which are placed in pairs, with

1. Fix all the termináis in the bottom moun
ting píate.

2. Fix the four 3x120 spindles in the corners.
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the slots

facing each other, in circle G of a large
wheel.

The holes used are G3 and G5, Gó and GS,
G9 and Gil, etc.

MODEL F 7 — ELECTRONIC
STOPPING CAR WITH STOPLIGHT

The many possibilities offered by electrones
are once again demonstrated in thís model.

A car proceeds for a while, then stops with
the stoplight burning. After a Lítele while it
proceeds again. -AJÍ chis oceurs fully auto-

matically.

This model is based on the electric car A4.
ít is different in that the control switch near
the steering wheel is not fitted and the drive
is siighrly modified. The back wheels which
are placed one hole fuftfaer forward are not
driven by two rubber pulleys on the halfshafr as in the original model, but by cwo

the car up, the wheels will consequently be
seen to rurn slowly.

The battery holder is provided with an on-off
switch of the kind described on page 21.
The electronic circuit is mounted on

ter

mináis ínserted from below in X3, X5, W2,
W4, V5, U2, VA, TI, T3 and S4 of the
mounting píate,

The lampholder ES placed with a 3 x 24
spindle in J3, the motor and back axle are

fixed on to 3 x 4S spindles inserted down in
pulleys with six pins in circle a.

M2 and M4.

This speedsup thecarand makesthe stopping

The following leads are used for the wiring:

action more spectacular; to ensure that the

3x120, 1x120, 1x90 and 6x60mm; the

car comes to a full stop, the motor has liad

six 60 mm long leads include those used for
the interconneccions in the battery holder.

to be loaded slightly more heavily. If we lift

-cooooooo
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cally. When the lighc gets stronger, the car

MODEL F 8 — ELECTRIC CAR

WHICH REDUCES SPEED IN THE

will gather speed and the headlamps go out.

DARK AND LIGHTS HEADLAMPS

The light level at which this change takes

AUTOMATICALLY

place may be varied with the potentiometer.
The

running

mechanism

should

be

put

together with special care to ensure that it
works lightly.
The potentiometer is fixed to a 3 x 24 spindle

up in J3 and a 3 x 48 spindle up in J4. The
on-off

switch

is

mounted on

two

3x24

bushes inserted up in M5 and O5- The ordinary control switch is eliminated.

The

battery

holder

is províded

with

the

usual tap.

The lampholders are fixed

to two

3 x 24

spindles inserfed up in XI and X5.

The light-sensitíve cell is fixed under the
mounting píate with the sensitive end up-

wards. The leads pass vía the hole X3 to the
termináis in X2 and X4.

Above the cell the supporting pipe (No. 53)
Thís is yet another variation on the electric

is held in place by means of a rubber band.

car A4.

This prevents the light from the headiamps

The car goes along normally until k comes

fallíng on to the cell, as this would result in

to a place where the light is less strong, say,

the cell no longer being able to "sense the

under a piece of furniture. It reduces speed

dark" and would render the whole mecha

and the headlamps will light up automati-

3 O/

O

O

O

O

nism inoperative.
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MODEL F 9 — WHISTLECONTROLLED ELECTRIC CAR

the

steering wheel.

The on-off switch

is

mounted on the holes P5 and R5 and the

potendometer on 3 x 48 spindles inserted up

in M3 and N5Two 3 x 96 spindles inserted up in the holes
Jl and J5 support the loudspeaker whkh is
fixed with four rubber bands and serves as a
microphone. The top encis of the spindles are
joined by means of a thitd 3 x 96 spindle to
make the construcción as a whole more rigid.
The battery contains the usual tap by means

of two leads on píns D3 and D18, connected

to terminal R4.
The circuit is designed so as to be sensitive to
a sound of a certain pitch and less sensitive to
other sounds, with a view to obviating the

This model is the most spectacular model

possibility of the circuit beíng triggered by

of this series.

ambient noise.

A moving car can be stopped by bíowing a

The circuit is most sensitive to sound of a

whístle. Afcer 5 to 7 seconds it continúes its

pitch of approx. 2500 cycles per second,

moving and can be "ordered" to stop again

which ís roughly equivalent to the fourth

any time.

E fíat on the piano.

The electronic circuit necessary to achieve

This is the sound produced by the usual type

this can be made entirely of components
from the EE 20 kit.

of cheap whistle.

The model consists again of the standard

cuit to the máximum possible senskiviry. If-

electríc car without the control switch near

this is too great, the circuit will oscillate;
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The potentiometer Ís used to adjust the c¡r-
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O
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this ís characterised by a soft whístling tone

to move; at this point the círcuit will be

from the loudspeaker and by the fact that

tuned at máximum sensitivity. By rurning

the model stops permanencly, In this case

the potentiometer further clockwise, the sen-

the potentiometer should be turned slowiy

sitivity will become less which means that we

clockwise un til this tone is just no longer

shall have to whistle harder and come ever

heard. After a few seconds the car wili start

closer to the car to stop it.
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Level control
for pump
installation

maximum-setting

switch

whistle-controlled
motor
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